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[1.0] INTRODUCTION
Descent 0 11 Crete is a grand tactical, company level
simulation of the German/Commonwealth conOict that took place in the Maleme-Suda Bay area
of Crete during the period 20 10 28 May 1941. The
Germans executed Operation Merkur, which involved the initial drop of the greatly reinforced 7th
Parachute Division, spearheaded by the elite Assault (or Sturm) Regiment. The game covers the
critical area of the conOict in detail. The Germans
wished to capture the island in order 10 defend the
oilfields of Ploesti, Ru mania, from RAF attack,
and to serve as a possible steppingstone in the conquest of the Middle East. Crete, however, proved
an extremely difficult nut for the Germans to
crack, and the descent on Crete was to end all
hopes of conquest in the Middle East.
After the men of the 7th Parachute had landed,
they were to secure the Maleme Airfield so as to
allow the mountain troops of the 5th Mountain
Division to land and aid the paratroopers. These
mountain troops, while not as effective as the men
of the 7th Parachute, were armed with more heavy
weapons and could make up in firepower for what
they lacked in elan. Defending the Maleme-Suda
Bay area were Australian, British, Cretan, Greek
and New Zealander troops. The Germans were
outnumbered by almost two to one, but the Commonwealth forces suffered from virtua l command
paralysis. More importantly, the Germans had absolute control of the air. This superiority influenced the campaign more than perhaps any other
factor and certainly contributed to the command
paralysis on the Commonwealth side. Throughout
the .course of the game, Players will be presented
with problems similar to those which confronted
the actual commanders of the various forces and
will attempt to devise solutions within the limits of
the game. The Players are also restricted in their
use of units, since they have much more information than the historical commanders, and must be
handicapped accordingly. The problem-solving
situations are the core of the simulation; the Player's ability to deal with them in the best way possible is evaluated in light of the Victory Conditions.
Once a Player becomes familiar with Descent on
Crete, he will appreciate the game more and be
able to perform more efficiently in light of the Victory Conditions.

[2.0] GAME ORGANIZATION
T he rules t.o Descent 011 Crete are organized in
separate Sections. Each Section covers one major
aspect of the game, which is numbered for easy
reference (e.g., 1.0, 2.0, and so on). Some rules
Sections have a Commentary, which gives the
Players some historical insight into the designer's
rationale for certain rules. Most of the Sections
have a General Rule, which is a broad description
of the elaborated specific rules which follow. Note
that in all instances in which a General Rule appears to conflict with a specific rule, the specific
rule takes precedence. Specific rules arc_ referred to
as Cases throughout the rules. These cases are
numbered decimally as subdivisions of the rules
Sections (e.g., 7. 1, 7.2 and 7.3 are all pans of Section 7.0). In most instances, the Cases themselves
are subdivided into secondary Cases (for example,
Cases 7. l 1,"7.i2 and 7. 13 are all subdivisions of
Case 7.1). Prior to reading the rules, Players
should examine all the various coinponents of the
game and keep them at hand for easy reference
while reading the rules. Begin by carefully examining the maps, then the counters, and finally the
play aids {charts, tables and tracks). Players
should then carefully read the Sequence of Play

(Section 5.0), since it is the framework around
which the rest of the rules are structured. Then
read the Commentary and General Rule for each
rules Section, briefly scanning the individual
Cases. Finally, Players should read through all of
the rules at least twice. Players may wish to
underline rules of major importance. Experienced
Players wi1I probably have their own method of
reading rules; the method described has been the
most successful method of teaching people how 10
play the game.

the northwestern part of Crete in which the most
crucial aspects of Operation Mercury took place.
A numbered hexagonal grid is superimposed on
the game-map 10 regulate movement. In addition,
each hex is analyzed as to its terrain type, in order
to regulate the movement, fire, and close assault
of units. Each of the several different types of terrain on the map is displayed on the Terrain Key
section of the East Map. The various effects ofterrain are stated in Section 11.0 and integrated into
various charts and tables.

14.2] GAME CHARTS AND TABLES

[3.0] GENERAL COURSE
OFPLAY
Descent 011 Crete is designed for two Players. It
can be made into a multi-Player game by dividing
the various forces among teams of Players. When
more than two Players participate, please bear in
mind that Players on each side must cooperate to a
certain degree. Definitely no Friendly units may
auack other Friendly units, for instance; but the
method in which the Enemy is attacked is up to the
individual P layer. Descent on Crete is not designed
for solitaire play in ilS present form, but the enterprising Player can devise a workable solitaire game
in several hours.
The play of the game is constructed around a series
of turns called Game-Tums, each of which represents two to four hours of real time. In the course
of a Game-Turn, Players will move their pieces
(hereafter referred to as units) and engage in combat in an attempt to fulfill 1he Victory Conditions.
Players will note that the units represent the actual
combat units that fought in the historical situation
depicted, and that the designations on the units
identify the historical formation that the par1icular unit represents. For the Commo_nwealth
side, the command at C rete reorganized the formations several times, so the designation of a particular unit as of0800 hours, 20 May - the time of
the German airdrop - is the designation used, except where specifically noted otherwise. The units
perform all functions in a manner prescribed in the
Sequence of Play, which places specific strictures
on when and how Players undertake actions.
Once Players have mastered the rules, they have an
option on how they wish to play the game. Toward
the end of the rules booklet, several Sections .are
devoted to individual Scenarios and the Battle
Game. T he Scenarios represent certain parts of
the battle that were historically important and/or
constitute good game situations. These are played
independe111 of the Battle Game and a re generally
two to ten hours in length, averaging five hours.
The Bau le Game takes in all action in the MalemeSuda Bay area from 20 10 28 May 1941. While the
Battle Game is the most realistic and challenging
way to play_the game, it can take from fifty to
seventy hours to play in its entirety. Players more
familiar with the game can probably play the Battle Game in thirty 10 forty hours. For each scenario
and the Battle Game there is a desqiption of the
opposing forces and the conditions under which
they engage. The Victory Conditions are used to
evaluate the P layers' performances (al the Players'
option), but are mainly used 10 give purpose to
Players' operations and to define objectives for
the Players' units to attempt to capture.

[4.0] GAME EQUIPMENT
CASES:
[4.1] THE GAME-MAP
The game-map is composed of two separate 22" by
34• mapsheets which,.whcn placed together, form

The game makes use of various tables, charts,
tracks, and displays to organize data in an easily
retrievable form. The use of these graphic aids is
explained in the appropriate rules Sections and on
the charts and tables themselves. Note the various
locations of these tables on the separate chart
sheets. Players may wish to write the rules Case
which explains each chart or table on the individual chart or table.

{4.3] THE PLAYING PIECES
The variously colored die-cut counters are the
playing pieces of the game. They are divided into
two basic types, each of which has a number of
sub-types. The first basic type consists of the unit.
These counters represent the actual infantry companies, tank troops and arti llery batteries which
were available to the commanders in the historical
situation. These counters arc printed in a variety
of colors to distinguish their various nationalities.
While all German units are of the same nationali ty, the German paratrooper, mountain Army and
Luftwaffe units are differentiated for game purposes. The Commonwealth units comprise many
different nationalities, which are represented in
the coutncrmix, In addi tioi1 10 units, there are
markers (sec Case 4.42). These are used to reflect
changes in the st rength, status, or mode of units,
or in the status of the game-map (e.g., entrenchments, destroyed or blown bridges).
(4-31) All of the combat units (those depicting a
mi litary formation as opposed to support group
units or leader units) have strength values primed
on both sides of the counter. This permits the
Player to deploy the unit in either of two modes by
simply revealing one side of the unit or the other
(see Section 14.0 for more detail). Note that regardless of which side of the unit is face up, the
numerical values representing its Strength and
Morale remain constant. When and if a unit loses
Strength pointS, the Player will place an appropriate Strength marker under the unit to reflect the
loss {and the Morale will be reduced accordingly).
Depleted and Disrupted markers are placed on a
unit when it is in either or both of these states.
When a Player wishes to place a unit capable of
Travel mode in that mode, the player places a
Travel mode marker on that unit. This is not
necessary with most headquarters, artillery, antitank ,. and flak units as one of their printed sides
shows them in Travel mode. Note finally that the
Effectiveness rating of a combat unit changes (or
disappears) when the unit is flipped over.
(4.32) The front side of a unit depicts its
"strongest" aspect (usually Concentrated). The
back side depicts a "weaker" aspect (usually
Dispersed).
(4-33] Leaders and supporl group units counters
do not have reverse sides, per se. The backs of
leader units are blank, but the backs of support
group units are marked "CNC"to remind Players
that those units may only be in Concentrated
mode. Similarly, static artillery-type units are
marked with a "STAT" on the reverse side of the
counter 10 indicate that these units may not move.
They have only a Dispersed side.
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[4.41] U nit Type Symbology

Every unit is identified as to type by the symbols
printed on the counter face . The unit type determines whether the unit is a Direct Fire unit or an
Indirect Fire unit and whether it is a protected (armored) target or a non-armored target. Unit type
also affects movement costs.
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Headquarters are treated as an infantry-type unit
unless the unit type specifically shows otherwise.
However, some Headquarters units possess a
parenthesized Effectiveness rating on their Concentrated face. Note that almost all headquarters
possess the " HQ" symbol.
Airborne Units. The parachute and glider units
are not distinguished on the counters. Their special
function is the first-turn landing. For normal combat, movement, etc., there is no functional difference between (e.g.) an ordinary infantry unit
and a parachute or glider infantry unit.
Cavalry/Machine Gun Units perform as a combination Machine gun and Reconnaissance unit.
They have all attributes of the two types.
Headquarters/Anti-Tank Units act exactly as
Anti-Tank units do, but they also serve as Headquarters units for the formations that they control.
A considerable number of unit types are provided
to inform the Players of the historical composition
of the unit. Other than that, units such as Machine
Gun units have their unit types presented as a
largely cosmetic device. If the unit type is not mentioned in the Section on Special Unit Types (Section 20.0), the Player may assume that the unit
type has little or no effect.
Players will note that German Paratrooper and
Mountain units are differentiated only by color on
the counterface. Glider units are not indicated, but
for the P layer's information, only the units whose
designation begins with "AR" were gliderdelivered units.
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Serious s1uden1s of history will note that the German landing sites and strengths do not exactly correspond to the historical ones. T he designer chose
to do this for two reasons: one, for the obvious
reason of playbalance; but also so that several
situations that oci;urred in the actual battle would
be recreated in the game. The Commonwealth
deployment is slightly altered, but not to any
significant extent.
O ne of the important aspects of the battle for
Crete is the channelling of the various attacks.
Players of wargames know, of course, that flanking actions are important in almost any battle. But
the commanders on Crete did not have precise
knowledge of enemy dispositions and strengths,
and were not about to go slogging around in the
rough terrain without that information. Aside
from that , the straight-ahead attack and defense
seemed to work well and put a great deal of
pressur e on an enemy position. P layers will note
that the initial positions of the various units do not
allow for sweeping flanking actions, but does
recreate the initial close quarters combat situation .
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(4 .43) Nationalities and Maj or Subgroups

The counters are basically divided into two major
groupings: the Germans and the Commonwealth.
Within each group they are further subdivided.
The Germans arc divided into the different divisions involved, and the Commonwealth is divided
into the nationalities involved. All these groupings
are distinguished by color.
Color
Cnunrer Group
Dark Grey
German Paratrooper
Green
German Mountain
German Army and Luflwaffe
Gray
Red
British
Orange
Australian
New Zealander
Brown
Light Yellow
Greek
Yellow
Cretan, Cypriole,
a nd Palestinian
Note that all German Paratrooper units arc from
the 7th Parachute Division which was reinforced
for the operation. All German Mountain units are
from the 5th Mountain Division which was reinforced by the 6th Moumain Division during the
battle. All German Army units are from the 5th
Armored Division.

[4.5] GLOSSARY
The terms covered below arc those that are not
completely explained in the ensuing rules. In some
cases, the definitions given below are expanded
upon and/or repeated in the ensuing rules.
Artillery-type unit: This term refers to all units
with ranged fire, with the exception of Armored
and heavy weapons units. In certain cases, it will
exclude anti-tank or flak units because of the rules
in Section 20.0(Special Unit Types).
Effectiveness rating: The relative killing power of
an individual unit's main weapon on a scale of 1 to
9. The Effectiveness rating is sometimes modified
to reflect an extremely high-morale unit - one
that is so good that the scale of I to 4 is insufficient
to reflect the quality of the unit. The Effectiveness
rating changes with a un it's Organization Mode. A
unit's firepower depends on its Strength (see
below) and Effectiveness rating.

Fire capability: Fire capability represents the
amount of firepower that can be brought to bear
on a landing German paratrooper unit. It is used
to refer to Commonwealth un its exclusively. For
rules covering its usage, see Case 16.2.
Infantry-type unit: This term encompasses all
units that perform as an infantry unit, including
engineer, reconnaissance, machine gun, headquarters, and pioneer units. Most of these units
have a special function that is covered in Section
20.0, but for the most part they are assumed to be
infantry units.
Mode: The basic state of a unit. A unit (depending
on its capabilities) can be in Dispersed, Concentrated, Travel, Depleted, or Disrupted mode. It
can never be in more than one mode at the same

time. See the appropriate rules for an explanation
of the various modes.
Morale: An expression in numerical form of the
unit's overall combat worthiness. It is determined
on the basis of a particular unit's recorded performance in battle, but it is mostly determined by intangibles such as elan and (most importantly) lhe
designer's opinion.

Movement allowance: Every unit has a Movement
allowance of 4 Movement points. The Movement
allowance is not printed on the counter. Whenever
a unit moves from hex to hex it expends I or more
(or a fraction ol) Movement points. 11 may spend
no more than 4 Movement points during a given
Movement Phase.
Range: The maximum distance in hexes that a
unit may fire. Units with no printed range have a
range of one hex.
Strength: The number of men in a given unit. The
general formula for determining the number of
men is to multiply the assigned Strength of a unit
by 25. However, the formula for the German paratroopers is roughly 15 Limes the assigned Strength,
while the Greek multiplier is between 30 and 50
(and includes Partisans). This reflects the difficulty of simulating the baule for Crete on the
Highway to the Reich scale and system. The
Greeks, while performing credibly in most areas,
usually had one rifle per every two men, which
greatly reduced their effectiveness in the ba11le. To
simulate the tenacity of the German paratroopers,
it was necessary. not only 10 decrease their
multiplier, but to alter the actual landi ng and
organization of the paratrooper units. For armor
or artillery, each Strength point is one tank or gun.
T he printed Strength is the unit's initial or assigned Strength. Whenever the unit loses Strength because of combat, etc., the P layer should place a
Strength marker under the unit to reflect its new
reduced Strength. If a unit with an initial Strength
of 5 loses I Strength point, the P layer places a 4
Strength marker to reflect the loss, giving the unit
a current Strength of 4.
Subordination: Su bordination reflects the chain
of command in the various armies and imposes
various restrictions on the combat units. The subordination rules simulate the armies' attempt to
keep all units in command control, and the concept is more fully explained in Section 12.0.
Support Group Unit: A unit that is incapable of
combat, generally because the unit represents, for
instance, a dock-loading formation attached to the
Commonwealth Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation tha t served Suda Bay before and during
the battle. See Case 20.9 for further details.
[4.6) GAME SCA LE
Each hex on the game-map represents 640 meters
of terrain from hexside to hexside. Each infantrytype unit represents a company. Each artillerytype unit represents a battery. The armored units
that do not represent one tank each are pla1oonequivalents. Each day Game-T urn equals two
hours, while each night Game-Turn equals four
hours of real time.

[4.7) INVENTORY OF GAME PARTS
A complete game of Descent on Crete includes:
One Rules Booklet
Three different Sheets Die-Cut Counters
(400 each; 1200 total)
Two 22• by 34" Map Sections (West and East)
Two identical Sheets of Tables
One Commonwealth Formation Display
One German Formation Display
One German Turn- Record/ Transport Point Track
One Commonwealth Turn-Record/ Phase
Indication Track
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Two Dice
One Game Box/Coversheet Assembly
If any of the parts listed above are missing or
damaged, please write to:
Customer Service
c/ o Simulations Publications, Inc.
44 East 23rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10010
When corresponding about a complaint about a
missing or damaged part, please be specific about
which part(s) is missing/ damaged, as this will
greatly facilitate processing. Questions regarding
the rules of the game will be answered if accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope and
if all questions are phrased to be answered by one
word. Send all rules questions to the above address, and mark them: Rules Questions: Descent
on Crete.

[4.8) PREPARATIONS FOR PLAY
The two map sections have been designed so that
they join to form a "T." Players should note that
certain scenarios may be played on one map section, thus requiring less space for play. The two
maps are referred to as the West Map and East
Map, but when referring to hex numbers on individual maps the following code is used: Wxxxx
or Exxxx. The two maps adjoin so that hex WOIOI
is identical to hex EI033, and hex W3901 is ici0ntical to hex E4833, and all hexes in between correspond similarly (see diagram below). A combination compass rose/Scatter Diagram is included on
both maps to facilitate the adjoining of the maps.
Note that all hexes are identified by map section
call letter and hex number; thus the city of Canea is
located around hex El 727, and the town of Pirgos
is located in hex W0616.

WEST

\~

EAST

Prior to play, many units should be sorted into
their va rious organizations on the Formation Displays, which will provide a convenient reference
for the placement of all units. The various markers
should be sorted by type as fully as possible in the
component tray. These activities will, to say the
least, greatly facilitate play.

[5.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY
GENERAL RULE:
The key to the play of Descent on Crete is the Sequence of Play. The Sequence of Play rigidly
structures when and in what order each activity is
executed within the Game-Turn. The completion
of an entire sequence is called the Game-Turn. A
sequence is broken down into fifteen Phases,
which alternate between the Players. During each
Phase, one Player is designated as the Phasing
Player. The non-Phasing Player may perform no
functions (except Opportunity fire and fire at
landing paratroop units) until his own Phase. Each
Game-Turn, and all activity within the GameTurn, must proceed strictly according to the Sequence of P lay. Each Scenario liStS the starting
Phase of the first Game-Turn of that Scenario, as
does the Battle Game.

GAME:TURN SEQUENCE OUTLINE

[6.0] FIRE COMBAT

1. German Command Phase: The German Player
judges the supply status of each of his units, starting with the headquarters units, from which most
supply flows. He may then attempt to remove
Disruption from affected units. Finally, the German Player places all (normal) airstrikes.

COMMENTARY:

2. Commo nwealth Organization P hase: The
Commonwealth Player may alter the organization
modes of any or all of his non-Disrupted units.
Such activity may trigger Opportunity fire.

3. German Conditio nal Fire Phase: Before any
fire is executed, the German Player places all Hasty airstrikes on the game-map. Then the German
Player may execute fire attacks with all eligible
German units. Note that all German units that execute fi re attacks in this Phase are unable to move
in the immediately following German Conditional
Movement Phase. At the end of all German fire,
any Hasty airstrikes are resolved.
4. Germa n Condilional Movement P hase: The
German Player mi/,y move some, all, or none of the
German units that did not fire in the previous German Fire Phase, within the limits and restrictions
of the movement rules. The German Player may
bring scheduled or conditional reinforcements
that are due this Game-Turn onto the map as explained in the reinforcement and air landing/
assault rules. The Commonwealth Player may not
move his units during this Phase; his units may execute Opportunity fire against German units that
move within their Zone of Control. Airstrikes are
resolved after movement.
S. Commonwealth Conditional Fire Phase: The
Commonwealth Player executes all actions exactly
as the German Player did in Phase 3.
6. Commonwealth Conditional Movement P hase:
The Commonwealth Player executes all actions exactly as the German Player did in Phase 4.
7. German Free Fire P hase: The German Player
may execute fire attacks with all eligible units. This
includes units that may have moved or fired earlier
this Game-Turn.
Note: Phases 8 through 14 basically repeat Phases
I through 7. However, the P layers' roles are now
reversed: the Commonwealth Player now executes
the activities previously undertaken by the German Player, and vice-versa. Any notes after the
name of an individual Phase refer to activities not
covered in the outline of Phases J through 7.
8. Co mmo nwealth Command Phase: The Commonwealth Player, in addition to all activities
listed in Phase I, checks his units for command
and control.
9. German Organization Phase
10. Commonwealth Conditio nal Fire P hase
11. Commonwealth Conditio nal Movement Phase
12. German Conditional Fire Phase
13. German Conditional Movement P hase
14. Commonwealth Free Fire P hase
15. Game-Turn Record P hase: The Game-Turn
marker is advanced one space on the Game-Turn
Record Track to mark the passage of one GameTurn. Restart the Sequence of Play; unless this is
the last Game-Turn of the scenario being played or
the Battle Game.
Players will note that the term German Player
refers to the Player(s) controlling the German
units, while the term Commonwealth Player refers
to the Player(s) controlling Australian, British,
Cretan, Greek and New Zealander forces. Admittedly, the Greeks and Cretans can in no way be
construed to be a part of the Commonwealth. The
term is applied to these nationalities merely for
convenience.

One of the objectives in Descent on Crete is to
eliminate Enemy units. The way in which this was
done most often during World War II was by fire
c,;:,mbat. Though hand-to-hand melee, rock- and
spear-throwing experienced a renaissance in terms
of usage (some Greek regiments did not have arms
for over half of the regulars, let alone the irregulars), they all took a back seat to guns.
Each unit in the game is classed as either a Direct
fire unit, an Indirect fire unit, or a unit unable to
fire. Units without an Effectiveness rating are
unable to fire. The most common Direct fire units
are the infantry companies. The most common Indirect fire units are the artillery batteries and the
heavy weapons companies. The infantry compa. nies are primarily armed with rifles and a sprinkling of machine-guns; these must be fired on targets which are directly observed by the gunners to
take effect. In other words, a gunner has to see his
target to hit it, hence the term Direct fire unit. Artillery and mortars (the primary weapon in heavy
weapons companies) are usually fired at targets
that are hidden or masked from the view of the firing position, with detached observers who can see
the target communicating to the Indirect fire unit
by radio or telephone. In this way, the lndin,ct fire
unit is 'informed as to where the target is. This is
known as calling in fire, hence the term Indirect
fire.

GENERAL RULE:
During a Player's Conditional or Free Fire Phase
or when an Opportunity fire is triggered by an
Enemy unit, a Player may use his Direct fire units
to make Direct fire attacks upon specific,' individual Enemy units. Under no circumstances may a
unit fire upon more than one enemy unit in the
same Phase. A Player may use his Indirect fire
units to make Indirect fire attacks in his Conditional or Free Fire Phase, only. Direct fire units
may fire only at the two topmost units in an Enemy
stack, and a unit employing Direct fire must be one
of the top two units in its own stack. An artillerv
(Indirect fire) unit may attack any unit of the own'ing Player's choice in an Enemy stack, while a
heavy weapons (also Indirect fire) unit may attack
only one of the two topmost units in an Enemy
stack. An Indirect fire unit may fire from any position in its own stack, so that an artillery unit could
theoretically be the bottom unit in a four-high
stack, and.be eligible to fire on the bo11om unit in
an Enemy four-high stack. Opportunity fire is re~olved exactly as Direct fire, but it may be triggered only by Enemy movement or mode changes
in the Enemy Movement Phase or the Enemy Organization Phase.

PROCEDURES:
Direct F ire A ttack
l. Refer to Table 6.61, Fire Value Matrix: Direct

Fire (see separate sheet).
2. Crossreference the current Strength of the firing unit with its Effectiveness rating, with
reference to the type of unit being fired at (armor
in rare cases, non-armor in nearly all). This will
locate a Fire value (a number from I to 9).
3. Refer to Table 6.63, F ire Results Table
(separate sheet).
4 . Insert the Fire value (obtained in step 2) into
one of the top lines of the Fi re Results Table, making reference to the target unit mode (Dispersed or
Undispersed) and the terrain in the target hex.
5. Roll two dice. Crossreference the number rolled with the Fire value. This locates a result which is
immediately applied to the target unit.
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Indirect Fire Attack
I. Refer to Table 6.62, Fire Value Matrix: Indirect
Fire (see separate sheet).
2. Crossreference the current Strength of the firing unit with its Effectiveness rating, with
reference to the type of unit being fired at (Armored or Non-Armored). This will locate a Fire
value (a number from I to 9).
3. Refer to Table 6.63, Fire Results Table (see
separate sheet).
4. Insert the Fire value into one of the top lines of
the Fire Results Table making reference to the
target unit mode and the terrain in the target hex.
5. Roll two dice. Crossreference the number rolled with the Fire value. This locates a result which is
immediately applied to the target unit.

EXAMPLE:
Fire Combat
A British infantry company with a Strength of 5
and an Effectiveness rating of 3 fires on a German
infantry company that is Dispersed in mixed terrain. Crossreferencing the two values on Table
6.61 results in a Fire value of 4. This value is inserted into Table 6.63 on the "Dispersed in Other
Terrain" line. The Commonwealth Player then
rolls an 11 on the dice. The German unit is Dispersed if it is not already so (which it is in this example) because the combat result was D (but the
owning Player may choose to take a I Strength
Point loss rather than disperse; see Case 6.31).
Nole that the Strength of the target unit is immaterial when executing fire. Only its mode, the
terrain it occupies, and (for armor only) the uni1's
type matter.

CASES:
[6.1) RESTRICTIONS ON FIRE COMBAT
[6. 11) A unit is never required to fire. A permissable fire attack is always executed at the option of the Player commanding the eligible unit.
[6.12) Units in Travel, Depleted, or Disrupted
mode may never fire. No units may fire at airstrike
units.
Designer's Note: Though strafing aircraft were
occasionally sho t down· by ground fire, the Luftwaffe took no significant losses during the fighting
on Crete. The fact was that the Commonwealth
troops lived in complete fear of the ground-attack
aircraft that made the daytime hours living hell for
the ground troops. The Commonwealth troops
displ~_yed foolhardy courage when fighting the airborne and mountain tr0ops, but they discovered
that the Luftwaffe made movement in daylight virtual suicide.
[6 . 13] Only the top two units in a stack may execute Direct fire (including Opportunity fire), and
this Direct fire must be directed at one of the top
two units in the target stack (exception: see Case
20.2). Heavy weapons units may fire from any
position in their own stack, but the target unit
must be one of the two topmost units in the target
stack. Indirect firing units (in almost all cases, artillery units) may fire from any position in their
own stack at any unit in tlie target stack (top, middle or bottom).
[6.14] A unit may fire once during each o f its own
Fire Phases (exceptions: see Section 5.0 and Case
6. 16). A unit may fire multiple Opportunity fires if
they are triggered by Enemy movement or mode
cha1iges (see also Case 8.4).
[6.15) No unit may fire beyond its printed range
(exception: see Case 6.53). Direct fire may not be
directed against units that are not observed by the
firing unit. Heavy weapons units may not fire on
units that are not observed by either the heavy
weapons unit itself or an observing unit in communication (see Section 15.0). Similarly, Indirect

fire (artillery) units may fire at units they observe,
and they may also fire on unobserved units so long
.as they have communications with a Friendly
observing unit.
[6.16) A unit's current Strength is a lways used for
fire combat purposes. However , German units
(only) may choose to split their current Strength in
the Free Fire Phase (only) for fi re purposes, directing fire at any number of targets or target hexes,
.as long as the total Strength of the firing unit is not
exceeded and all rules concerning Fire are fulfilled.
Note that a unit's current Strength is divided, not
the final Fire value, nor the unit's Effectiveness
rating. Although a unit's fire may be split, all split
fires must be directed at different units. All split
fires arc computed in conjunction wi th regular
(full-Strength) fire attacks, to check for possible
multi-formation attacks (see Case 12.2).
(6.17] A unit with a parenthesized Effectiveness
rating may never execute fire in the owning
Player's Fire Phases; such a unit may, however,
execute Opponunity fire against Enemy uni ls that
trigger such fire.
[6.18) A Direct fire unit may never execute Opportunity fire in the owning Player's Fire Phases.
However, a unit may execute Opportunity fire
against units crossing a mountain hexside to close
assault it (see Case 11.44).

(6.2] MULTIPLE-UNIT FIRE
A Player may execute fire with some, none, or all
of his units in each Conditional or Free Fire Phase.
These units may fire at all, some, or none of the
Enemy units within the preceding restrictions to
fire combat. The order in which units fire is at the
complete discretion of !he owning Player.
[6.21] Each fire on a target unit is a separate
event. It is executed and any results applied before
any other fire combats are resolved.
[6.22) Any number of unils may fire at the same
target unit in the same Fire Phase. The owning
Player executes all fire on one particular target
unit that the Player wishes; but he must declare if
he is using units of different formations for computation of possible multi-formation attack (see
Case 12.2). Each unit's fire is resolved separately;
no two units are ever combined in afire attack.
[6.23) A unit (Direct or Indirect Firing) fires at a
specific target unit. Such fire affects only the
target unit (exception: see Case 6.35). The
presence of other units, Friendly or Enemy, does
not block fire(exception: see Case6.13).

[6.3) EFFECT OF FIRE
Fire has three effects. First and foremost, it inflicts
casualties, killing and destroying men and equipment. Secondly, it will cause men to go to ground
or spread out in an effort to reduce the effects of
fire (but mainly to save their own skins). The third
and rarest effect is that of disruption, in which the
unit ceases to operate as a cohesive whole, and
scatters, looking for cover to avoid being
eliminated. In t his game, all units taking casualties
(and some that do not) are forced to disperse to
avoid taking even grealer casualties. The Fire
Tables (6.61 , 6.62, and 6.63) reflect these
possibilities in three different results. One possible
effect is that a "no effect" occurs, which signifies
that virtually no serious damage was inflicted on
the target uni!, and that the target unit may change
mode to prevent any further damage. Another
possibility is a casualty result. In the game, a
casually result is abstracted as a numerical result
that represents the number of Strength points lost
by the target unit. Fire that results in casualties
may be perceived as dangerous by the target unit.
The final possibility is a dispersion. This result indicates that Enemy fire is so close and intense that
the target unit must disperse or take casualties.

[6.31] Fire Results

- = No Effect. The firing unit has shot and missed.
The Player owning the target unit has the option to
treat the result as a D result, but he does not take
any penalties (such as possible Opportunity fire)
for doing so. Play proceeds to the next action.
1, 2, or 3= Casualty. The target unit's Strength
must be immediately reduced by the number given
on the table. Example: If the result is a 2, the target
unit must immediately take a loss of 2 Strength
points. The owning Player puts a marker under the
unit to show its new reduced Strength. If the target
unit is already Dispersed, there is no further effect.
If the target unit is Concentrated, the owning
Player must (I) disperse the target unit immediately (flipping it over to its Dispersed side), or (2) take
an immediate additional I Strength point loss,
with the affected unit remaining in its Concentrated mode. If a unit has no Dispersed side, it
must take an additional loss and retain the mode
that it was in when fired upon. If the target unit is
in Travel Mode, the unit must take an additional I
Strength point loss, and may not come out of
Travel mode. If !he unit is Disrupted, the unit
takes no further result.
D = Dispersion. If the target unit is already
Dispersed or Disrupted, there is no effect. If the
unit is Concentrated, the owning Player must
either immediately disperse the unit, or lose 1
Strength point to retain it in Concentrated mode.
The restrictions applied to Dispersion in the event
of a casualty appiy to all units in this situation
(i.e. , a unit in Travel mode must lose I point).
(6.32) In most cases a unit is fired upon by an adjacent unit. If the target disperses as a result of
fire, it is not subject to Opportunity fire (see Case
9.4), but in this case Dispersion is a result of combat and usually an involuntary change. Therefore
the Player is allowed to make 1he change without
penalty.
[6.33) When a unit's Strength is reduced to zero, it
is removed from the map (i.e., the unit is eliminated). If a target unit is in a stack of units and sufferslosses in excess of its Strength, the unit is eliminated and the excess losses are assessed to the new two
topmost units in the stack (exception: see Case
6.44, and see also Case 10.44). Example: If a unit
with a Strength of I is fired upon and suffers a loss
of 3, the 2 excess Strength points are applied to the
two new topmost units in the stack. If there are no
units left in the hex, the excess losses are ignored.
All rules concerning Strength point losses are applied to units taking excess Strength point losses.
[6.34) Note that fire from Unit A may cause
Ta rget X to disperse. This effect is immediate, and
if a hypothetical Unit B were then to fire on Target
X, it would be firing upon a Dispersed target.
[6.35] If a head.quarters unit is forced to take an
extra Strength point result due to a dispersion
result, the owning Player may choose to disrupt
the headquarters unit rather than lose the extra
Strength point. The Player who chooses to do this
should be aware that the penalties for disrupting
an HQ are huge, and the option should be taken
only when the unit is close to elimination. If a
headquarters unit is eliminated by a straight combat result (e.g., a I result), an extra Strength point
is not applied to any uni ts with it. This refers to the
penalty for being unable to disperse only.

[6.4) INDIRECT FIRE
Artillery and heavy weapons units are Indirect fire
units, though only artillery units are "pure" Indirect fire units. During a Player's Fire Phases, Indirect fire units attack using the Indirect Fire Procedure. In many cases, Indirect fire units will be
eligible to fire at units that they themselves do not
observe. For more detailed rules on heavy
weapons, see Case 20. I.
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[6.41] A firing artillery unit must be stacked with
or adjacent to a controlling headquarters unit. A
controlling headquarters unit is defined as (I) the
headquarters to which the artillery unit is subordinate, or (2) a headquarters subordinate to the
headquarters to which the artillery unit is subordinate (e.g., an artillery unit subordinate to Commonwealth High Comma nd Headquarters could
be resubordinated to nearly any other Commonwealth headquarters). See the Formation Displays
to determine subordination.
[6.42] In order for an artillery unit to fire on a
target, some unit which is subordinate to either the
art illery unit's controlling headquarters itself or to
a headquarters in chain of command with that
headquarters must be able to observe the target,
and this unit must be able to communicate with the
artillery unit's controlling headquarters (see Section 14.0). Example: A unit of the New Zealand
Division's 19th Battalion ( 19/ 4 Bde in the countermix) would be able to observe for an artillery unit
controlled by the New Zealand 2nd Division Headquarters (2 NZ Div), or a unit directly attached to
the New Zealand Division would be able to sight
for the artillery unit. A unit attached to the New
Zealand Division directly would not be able to
sight for an artillery unit controlled by the HQ of
the 19th Battalion, unless the division-asset unit
had been resubordinated to the I 9th Battalion. Of
course, a headquarters unit may itself observe for
an artillery unit that it controls.
[6.43] lftheconditionsofCases6.4J and6.42are
not met, the artillery unit may not fire, except at a
unit the arti llery unit itself observes.
[6.44] An artillery-type unit may a lways fire at the
unit of the owning Player's choice in the target
stack. However, any excess losses taken from an
arti llery-type unit's fire are ignored. In other
words, once the target unit is eliminated, all other
results are ignored. (Note that this rule is an exception to Case 6.35.)

[6.51 RESTRICTIONS ON
INDIRECT FIRE UNITS
(6.51] Artillery-type units may not execute Opportunity fire, except when they are being close
assaulted. The artillery-type unit must be one of
the top two units in a stack to perform the Opportunity fire on the close assaulting unit. It executes
this Opportunity fire on the top unit in the close
assaulting stack, and the Opportunity fire is
resolved exactly as a Direct fire, using the Di rect
Fire Procedure and Matrix. Note that this means
that all excess losses are applied, since the combat
is treated as Direct fire. Note that artillery-type
units still do have a two-hex Zone of Control.
[6.52] Artillery-type units may participate in a
close assault, but they do not count except against
the stacking limit. The artillery-1ype unit may not
contribute its Strength, Effectiveness rating, nor
any benefits that the artillery-type units normally
derive. Note that an artillery-type unit may not be
the top unit in a close assaulting stack, unless the
owning Player wishes automatic disruption of the
stack (the top unit would have an Effectiveness
rating of zero!).
(6.53] Artillery-type units (not heavy weapons)
may fire up to double their printed range. When
doing so, t he firing artillery-type unit halves its Effectiveness rating before computing any attacks,
dropping all fractions.

[6.6] FIRE TABLES
(6.61) Fire Value Matrix: Direct Fire
(see separate sheet)
[6.62] Fire Value Matrix: Indirect Fire
(see separate sheet)
(6.63] Fire Results Table
(see separate sheet)

[7.0] OBSERVATION
COMMENTARY:
One of the most important problems front-line
troops have always had is that of seeing the enemy.
As an anonymous wag once said, "You can't hit
what you can't see." With the increased use of
called fire (Indirect Fire in the game), sighting for
artillery became a function for front-line troops.
On the island of Crete, sighting became doubly important because of the dense terrain cover that the
island afforded. In Descent on Crete, a unit must
"see" another unit before it can fire on it, directly
or indirectly. The following rules delineate the
restrictions and procedures for observation of
units.

group, and headquarters units may sight for Indirect fire units, but leader units may not.

[7 .4] EFFECT OF OBSERVATION
ON AIRSTRIKES
Bombarding airstrikes may attack any target on
the game-map with the following exceptions: (a)
any dispersed unit in a city or forest hex, and (b)
any leader unit alone in a hex. See Section 17 .0 for
explanation of airstrikes.
[7 .5] EFFECTS OF N IGHT

ON OBSERVATION
On night Game-Turns, the o"bservation range of all
units is reduced to two hexes. All other daytime
observation rules apply.

GENERAL RULE:

[7.6] EFFECT OF WEATHER
ON OBSERVATION

To fire, a unit must observe its target's hex in some
way or o ther. Players should draw an imaginary
straight line between the center of the hex that the
potential observing unit occupies and the center of
the hex that the target unit occupies. This imaginary line is called the line of sight (LOS).
Should the LOS be unobstructed by blocking terrain, the observing unit sights the target. An Indirect fire unit has the option of having another
unit sight for it if the artillery-type unit itself is
unable to spot the intended target. If this is the
case, the Player must es tablish that the observing
unit has an unobstructed LOS to the target, and
that the observing unit is also in communication
(see Section 14.0) with the Indirect firing unit.

See Case 16.1 for explanation of how to determine
weather.
[7 .61] Weather con"ditions Oto 6 have no effect on
observation.
[7.62] Weather conditions 7 to 10 subtract I from
the observation range of an observing unit that is
in a city, town, or airfield hex.
[7.63] Weather conditions II and 12 subtract 2
from the observation range of an observing unit
that is in a city, town, or airfield hex; for a unit
that is not in a clear or mixed hex (nor in any of the
abovementioned hexes), subtract I from the-observation range.

PROCEDURE:
Draw the LOS between the target unit and the
observing unit. Determine the type of terrain in the
intervening hexes. Consult the Terrain Effects
Chart (11 .14) to find the Observation range for
the terrain the observing unit occupies, determine
whether any of the hexes block the LOS, and
whether the LOS is within the maximum LOS distance. If the LOS is not blocked and is within the
proper distance, the observing unit can see the
target hex. An observing unit can always see into
the hex directly next to it within the restrictions
stated in Case 7.1.

CASES:
[7.1] RESTRICTIONS ON
OBSERVING UNITS
[7.11] A unit may never observe across a moun-

tain hexside, regardless of the terrain in the hex
that the unit is in.
(7 .12] A disrupted unit may not observe for
another unit.
[7.13) A unit's LOS is blocked when it coincides
with the first blocking terrain hex or hexside.
Should the LOS coincide with a blocking hexside
or hexside adjacent to a blocking hex, the LOS is
blocked.

[7 .2] EFFECT OF OBSERVATION
ON DIRECT FIRE
Since the vast majority of Direct fire units have a
range of one hex, the only time observation affects
most Direct fire is when the Direct fire unit's LOS
is blocked by a mountain hexside. In the case of
those few Direct fire units with a range of two, apply the normal sighting procedure outlined above
when such a unit attempts to fire from two hexes
away.

[7.3] EFFECTOFOBSERVATION
ON INDIRECT FIRE
When an Indirect fire unit cannot observe a target
unit itself under the normal sighting procedures, it
may use a Friendly unit that is in communication
(see Section 14.0) range to observe for it. All combat units (those possessing normal fire capability
in the Free and Conditional Fire Phases), support

[7.64] When weather condition P occurs, all
observation ranges are halved, rounding fractions
down. Note: night observation range becomes I.

[8.0] ZONES OF CONTROL
GENERAL RULE:
All combat units (including headquarters) exert a
Zone of Control in the six hexes surrounding
them. Any combat unit with a printed range of two
o r more exerts a Zone of Control on all hexes
within two hexes of the hex in which the unit is
situated. No unit exerts a Zone of Control in the
hex that it occupies, because two opposing units
can only be in the same hex in a very speeial situation called close assault (see Case 9.6). A hex in a
Zone of Control is said to be a controlled hex. Due
to various combat resu lts and mode changes, a
unit may temporarily lose its Zone of Control.
Friendly Zones of Control affect Enemy movement. Opportunity fire is triggered by Enemy
movement in a Friendly Zone of Control. A Zone
of Control is referred to as a ZOC in the rules.

CASES:
[8.1] ZOC EFFECT ON MOVEMENT
(8.111 When a Friendly non-armored unit leaves
an Enemy Zone of Control it must pay two Movement points in addition to any other movement
costs (see Sample Units, Case 4.41).
(8. 12) When ao armored unit leaves ao Enemycontrolled hex it need not expend any extra Movement points to do so.

[8.2] EFFECT OF ZOC
ON OPPORTUNITY FIRE
Whenever a Friendly unit in an Enemy-controlled
hex attempts to leave that hex, alter its stacking
position, change its mode, or execute a close
assault, it triggers E nemy Opportunity fire providing that the Enemy unit is eligible for such (see
Case9.4).

[8.3] EFFECT OF ZOC ON SUPPLY
A supply path may not be traced through an
Enemy-controlled hex except when the -hex is occupied by a Friendly unit.
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(8.4] EFFECT OF TERRAIN ON ZOC
(8.41) A unit exerts no Zone o f Control over a hex
which it cannot observe. A Zone of Control does
extend across a blocked hexside.
(8.42) A Zone of Control does n ot extend across a
mountain hexside.
[8.43) Zones of Control do extend across river,
stream and partial water hexsides. In other words,
a unit might control a hex that it could n'ot move
into. In Descent on Crete a Zone of Control
simulates a unit's ability to cover a given a rea with
fire, thus making it difficult for Enemy units to
pass by. In some cases, a unit will lack a ZOC
because of its inability to fire.

(8.5] EFFECT OF FRIENDLY UNITS
ON ZOC'S
The presence of a Friend ly unit does not in any
way lessen or negate the Zone of Control of an
Enemy unit(s) except for the purposes of tracing a
supply path.

Player's Note: It cannot be overemphasized that a
unit expends Movement points to leave a controlled hex and not to enter it. There is no cost to enter
a controlled hex. If a unit leaves a controlled hex to
enter a controlled hex, it pays to leave the first hex,
not to enter the second. Thus, Zones of Control inhibit but do not prohibit movement. Since a u nit
may ·always move one hex (see Case 9. 14), it is
possible to move from one Zone of Control to
another in all cases (within other governing rules).
Note that a close assault constitutes leaving •1he
Zone of Con trol of a unit being close assaulted
(and perhaps of other units).

(8,6) UNITS WITHOUT A ZOC
(8.61] A unit with no printed Effectiveness rating
or with a zero Effectiveness rating has no Zone of
Control.
(8.62] A unit which is Disrupted or Depleted or in
Travel mode has no Zone of Control. Note that a
unit may temporarily lose its ZOC and gain it back
later. The moment a unit performs an action that
eliminates its ZOC (voluntarily or involuntarily)
the unit is considered to lack a ZOC. At the instant
a unit recovers its Effectiveness rating (e.g., successful disruption removal), the unit is considered
to have a Zone of Control again.
(8.63] All units other than those described in
Cases 8.6 1 and 8.62 have a Zone of Control.

[9.0] MOVEMENT
COMMENTARY:
During a military operation such as the one that
ravaged Crete during the last days of May 1941, it
is necessary for combat units to move around to
gain strategic advantages on the enemy or to attain
objectives. Due to the heavy terrain on the island
of Crete, it was often difficult for combat formations to get from place to place in time to adjust to
the ever-changing battle, and it was just as difficult to keep a combat formation as a cohesive
unit. Only the Cretan irregulars (see Section 22.0),
who knew the island like the back of their hands,
were able to traverse it with ease. T he following
rules outline the difficulties and mechanics of
movement in a combat s ituation.

GENERAL RULE:
During the Conditional Movement Phase, a
Player may move any of the units that have not
fired in the immediately preceeding Conditional
Fire Phase. The P layer may move one unit or a
stack of units at a time. In moving, each unit expends a Movement point(s) or a fraction thereof
from its Movement Allowance of 4 Movement

points to enter each hex. The specific cost deper.ds
on the terrain traversed, the Mode of the unit, and
Enemy Zones of Control.

PROCEDURE:
To move a unit (or stack of units) the Player simply displaces it across the hexgrid, hex by contiguous hex. As the Player does so, the Player must
crossreference the mode and the type of the moving unit with the terrain it enters or crosses on the
Terrain Effects Chart (11.14}. This procedure
determines the cost of entering (and/ or leaving)
each hex.

CASES:
[9.1] RESTRICTIONS ON MOVEMENT
(9.11] All units have a Movement Allowance of4.
Except for situations mentioned below, movement
must always be continuous. In moving a stack of
units, units may be p icked up and dropped off as
long as each individual unit's movement path is
continuous. Players may, however, "form up" in
a stack by bringing several units to one hex and
then moving the stack from there, or they may be
broken down and sent their separate ways - as
long as no individ ual unit ever moves more than 4
Movement points.
{9.12] A unit may not enter a hex containing an
Enemy unit, unless it wishes to perform a close
assault (see Case 9.6). Close assault is considered a
function of movement, but it ends a Movement
Phase for any and all units performing a close
assau lt.
[9. 13] A unit may not expend Movement points in
excess of its Movement allowance if the unit is to
be moved more than one hex. A unit may spend
some, none or all of its Movement allowance but it
may not accumulate Movement points from Phase
to Phase nor loan Movement points to other units.
[9.14] A unit may always move one hex (even if it
exceeds its Movement allowance in doing so) except that it may not cross a blocked hexside or
enter a prohibited hex. Note that a P layer who has
the option of moving into a hex in which a unit's
Movement allowance would not be exceeded or a
hex in which the unit's Movement allowance
would be exceeded may choose either hex to move
the unit into.
[9.15] A unit may not e nter a hex in violation of
stacking limits without penalty (sec Case 10. 3).
[9.16] When combining units to form a stack, the
first unit to enter a hex is considered the top unit,
and the immediately following unit the second
from the top, and so on. When leaving a hex, no
particular order need be observed. Note that a
Player may interrupt a un'it's Movement to form a
stack as per Case 9.1 1, but he must obey the stacking order restriction outlined in this Case.

[9.2) EFFECT OF UNIT MODE
ON MOVEMENT
The mode a unit is in affects the unit's ability to
move. On the whole, a unit in Dispersed mode expends more Movement points than a unit in Concentrated mode, while a unit in Travel mode expends fewer points per.hex than the both of them,
These effects are summarized on the Terrain Ef.
fects Chart (11.14). Note that some terrain may
prove an exception to the above rule, and units in
Concentrated or Travel mode are prohibited from
entering more terrain types than units in Dispersed
mode. There are balancing advantages and disadvantages for each mode.
CHCHQ
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(9.21] Some units (headquarters and artillery-type
units in particular) are shown to be in Travel mode

by revealing the reverse side of their counter. Note
that some units do not possess a T ravel mode. Armor, recon and "motorized" infantry-type units
(those possessing a "t" on thei r Concentrated
face; the "motorized" designation used in thes~
rules informs the Player that this unit had trucks
or jeeps during the battle) are shown to be in
Travel mode by having a T ravel marker placed on
them (see Section 15.0).

[9.22] A unit's mode is determined by the owning
Player in his Organization Phase. Thus, the mode
that a P layer establishes for his units during this
Phase will affect the capabilities of those units
during the following Conditional Movement
Phases. A Player may not change a unit's mode
during his subsequent Movement Phases (the
Player has to play the hand he dealt himself), except that a Player may remove a Travel mode
marker at the end of a Movement Phase at a cost
of one Movement point. Of course, involuntary
mode changes (such as those forced by combat)
proceed as usual.
[9.23] A Disrupted unit may not move or perform
any game function other than rolling for Disruption recovery (the unit s its where it is - a wideopen target - praying that it will not be hit before
it can roll a successful removal).

(9.3) EFFECT OF UNIT TYPE
ON MOVEMENT
W h ile every unit has a Movement allowance of 4
Movement points, the unit type (infantry, artillery, recon, and so forth) determines how many
Movement points (or fraction thereof) a u n it expends to traverse a given portion of terrain. For
example, an armored unit will expend far fewer
Movement points (particularly on a road) than a
given infantry unit. These effects are summarized
on the Terrain Effects Chart (a P layer must know
a unit's type and mode before computing the cost
for each portion of terrain traversed).

[9.31] Almost all artillery-type units are depicted
o n their front side as being in Dispersed mode. The
reverse side in most cases shows a Travel mode.
These units may be moved only when they are in
Travel mode, and they may fire only when they are
in Dispersed mode. Thus a Player may move an
artillery-type unit only by placing :t in Travel
mode (if it is not already in that mode) during the
Friendly Organization Phase and then moving it in
the Friendly Conditional Movement Phase, paying Travel mode costs. Note that this requirement
effectively prohibits such units from moving into
certain types of terrain (forest, broken, and so on)
except by road or trail.
[9.32] For the purposes of movement, machine
gun, heavy weapons, engineer, headquarters,
pioneers, and support group units move as infantry. Cavalry/mach ine gun units move as recon.
[9.33) Most headquarters units have a Concentrated mode face on their front side, and a Travel
mode face on their reverse side; they may move in
either mode. However, some headquarters possess
a Dispersed mode in addition to the abovementioned two, and this is indicated by a front Concentrated face, a back Dispersed face, and a "t"
symbol on the front face. To indicate that such
units are in Travel mode, simply place a Travel
marker on top of the unit.
[9.34) Infantry-type units are assumed to be on
foot if they are in their Dispersed or Concentrated
modes regardless of whether or not they possess
the "t" symbol (which indicates that a u nit
possesses Travel mode capability). Units that have
the " t" symbol almost a lways have them on their
front Concentrated face, and this indicates that
the unit has trucks or jeeps. Units which do not
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have the " t " symbol (and they are the vast majority) do not possess the T ravel mode. These units
ha\(e no transport and are doomed to walk forever
and may never enter Travel mode.

[9.45] Any combat or headquarters unit may ex~cute Opportunity fire (exception: see Case 6.51).
Note that Opportunity fire is the only fire permitted some headquarters units. Opportunity fire is
executed as Direct fire only, even if the Opportunity firing unit is an artillery-type unit.

[9.4] OPPORTUNITY FIRE

[9.46] A unit triggering Opportunity fire subjects
itself to as many Opportunity fires as can be
brought to bear against the triggering unit by controlling Enemy units. T he Opportunity fires are
limited only by the owning Player's desire to execute the Opportunity fires.
[9.47] When a Player undertakes any action that
would trigger Opportunity fire, that Player must
declare that he is doing so and give his opponent
time to decide whether or not to execute Opportunity fire.

When a unit or stack of units moves out of an
Enemy-controlled hex, it triggers Opportunity fire
from Enemy units eligible for fire. This fire occurs
before movement and is resolved in the hex that
the unit(s) are moving out of. Opportunity fire can
be triggered by .a unit when it changes mode (in
which case the fire is resolved with the o ffending
unit in its original mode), or when an entire stack
changes mode (in which case Opportunity fire is
resolved against the top two units only, with every
eligible Enemy unit firing on one of the top two
units - i.e., no unit may Opportunity fire at both
of the top two units). If a unit changes mode and
stacking order in the same Phase (and the only way
this can occur is when a unit changes to Travel
mode at the end of a Condition;;,.! Movement
Phase), each eligible Enemy unit may per form Opportunity fire twice on the triggering target unit. A
Disruption recovery, while technically a mode
change, does not trigger Opportunity fire.
[9.41] When a Player moves a stack of units, he
triggers Opportunity fire once for each controlling
Enemy unit. Thus, it is more advantageous to
move a stack out of a controlled hex than to move
each unit out of that hex individually. If the Player
moves each unit out individually, each unit will
trigger Opportunity fire from each controlling
Enemy unit every time a Friendly u nit moves out
(e.g., if three German units control a hex containing a stack of four Commonwealth units, the entire stack moving at once will trigger Opportunity
fire three times. However, if each unit moves out
individually, they will trigger Opportunity fi re
twelve times- three for each of the four units).
[9.42] Opportunity fire may only be executed
against those units which have triggered this fire as
per Case 9.4. The presence of other units (if any)
which do not perform any actions to trigger Opportunity fire is ignored.
[9.43] There is no limit 10 the number of times a
unit may execute Opportunity fire. Opportunity
fire may be executed every time it is triggered, and
only when it is triggered. For instance, an Enemy
unit might move t hrough three Friendlycontrolled hexes (the hypothetical Enemy unit
would have to be an armored unit), while a stack
of two other Enemy units leaves anothe r of the
same Friendly unit's controlled hexes. That
Friendly unit would be able to perform Opporfunity fire four times. In other words, it would be able
to Opportunity fire in each and every case it was
triggered.
[9.44] Opportunity fire is a type of fire combat
which is executed by the non-Phasing Player during the Phasing Player's Organization and Conditional Movement Phases when any Phasing unit
changes mode or alters stacking position in a nonPhasing Player 's unit's ZOC or exits that ZOC. As
with Direct fire, all excess losses taken from Opportunity fire are applied to the two new topmost
units before any losses are applied to the units
below them. If a unit below the top two triggers
Opportunity fire and is eliminated with excess
losses remaining, the excess losses are still applied
to the top two units. If all units that have triggered
Opportuni ty fire are eliminated before all eligible
Enemy units have Fired at the offending units, the
excess Opportunity fires are not executed.
However, as noted above, units not involved in
Opportunity fire may still take losses as a result of
a unit in their stack being eliminated.

[9.48] Although close assault combat is resolved
as if the attacking and defending units are in adjacent hexes, the attacking unit(s) are considered to
be attempting to enter the hex of the defending
unit(s). T hus, a unit that is close assaulting may be
fired upon by all eligible Enemy units before the
clos:: assault is executed and resolved. The defending unit(s) may always fire Opportunity fire at
the attacking unit(s), even if the defending unit(s)
would normally be prohibited by terrain from executing a fire attack. All Opportunity fires against
close assaulting units are resolved in the hex that
the close assaulting unit(s) execute the attack
from. If after the fire and the resolution of the
close assault the attacking unit(s) are able to ad~
vance into the defender's vacated hex, no more
Opportunity fire may be performed against the attacking unit(s), even if they leave an Enemy Zone
of Control so advancing. (Remember, the attack.is
executed in the defender's hex.)
[9.49) A unit cannot be Opportunity fired upon
for undergoing an involuntary Mode change (e.g.,
Dispersion as a result of fire). Only a voluntary
Mode change renders a unit susceptible to Opportunity fire.

[9.5] STACKING AND MOVEMENT
A unit may freely enter a hex containing other
Friendly units, either to pass through the hex or to
terminate its movement stacked with other units
(see Section 10.0). A unit which does so is considered to be the topmost unit in the stack and is so
placed while in the stack. The unit may, of course,
switch stacking positions as per the usual rules.
There is no movement cost to enter a hex containing Friendly units, other than the cost of the terrain in the hex.
[9.51] At any time during movement, a Player
may rearrange the order of a stack (at no movement cost). If units are rearranged in an Enemycontrolled hex, Opportunity fire on the two topmost units will be triggered. The owning Player
states that he is rearranging the stacking of his
units; the Enemy Player then executes any Opportunity fire before the stacking of the unit is rearranged. This may be construed as an exception to
Case 9.42; if it is, it in no way changes the legality
of the Opportunity fire. A hex that contains only
static units may not rearrange units; there must
always be one mobile unit if the owning Player
wishes to restack in a hex.
[9.52] A Player may opt to move a stack of
units rather than move a single unit. As a Player
moves, he may accumulate a stack of units or conversely reduce a stack, by dropping units off or
picking them up, all the while making sure that no
unit exceeds its allowance or violates a ny movement restrictions. Note that units leaving a stack
must be one of the top two units, and that a unit
joining a stack must become the top unit.

[9.6] CLOSE ASSAULT
C lose assault is a type of combat that occurs during the Conditional Mo\'ement Phase. Basicall\·,
the Phasing Player takes a unit or stack of un(ts
and attempts to dislodge an Enemy unit from a hex
that the Phasing Player wishes to capture. The
defending Player may execute Opportunity fire
(see Case 9.48) with any units being attacked (note
that this is the only time artillery-type units may
Opportunity fire) plus any units controlling the
hex from which the close assault is launched, and
then the Phasing Player adjudicates the attack on
Tables9.71 and9.72,
[9.61) Close assault is considered movement;
therefore units that have executed fi re in the
previous Conditional Fire Phase are not eligible
for close assault. As close assault is considered
movement, it may be executed only when the attacking units are in a hex adjacent to the defending
units. Players should note that the P hasing Player
is the only Player who may initiate close assault.
[9.62) When a unit executes a close assault, it
must expend an additional I Movement point for
performing the close assault. T his cost is in addition to the cost for leaving an Enemy Zone of Control (which must be paid for almost every close
as.sault - except when no unit in the defendin~
stack has ZOC) and any terrain costs. After a
uni t has conducted or participated in a close
assault, it may move no further that Conditional
Movement Phase, except to occupy the h·ex that it
is close assaulting. In other words, close assault is
the last part of a unit's Conditional Movement
Phase, even if the unit in question has Movement
points remaining.
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[9.63] Close assault is initiated and resolved by the
Phasing Player in any sequence that Player
desires. The Player's units are used to attack; units
controlled by the non-P hasing Player must defend
if attacked. Those units are given no option to
"retreat" before combat resolution. Although
close assault is resolved with units in adjacent hexes, the a11acking unit(s) is considered to be attempting to enter the hex occupied by the defending
unit(s). Therefore, all Combat results with the exception of Disruption (which always occurs in the
attacker's original hex) are executed as if all units
are in the defender's hex.
(9.64) Once the Phasing Player.announces a close
assault, it must be executed unless the attacking
unit(s) are prevented from doing so by Opportunity fire. It is theoretically possible that a Player may
be forced to execute an attack where the only
possible result is that the attacking units are
Disrupted, The attack must be undertaken nevertheless.

[9. 7] CLOSE ASSAULT COMBAT
RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
I. D etermine the Effectiveness rating of the topmost attacking unit and the topmost defending
unit, adjusting for any modifiers such as crossriver attack, mode, and so on (see Cases I 1.4,
14.0, etc.). Subtract the defender's adj usted Effectiveness rating from the attacker's adjusted Effectiveness rating to determine the Effectivenes.s differential for the close assault. The Effectiveness
differential may be a negative number.
2. Subtract the current Morale rating of the topmost defending unit from the current Morale
rating of the topmost attacking unit. Current
morale is equal to the printed morale minus one
for each Strength point lost , plus the leader bonus
(see Section 21.0) and any modifications for terrain, engineers, mode, and so forth. The subtraction determines the Mora le differential of the close
assault (again, this may be a negative number).
Locate this differential on one of the Morale dif-·
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ferential columns depending on the type of terrain
the defending unit is in.
3. Crossreference the Effectiveness differentia l
with the Morale differential to obtain the Close
Assault value. In some cases this may locate a
"D", in which case the attacker's units are immediately Disrupted and all close assault resolution ceases. Otherwise, carry the Close Assault
value over io Table 9.72.
4. Total the Strength of all attacking units, and
then the Strength of all defending units. Compare

the two as a ratio of attacker to defender, rounding off any fraction in favor of the defender. This
process will locate an odds ratio (e.g., 1:1, 3:1)
which should in turn be located on the left-hand
side of Table 9.n·. Roll one die. Crossrefere nce
the number rolled (on the appropriate odds column) with the Close Assault value. This will locate
the results of the close assault which are applied
immediately.
Note: A unit may execute only one close assault
per Conditional Movement Phase. However, a
series of close assaults may be conducted upon one
Enemy unit or stack of units from a series of different hexes. Under no circumstances are units
from a different hex combined· for close assault
purposes. Close assaul'ts from different hexes are
resolved separately. Retreats forced as a result of .
close assault do not trigger Opportunity fire. A retreating unit may not "self-destruct." A retreat
must be made legally if possible.
Player's No te: A unit which begins its movement
adjacent to an Enemy unit may always close
assault that unit even if the total movement cost
exceeds 4 Movement points (application of Case
9.14). Of course, if it is necessary to cross a blocked hexside, the close assault is invalidated.
[9,71] CI,lse Assault Value Table
(see separate sheet)
[9.72] CloseAssault ResultsTable
(see separate sheet)
Front

[9.8.) STATIC UNITS

~
~

All units marked with a "STAT" on the reverse
side of their counter are static units. They may not
move or retreat, but function in all other ways as
regular combat units do. If forced to retreat, static
units are eliminated.

[10.0) STACKING
COMMENTARY:
Each hex on the game map represents a limited
amount of physical space. Within this spa~e, a
limited amount of troops, guns and vehicles may
be placed. The Terrain Effects Chart (1 1.14) lists
the physical limitations of each hex in game terms.

GENERAL RULE:
The term stacking refers to rearrangement of units
within a hex, or the addition of units to an already
existing stack. Unstacking refers to removing units
from a stack. There may only be one stack in each
hex, and all units in the hex are part of that stack.
During a Conditional Movement Phase (only), the
Phasing P layer may reorganize his units by stacking or unstacking units which occupy the same
hex, within the maximum stacking limitations,
which are dependent on the terrain in that hex.
Note that units unable to move (i.e., static units
and Dispersed artillery-type units) may not res tack
with other units incapable of moving. These units
may, however, switch stacking positions with units
capable of moving.

CASES:
(10.1) MAXIMUM STACKING
LIMITATJONS
The total number of Strength points which may be
voluntarily stacked in a hex at any given instant is
limited by the terrain in the hex in question. The
maximum Stacking iimits (there is no minimum),
in current Strength points, are prescribed on the
Terrain Effects Chart for the different types ofterrain. Note that some terrain has no effect as other
terrain in the hex is considered controlling terrain
for stacking limitation purposes. These have a"• "
in the Stacking Limitation column to indicate
such.
[10.11] The Stacking limit assigned to a given type
of terrain is continually in effect at all times in all
Phases. A unit may never enter a hex (even
momentarily) in violation of the Stacking limit
without penalty.
[10.12). A unit's current Srrength is counted for
stacking purposes. All Strength points stacked in a
hex count against that hex's Stacking limitation.
[10.13] Leader units do not possess a combat
Strength and do not count against the Stacking
limit. Theoretically, an unlimited number of
leader units can be stacked in any given hex.
[10.14] Markers do not count toward the Stacking
limit, per se.
[10.15] Friendly units may always stack in the
same hex regardless of nationality. All Commonwealth units are Friendly to each other. All
German units are Friendly to each other. No German unit may .ever stack with a Commonwealth
unit.

so, even if this will create another overs tack (and it
will Disrupt all units in the hex anyway).

(10.4] STACKING EFFECTS
ON FIRE COMBAT
[10.41] Only the two topmost combat units in a
stack may utilize Direct fire combat. Infantry-type
units stacked beneath the top two units may never
utilize Direct fire. All exceptions to the rule are
listed in Section 20.0 .
[10.42] A unit's position in a stack has no bearing
on its ability to engage in Indirect fire combat.
Any and all Indirect fire units in a stack may
engage in Indirect fire regardless of their position
within a stack of units.
[10.43] Opportunity fire is treated exactly as
Direct fire; therefore, artillery-type units may perform Opportunity fire only from one of the top
two positions in the stack.
[10.44] Strength point losses resulting from Direct
fire are inflicted at the Phasing Player's choice on
the two topmost Combat units in a stack. If either
of the top two combat units is reduced to zero
Strength points, the unit is eliminated and removed from play and all remaining losses are immediately inflicted upon the Phasing Player's
choice of the two new topmost combat units. If a
result calls for losses in excess of the total Strength
in a hex, all combat units arc eliminated and excess
losses are ignored.

(10.2] STACKING EFFECTS
ON MOVEMENT

[10.45] Strength point losses resulting from Indirect fire are inflicted on each target individually
(i.e., each Indirect fire unit fires on one target unit,
which is the only u nit tha't may take any casualties
from that fire) . If the unit that is the target of an
Indirect fire attack is reduced to zero Strength
points, the unit is eliminated and removed from
play, while any excess losses are ignored.

[10.21] Stacking and unstacking are permitted only during a Player's Conditional Movement Phase.
During all other Phases the order in which units
are stacked may not be altered in any way by the
controlling Player. Of course, an adverse Combat
Result might reorganize a stack.

[10.46] If a Leader unit is the topmost unit in a
hex, it neither protects or hinders the units beneath
it. Leader units never inhibit a combat unit from
firing or from the results of fire directed at the hex.
The effect of fire on leader units is delineated in
Case 21.3.

[10.22] There is never any additional movement
penalty for stacking or unstacking units in a given
hex.

[10.47] A stack of units may be Opportunity fired
on if it rearranges its stacking order in an Enemycontrolled hex (see Case 9.4).

{10.3] STACKING EFFECTS ON MODE
[10.31] All units in a hex are automatically
Disrupted at the instant that any unit in the hex is
Disrupted. (There are some exceptions to this rule;
see for example Case 17 .33.) In addition, any un it
which enters a hex containing Disrupted units is
automatically Disrupted, unless the unit in question is an Enemy unit performing a close assault.
For ease of play, a Disrupted marker should be
placed on top of a stack any time that any unit in
that stack becomes Disrupted.
[10.32] The penalty for overstacking is immediate
Disruption, regardless of how the overstack is
created. The moment the controlling Player moves
a unit, voluntarily or involuntarily, that creates an
overstack, the stack is Disrupted. (The designer
feels that this rule simulates battlefield confusion
as best a rule can. Rather than randomly roll
Disruption for each Player's units every couple of
turns, the Player handles his own organization and
subsequent disorganization.)
[10.33] When units are Disrupted as a result of
overstacking, the Qffending units (those causing
overstack and Disruption) are immediately displaced one hex. This action may trigger Opportunity fire. If there is no place to retreat the displaced
unit(s), they are eliminated, but the units in the hex
in which the offending units created 'an overstack
are still Disrupted. If the qnly·option is to retreat
into a Friendly-controlled hex, the units must do

[11.0J TERRAIN
COMMENTARY:
The island of Crete was probably the worst place
in the Mediterranean for the Germans to paradrop
on (excepting the Med itself). The cover the island
afforded was excellent, and the Commonwealth
troops fully appreciated that fact. The .Island was
probably formed in the midst of extreme volcanic
activity, and one does not have to be a student of
geology to kn·ow that the terrain formed was not
nice and flat. It is suggested that the P layers
familiarize themselves with all the terrain types
before playing. Please note that though some rerrain features may be labelled historically, only the
terrain type listed on the Terrain Effect Chart
counts for game play purposes.

GENERAL RULE:
The terrain on the map affects nearly all functions
of game play. The type of terrain in each hex or
along each hexside determines the number of
Movement points assessed to enter a hex or cross a
hexside. Terrain has a twofold effect on combat:
first, it affects observation, which is necessary for
fire, and secondly, it may aid the unit defending
against fire. Terrain affects the ability of a unit 10
trace supply, and it affects the ability of units to
communicate with each other. Finally, lerrain affects close assault.
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CASES:
(11.1] TERRAIN EFFECT
ON MOVEMENT
Whenever a unit is moved the Player refers to the
T errain Effects Chart to determine the cost of
en tering each hex in the path of movement. To use
the chart, locate the type of unit and its mode, and
crossreference with the Terrain Type being entered
or crossed. This procedure establishes the number
of Movement points or fraction thereof expended
by the unit entering the hex.
(11.11] When a unit is in Concentrated o r Travel
mode, the unit may benefit from road or trail
movement. If a uni t moves from hex to contiguous
hex along a road or trail connected by an unbroken
line of the map, the uni ts may use the road or trail
movement rate. T he road or trail negates the other
terrain in the hex for movement purposes. Units in
Dispersed mode do not benefit from road or trail
movement.
[11.12] Bridges negate stream and river hexsides
for movement purposes only.
[ 11.13) T he presence of engineers may permit a
unit to cross a river or stream that it would ordinarily be prohibited from crossing, or the
engineer may reduce the cost of crossing the waterway (see Section 18.0).

( I 1.14] Terrain Effects C hart
(see separate sheet)

[11.2] EFFECT OF TERRAIN
ON OBSERVATION
Terrain determines the length of observa tion and
whether or not a unit can "sec" its desired target.
For an explanation of the observation procedure
and a list of various terrain effects, see Sectio n 7 .0.

(11.3] TERRAIN EFFECTS
ONFIRECOMBAT
When a unit is Dispersed in an en trenched, rough,
broken, city, village or forest hex, it derives some
protection from Enemy fire. This benefit is integrated into the Fire Results Table.

[11.4] TERRAIN EFFECTS
ON CLOSE ASSAULT
[11.41) If the defending u nit is in a rough, entrenchment, or village o r forest hex, it gains one
Morale point for purposes of calculating the Mo·
rale differential in a close assault. If a defending
unit is being close assaulted across a mountain
hexside, the unit gains a benefit of two Morale
points when calculating the Morale differential.
[I J.42] Units may not close assault into a hex_they
are otherwise proh ibited from entering (e.g.,
acr-0ss a blocked hexside).
[I 1.43] If a unit or stack crosses a bridge or stream
hexside to close assault, its Strength is halved
(rounding down).
[ 11.44) If a unit close assaults across a mountain
hexsidc, its Strength is halved (rounding down),
and its Effectiveness rating is reduced by 3 (which
may result in a negative number) for purposes of
calculating the Effectiveness differe ntial. If a
stack close assaults across a mountain hexside, the
stack's combined Strength is ha lved (rounding
down), and the topmost unit's Effectiveness rating
is reduced by 2 for pur poses of calculating the Effectiveness differential (again, this may be a
negative number). When a unit or stack of units
close assaults across a mountain hexside, the
defending u nit(s) in the hex being close assaulted
may perform Opportunity fire a t the attacking
units, but no other units o n the other side of a
mountain hexside from auacking units may perform Opportunity fire. Of course, units unblocked
by a mou ntain hexside may perform Opportunity
fire normally. Note that German mountain units

do not suffer the penalties outlined above when
close assaulting across a mountain hexside (but see
Case 20. 72).
·

[11.S] ENTRENCHMENT
The marker with the above symbol denotes an entrenched hex. Units fulfilling the conditions below
benefit from entrenchments. For a description of
how entrenchments are introdu ced into p lay , see
the sect ion on engineers (Case 20.4).
[I 1.5 I] The o nly units that may take advantage of
entrenchments are infantry-type, heavy weapons ,
headquarters a nd artillery-type units. Armor may

not.
[11.52) Note that the entrenchment benefit of 1
Morale point is in addition to any normal terrain
benefit (e.g., an entrenchment in a city hex would
g ive appropriate defending units a benefit of 2
Morale points).
(11.53] Entrenchments may be removed from the
map in any Friendly Command Phase by the owning Player. That P layer simply declares that the
entrenchment is destroyed and the entrenchment
piece is removed from the map. There must be at
least one Friendly combat unit in the hex in which
the entren chment is destroyed. At no time but the
F riendly Command Phase may entrenchments be
destroyed. If the Enemy Player occupies a hex that
was occupied by the Friendly Player at the beginning of the turn, the Enemy Player's units d erive
all benefits due units in an entrenchment. Entrenchments are neutral; they a re no o ne P layer's
possess ion.

Player's Note: On Table 6.63, only Dis persed
units benefit from entrenchments. Units in any
mode that fall under the requirement of Case
11.51 benefit from Tables6.61 and 6 .62.

[11.6] TERRAIN EFFECT
ON COMMUNICATION
To establish whether or not an observe r unit can
communicate with an Indirect fire un it, trace a
Line of Communication (LOC) berween the center
of the observer unit's hex (exclusive) and the
center of the headquarters uni t's hex (inclusive)
controlling the Indirect fire unit. This LOC may be
n o more than 15 hexes in length and mus t not
violate one of the following condit ions:
a . The LOC may not pass through rwo city or
forest hexes;
b . The LOC may not pass through three city,
v illage, rough, or forest hexes; or
c. The LOC may not be over 5 hexes in length if it
passes through a mountain hexside.
If the LOC violates any of the above three conditions, the observer and headquarters unit are not
in communication .

[11.7] TERRAIN EFFECTS ON
ZONES OF CONTROL
Zones of Control do not extend into forest or city
hexes or across mountain hex sides. They do extend
out of all ter rain except when limited by a mountain hexside.
[ll .71] If a unit close assaults from a ciry or forest
hex, the unit is subject to Opportunity fire,
regardless of the fact that the defending unirs do
not exert a Zone of Control into the forest or city
h ex. No other units may perform fire on units
originating from a ciry or forest hex .
(11.72] For the ZOC effect on mountain hexsides,
see Case 11.44.

[11.8] TERRAIN EFFECT
ON ARTILLERY
Artillery-type units do not receive the defensive
benefit for rough or cit y on Table 6.63. If an
artillery-type unit is attacked in a rough or city
hex, the attack is adjudica~ed on the forest, village
or broken line.

[12.0] SUBORDINATION
COMMENTARY:
Despite the confusion that surrounded the Commonwealth defense on Crete, the High Command
under General Freyberg recognized that the Commonwea lth troops would not perform to b est effect without the cohesive command structure in
which they had been trained to operate. Ergo, the
Commonwea lth troops retained the traditional
command structure down to the lowest echelons o f
command. The designer can only speculate as to
what a walkover Crete would have been if the
Commonwealth had not retained this last shred of
integrity on the battlefield. The following rules reflect the problems inherent in retaining the command structure, and the severe pena lties that are
assessed against the Player who neg lects to keep
the command. The German paratroopers, who
would have functioned better under a single unified command, were unable 10 remain in one large
group, and so they lost their command. If the
paratroopers had not been truly crack units, the
Germans would not have stood a chance of win•
ning the battle after the loss of command. However, it was necessary for the mounta in troops to
have a rigid command, as they were not quite the
elite that the·paratroopers were.

GENERAL RULE:
Every non-headquarters unit has a d istinctive subordination designation on its counter that informs
the owning Player exactly which higher formation
(if any) "owns" the unit. If the designation does
not indicate the unit's subordination (and many
units do not, to allow for historical designations),
the unit' s subordination may be found on the Formation Display. A ll Commonwealth units are subordinated to o r may subordinate to the Commonwealth High Command Headquarters, while the
German paratroopers are nominally sub ord ina te
to the RHQ Airlanding Headquarters. The German Mountain Troops are subordinate to the Fifth
Mountain Division Headquarters. In most cases,
supply is traced along the subordination routes as
all supply begins at th e top echelon headquarters
and is parcelled out to the lower echelon·headquarters and the combat units. T he subordination
routes are indicated by the lines on the Formation
Display (see Section 25 .0). Subordination also effects mu lti-unit attacks on a single target.

CASES:
[12.l] EXAMPLES OF
SUBORDINATION
The following examples illustrate the various
flavors of su bordination found in the game.
[12.11] German Paratroop S ubordination
The German Paratroop units may all trace to the
RHQ Airlanding Headquarters (RHQ) for supply
purposes, provided the RHQ is in supply itse lf (of
course, this is not necessary for the first day,
because the German Paratroopers are "carrying"
their supplies). Almost a ll German baualions are
represented by four units, with one being the headquarters. Once the G erman Paratroopers begin
trac ing supply, simply use the supply routes
delineated in Section 19.0 .
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(12.12) German Mountain Troop Subordination

The German Mo un_tain Troop units are all subordinate to the Fifth Mountain Division Headquarters, and all individual combat units (except for
divisional units such as artillery) are subordinate
to their battalion/ regimental hcadquaners. However, until the Fifth Mountain Division H eadquarters has landed, treat the airfield (one or both of
the hexes) as the divisional headquarters. Supply is
traced along the subordination chain as per the
Supply rules.
[12. 13] Commonwealth Subordination
Most Commonwealth units draw supply directly
from their battalion/ regimental headquarters,
which in turn draw supply from their immediately
superior headquarters, which ultimately derive
supply from Commonwealt h High Command
Headquarters. See the Formation Display for a
complete listing of the various subordinations.
The exceptions to 1his rule are divisional uni1s
(which trace 10 C HCHQ normally), "independent" units (see the Supply rules), and the Cretan
Irregular unils, which are not combat units per se,
but still must trace supply.
112.14) Divis ional Units
Divisional units trace directly from the division
headquarters, creating the divisional headquarters
as if it were a regimental headquarters. Por divisional artillery-type units, 1he owning Player may
assign these units to subordinate headquarters
within the division. To do so, the Player merely
moves the divisional unit within supply range of
the subordinate headquarters. T he owning Player
then moves the divisional unit exactly as if the unit
were µnder the command of the subordinate headquarters. To resubordjnatc the divisional unit
back to the division, simply move the unit within
supply range of the divisional unit, and the unit
will be back in the control of divisional headquarters. The owning Player may freely resubordinate
units beginning the game out of supply until controlling (and nominally subordinate) HQs are
brought wi1hin supply range.

points (and if units from three different ba11alions
attack a target unit in the same hex, each unit's Effectiveness rating is reduced by 3 points, etc.).

[12.3] ASSAUU EFFECTS OF
SUBORDINATION ON
CLOSE ASSAULT

( 12.21) Restrictions on A rtillery-type Units

Units of different divisions (or independent
regiment/brigades) may only execute close
assaults against the same hex separately. T his is to
say that units of different divisions, though pcrmi11ed to stack together, may not execute close
assaults together. Instead, each divisional unit(s)
must execute its close assaults in an order chosen
by the owning Player. It is possible for units of different divisions 10 execute close assaults from the
same hex, as long as all restrictions outlined above
are adhered to rigidly. Of course, units within the
same division may close assault together or
separately, as the owning Player wishes.

Artillery-type units are shown as subordinate 10 a
regiment/ brigade, a division, or in rare cases to a
ba11alion itself. l fan artillery-type unit is subo rdinate to a division, it may fire only if ( I) the unit is
stacked with or adjacent 10 the division headquarters, (2) if the unit is stacked with or adjacent
10 a headquarters subordinate to the division headq uarters that the artillery-type unit was o riginally
subordinate to, or (3) the artillery-type units can
observe the target unit itself and that unit is less
than three hexes away. As a further restriction,
these units may fire only if the target unit was
observed by a divisional unit in proper chain of
command (i.e. , a unit that complies with the
observation rules and is subordinate to divisional
HQ). Units that are subordinate to a regiment/
brigade/ ba11alion headquarters may fire only
when stacked with or adjacent 10 the regiment/
brigade/battalion headquarters that con trols
them, o r when the artillery-type unit itself observes
the target unit (no restriction on how far away
from the target unit itself is). If a unit is observing
for the artillery-type unit, it must be a unit that is
subordinate to the controlling headquar1ers, or a
unit subordinate to the artillery-type unil's controlling headquarters' superior headquarters.
(12.22) Effect of A rtillery-Type U nit Fire
on Multi-Formation A ttacks
Artillery-type unit fire (Indirect fire from artillerytype units) in no way causes a multi-formation attack. In other words, if an artillery-type unit fires
on the same target hex as a Direct fire unit of a different subordination than the firing artillery-type
unit, the fire is not considered a multi-formation
attack, unless, of course, there arc more than o ne
Direct fire units of different subordination firing
on that same unit. In any case, the artillery-type
unit's Effectiveness rating is not affected.
9'.iAr,y,'5

[ 12.15] Independent Units
There are several units in Descent on Crete that do
not have any su bordination per se. These units are
referred to as "independent" units and are so indicated on the Formation Display, since they are
not subordinated to any particular military
organization. T hese units may be subordinated to
a higher organii.ation by the rules below. Unless
these units are subordinated 10 another formation,
each and every ·independent formation is considered a separate orga nization for multiformation attacks and supply and other purposes.

[12.2) RESTRICTIO S ON
SEPARATELY
SUBORDINATED UNITS
Whenever Direct fire or heavy weapons units with
different subordinations fire on the same target
hex, all fire directed at this target hex is considered
a multi-formation attack. This penalty applies to
all conditional, free a nd opportunity fire. Different subordinations comprise any units that do
not possess the same ba11alion or ba11alionequivalent designation (for rules concerning regiment, brigade, division, etc., see Case 12.7). See illustration at righ t. - - -When computing the Fire strength of each unit involved in a multi-formation attack, reduce the Effectiveness rating of each unit involved by l point
for every different subordination involved in the
attack. As an example, if units of two different
ba ttalions fire on units in the same target hex (and
they may be one and the same unit), each firing
unit's Effectiveness rating will be reduced by 2

g:)6
[ 12.23) Anti-Tank and Flak Units
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For multi-formation attack purposes, anti-tank
and flak units are considered Direct fire units. An
anti-tank unit must have the same subordination
(be it regiment, division, or whatever) as any
Direct fire unit it fires with; otherwise it causes a
multi-formation a11ack. Except when firing with
uni1s of the same division, flak units also cause
m ulti-formation a ttacks. The above rules arc an
exception to the provisos of Case 12.21.
Mu/ti-Formation Attack

[12.4] EFFECT OF SUBORDINATION
ON MOVEMENT
Subordination in no way effects movement, but
the Player who moves units without regard to their
subordinations will almost invariably hinder his
fire attacks when attempted.

[12.5) EFFECT OF SUBORDINATION
ON SUPPLY
T he chain of subordination is in effect the chain of
supply. All headquarters either "carry" supply
(see Section 19.0), or trace to a higher formation
headquarters for supply purposes. The supply
source is, of course, the highest authority in the
chain of command, as almost all supply originates
from it. The ultimate supply source for the Commonwealth units arc the south and east edges of
lhc map (tho ugh a unit tracing supply need only
trace 10 one). T he German paratroop units, once
they begin tracing supply, trace back to either
Maleme Airfield (if it is in German hands), or to
RHQ Airlanding Headquarters. The German
mountain units !race to either Maleme Airfield or
Fifth Mountain Division Headquarters. Of
course, units may also trace directly 10 a Supply
marker. To be in supply, a unit.must either be able
to use a Supply marker or trace to the ultimate
source of supply as per the supply rules. Each side
has a headquarters that may dispense supply for
the entire side (CHC H Q for the Commonwealth,
RHQ Airlaading H Q for the paratroopers, and
Fifth Mo untain Division HQ for the mountain and
army troops). All units that do not have access 10
their ultimate supply sources by any other way
must trace through these units.

[12.6] RESUBORDINATION
Aside from the independent and artillery-type·
uni ts, whose resubordination is covered elsewhere
in the rules, there is no resubordinat ion by the
elimination of the immediately superior unit (in
terms of subordination). The following rules deal
with the restrictions imposed upon units whose
headquarters are destroyed.
(12.61) If a unit's controlling headq uarters is
destroyed, the owning Player has two choices as to
what to do with the surviving units:
l. the units may attach themselves 10 the Friendly
headquarters of the owning Player's choice that
has an equivalent designation (i.e., regimental,
division, brigade, or battalion) to the destroyed
headquarters. This must be done in the owning
Player's Command Phase. These units will still
cause multi-formati on attacks when firing in conjunction with units of their new headquarters, but
function in all other ways as a unit of their new
headquarters' comma nd. Example: The New
Zealander 19th Ba11alion Headquarters (19/ 4 Bde)
is destroyed. T he A/ 19 Company, which was
subordinated to that headquarters, may now hook
up 10 any other New Zealander battalion headquarters (e.g. , 20t h Battalion Headquarters
-20/ 4 Bde); or
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2. the units may hook up with a superior headquarters, but only the headquarters immediately
superior to the one that was just destroyed. In the
previous example, the A/ 19 Company could hook
up with 4th NZ Brigade Headquarters (4 Bde): The
units will still fall under the restrictions of (I). Of
course, units may choose to remain unsubordinated, and suffer the consequences (no supply in
all probability, for one).
[12.62] If an intermediary headquarters is
destroyed (one between a Battalion HQ and
CHCHQ, for example), the owning Player may
either
I. resubordinate the lower echelon HQs as per
Case 12.61; or
2. simply bypass that headquarters' step in the
supply chain (in which case the supply path will be
drastically shortened; or
3. use an immediately inferior HQ to function exactly as the destroyed HQ under the. provisions of
Case 12.63. Example: The 5th Brigade Headquarters (5 Bde) is destroyed. The New Zealander
HQs under it could trace to 2nd New Zealand Division HQ (2 NZ Div) with no penalty. Of course,
the units beneath may choose to remain out of
command at the usual substantial penalties.
[12.63] Players will note that most of the options
listed in Case 12.62 will drastically shorten the supply lines of an advancing army (or a retreating
army for that matter). If and only if a headquarters immediately inferior to Commonwealth High
Command Headquarters, RHQ Airlanding HQ,
or the 5th Mountain Division HQ is destroyed, the
owning Player may designate a headquarters as the
new headquarters, and the new headquarters will
assume all responsibility that the just destroyed
headquarters had. This may be done in the owning
Player's Command Phase'. All units that were
subordinate lo the previous divisional headquarters are now subordinate to the newly created divisional headquarters. The only restriction is that
the supply length from the newly minted "divisional" headquarters is three less Movement
points (i.e., in most cases 9 Movement points) than
the normal supply line extending from a divisional
headquarters. This change in command must be
made in the Command Phase.
(12.64] Artillery-type units that have their controlling headquarters destroyed (and it must ·be
their controlling HQ at the moment it is destroyed;
i.e., if the artillery-type unit was "farmed out" to
a regimental HQ and the nominally controlling
divisional HQ was destroyed, the artillery-type
· unit would not be affected) may be transferred io
another divisional headquarters, or to the supreme
headquarters of a different nationality or combat
group (i.e., New Zealander to Australian, German
Paratroop to German Mountain). If this is done,
the Effectiveness rating of the transferred artillery-type unit is reduced by 2 (but never below 1).
If the option mentioned in Case 12.63 is used to
supplant the destroyed divisional HQ, the artillery-type unit's Effectiveness rating is reduced by 1
(but never to an Effectiveness rating below I). This
is a permanent reduction, since their headquarters
can never be "resurrected." (The units would be
eventually integrated into another command, but
the artillery-type units could not have been effectively integrated in the short, chaotic pene,d that
was the battle for Crete). Of course, the owning
Player need not take any of the above options if he
st;II possesses a headquarters that could normally
control the artillery-type unit.
[12.65] Most units may transfer subordination
only when their owning headquarters is destroyed,
and at no other time.

(12. 7] NOTES ON MULTI-FORMATION
ATTACKS
Because of certain concepts involving subordination that must be absorbed by the Players of Descent on Crete, this rules section has been placed
apart from the explanation of a multi-formation
attack for ease of understanding.
(12.71] If units have no battalion subordination,
the Multi-Formation penalty is not assessed if the
unit has the same regiment/brigade subordination
as the unit with the battalion subordination. If
there is no regiment/brigade subordination, the
multi-formation penalty is not assessed if the
unit's divisional subordination is the same as the
other unit's battalion/ regiment/brigade subordination. If the units involved in a combination
fire attack do not have the same subordination,
check to see if they have identical subordination at
the lowest level possible (i.e., two units directly
subordinated to the same division would not cause
a multi-formation attack, and neither would a unit
subordinated to a division firing in conjunction
with a unit subordinated directly to a regiment
subordinated directly to the first unit's division).
(12. 72] The only time a multi-formation penalty is
applied is when units fire at the same target hex for
the same purpose. If, for instance, an Enemy unit
changed mode and changed stacking in the same
Phase, two units of different subordination could
fire at the unit without multi-formation penalty.
But, if the owning Player chose to have both units
fire twice, both attacks would be considered a
multi-formation attack.
[12.73] Units may observe for units of a different
subordination, if allowed by the chain of command, without causing a multi-formation attack.
Only if fire is combined.is a multi-formation attack triggered.
[12.74) When tracing supply, a Player may bypass
any step in the supply/ command chain, provided
the supply line is shortened correspondingly. That
is to say, if the supply line is normally traced from
the unit to the battalion headquarters to the brigade headquarters to the division headquarters to
CHCHQ, and the Player chooses to trace directly
from battalion headquarters to CHCHQ, it is
perfectly permissable, as long as the battalion
headquarters can trace to CHCHQ under the supply rules, and the unit in question is within the normal supply line of ten traversable hexes of the battalion headquarters.

[13.0] COMMONWEALTH
COMMAND CONTROL
AND ACTIVATION
COMMENTARY:
During the battle for Crete, one of the crucial
elements in the fighting was the degree of control
that the High Commands on each side exercised
over their troops. Because of the difficulty of
radio communications on inland Crete, the Commonwealth HQ (General Freyberg's) was unable
to get a clear picture of the situation until it was far
too late in the battle. The Commonwealth commanders, while distinguishing themselves with
many displays of personal courage, were not able
to retain any control over the whole of their commands. O ften these conditions resulted in the loss
of the services of entire battalions at critical
moments in the battle. At other times, grave strategic errors were committed, including the initial
fanning out of troops to prevent the German
transports from crash-landing in the surrounding
countryside (a fantasy of Freyberg's) and the sur-

rendering of Hill 107 by the New Zealanders when
they were not under fire, because the other two
companies of their battalion had retreated. This
enabled the Germans 10 capture an objective they
had previously though.I unattainable. While the
Germans also suffered from command paralysis,
encouraged by the loss of their higher ranking
leaders early on in the battle, their actions by and
large were fundamentally sound military strategy.
The following rules reflect the command limitations imposed primarily on the Commonwealth
Player throughout ·the game. The German problems are well taken care of by the chaos of the initial landing.

GENERAL RULE:
During the Commonwealth Command Phase of
even-numbered Game-Turns only, the Commonwealth Player checks the units under his command
for possible command control results. The Player
checks the Commonwealth Command Control
Procedure (CCCP) for his forces, runs through the
Procedure for all units concerned and immediately
applies any results.

PROCEDURE:
Commonwealth Command Control

I . The Commonwealth Player determines which
units must make a command control check.
2. The Commonwealth Player then takes the
modified morale die-roll and refers to the appropriate nationality Command Control Table for all
units that must take a command control check.
3. Roll two dice and immediately apply any result.

CASES:
(13.1] COMMONWEALTH ACTIVATION
No Commonwealth unit may move or fire until it
has been activated. Since most of the Commonwealth units do not start the game activated,
the Commonwealth Player will have to activate the
units by the activation procedure delineated in the
following rules. Note that some scenarios do not
use activation; all units are assumed activated in
these cases .. Any unit that has not been activated is
never subject to command control (see Case 13.2).
[13.11] Every Game-Turn the Commonwealth
Player is allotted Command Points (printed on the
Commonwealth Game-Turn Record Track) to expend on his units. For a battalion-equivalent (all
those units controlled by one headquarters which
has no headquarters subordinate to it - see the
Commonwealth Formation Display) to have any
of its units move or fire, the Commonwealth
Player must expend Command points as called for
on the Command Point Cost Schedule (13.18).
This expenditure of Command points represents
the limited amount of time that the Commonwealth command had to order the units as to what
to do, and the resultant chaos when some of the
units did not receive coherent orders.
[13.12] The Commonwealth Player must expend
Command points in the following order:
1. he must expend Command points on all
Battalion-equivalent groups (again, see the Commonwealth Formation Display to determine which
units constitute battalion-equivalent groups) that
have been in combat during the previous 15
Phases. Being in combat is defined as participating
in close assault or fire upon Enemy units (note that
contributing to the fire capability against landing
German units does not count as being in combat),
or being the target of Enemy fire.or close assault.
The special fire against landing German paratroopers never activates Commonwealth units,
nor does it ever re.quire the expenditure of Command Points. If the expenditure of Command
points on battalion-equivalent groups in combat
requires the Commonwealth Player to exceed his
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Command point allotment,.he must do so. There
is no penalty, but the Commonwealth Player may
expend no more Command points in that Command Phase; and

an "MI" or "M2" result is obtained, no rurrher
checks are made for that Game-Turn, and
CHCHQ does not get a morale bonus. Otherwise,
the next unit is rolled for.

2. should there be any leftover Command points,
the Commonwealth Player may expend them as he
chooses, expending them as per the Command
Point Cost Schedule (13.18).

[13.22] When rolling for a command check for
any headquarters under CHCHQ, the standard
procedure is used. Before rolling, all modifications are taken into account, and then the result (if
any) is applied immediately.
[13.23] Modified Morale Determination Table
(see separate sheet)
[13.24) Commonwealth Command Table
(see separate sheet)

[13.13) Command points are generally expended
by battalion-equivalent groups. However, a large
number or the units in Descent on Crete are not
organized by baualion-equivalent groups. To activate or pay for "independent" Commonwealth
units (which are segregated from the rest of the
units on the Commonwealth Formation Display),
the Commonwealth Player must expend a Command point for every three (or fraction thereor)
units to be activated or paid for. When paying for
regiment- or divisioJPasset units, all such units in a
particular regiment division belong to the same
group for the purposes of paying Command point
costs (see the Command Point Cost Schedule).

or

(13. 14] If, at the end· of all payments of Command points for units in combat in the previous
fifteen Phases, the Commonwealth Player has any
Command points remaining, the Commonwealth
Player may activate some of his unactivated units
by expending Command points as per the Command Point Cost Schedule. Command points not
expended may not be accumulated from GameTurn to Game-Turn. Unactivated units may not
perform any functions with the exception that if
an unactivated unit is close assaulted it may perform Opportunity fire before it is close assaulted.

(13.15) G reek units are not activated by regiment
(which would normally be considered a battalionequivalent), but rather per every three. units. In
essence, aciivating Greek units is the same as activating "independent" units (see Case 13.13).
However, note that Greek units that do not have
an activated headquarters or an alternate supply
source are considered out of supply. An exception
to the above rule is that any unit stacked with
Capt.. Forrester (GMM) is automatically
activated.

(13.16] Another use of Command points is
eliminating the effects of multi-formation attack
(see Case 12.2). For each difrerent command involved in the attack, the Commonwealth Player
expends one ComI!'land Point, and those units will
be treated as if they were in the same command for
the duration of the Game-Turn.

[13.17] Commonwealth activation may be performed at any point in the Commonwealth Command Phase that the Commonwealth P layer
wishes, but not in the middle of some other activity, such as disruption removal.
(13.181 Command Point Cost Schedule
(see separate sheet)

(13.2) HOW TO CHECK
FOR COMMAND
[13.21) Any Game-Turn that the Commonwealth
Player must make a command check, he must first
roll the command check for the Commonwealth
High Command Headquarters. To do so, he
checks the Modified Morale Determination Table
(13.23) and discovers all modifications to the dieroll for that Game-Turn. He then rolls a die adding
or subtracting to the die-roll if necessary. Any
result is applied immediately before going to the
next die-roll for a command check. Remember, if

[13.3] COMMONWEALTH COMMAND

RESTRICTIONS
(13.31] Command control checks (hereafter referred to as command checks) emanate from the
highest echelon (i.e., most superior) headquarters;
that is, if a unit is 'controlled by a battalion headquarters, which in turn is controlled by a brigade
headquarters, which in turn is controlled by Commonwealth High Command Headquarters
(CHCHQ), the unit's command check originates
with CHCHQ). Example: A Company of the 23rd
Battalion (A/23) is subordinate to the 23rd Battalion Headquarters (23/5 Bde), which in turn is
subordinate to 5th Brigade Headquarters (5 Bde),
which in turn is subordinate to the 2nd New
Zealand Division Headquarters (2 NZ Div), which
in turn is subordinate to CHCHQ (see the Commonwealth Formation Display).
[13.32] Similarly, if a unit is subordinate to an
"independent" headquarters, then the command
check begins with the independent headquarters.
Finally, if a unit has no headquarters (in every case
an independent unit), the command check must
occur with that unit.
[13.33] Command checks occur on every evennumbered Game-Turn, beginning with GameTurri Two. Under no circumstances may the Commonwealth Player ever make a command check on
an odd-numbered Game-Turn.

dependent units. The headquarters immediately
superior to a unit must always be checked for
before the inferior headquarters or unit is command checked.

[13.4) EXPLANATION OF
COMMAND CHECK RESULTS
[13.41) - = No result; the unit that is being command checked has no results applied to it.
[13.42] Re = Retreat; the unit immediately retreats three hexes (or until it enters an Enemy
ZOC) toward the south or east mapedge. If those
mapedges are equidistant from the unit, the owning Player immediately retreats toward the one it
costs less Movement points to reach. If the mapedges are still equidistant, the owning Player determines if there is any terrain prohibited to the
affected unit, and retreats toward mapedges that
do not have prohibited (or Blocked) terrain between it and the affected unit. If the mapedges are
still equidistant, •the owning Player chooses to
which mapedges the unit retreats. At the end of .
thi6 movement (which is the only movement that
may occur in the Command Phase), a Command
Check marker is placed on that unit, which indicates that the unit may not move or fire in the
subseq uent Conditional Movement and Fire
Phases, but it may fire in the subsequent Free Fire
Phase. Note that a unit may not "move" more
than its Movement allowance during this retreat,
but may always retreat one hex, as per Case 9.14.
[13 .43] CF = Command Freeze; the unit may not
move or fire for the duration of the next GameTurn, with the exception that if the unit is close
assaulted, it may perform Opportunity fire.
[13.44] M# =Morale raised # Morale points for
the duration of the Game-Turn. For all morale
purposes, the unit has its current morale plus the
indicated number.

[13.45] Rt= Rout; unit is retreated exactly as if an
"Re" (retreat) result had been incurred. However,
the Command Check marker is not removed until
a Leader unit ends its movement in the same hex as
the unit so affect~d. Therefore the unit will continue retreating until a leader ends its movement in
the same hex as the unit. If the unit exits the map,
it is removed from play, but is not eliminated for
Victory Point determination purposes. The Forrester leader unit need only move through a hex
containing a Greek unit to remove an " Rt" result.
[13.46) If an Re or Rt result necessitates moving
into an Enemy-controlled or Enemy-occupied hex,
the unit stops in the hex immediately before the
Zone of Control (or unit), and no further penalty
for not being able to complete the Retreat or Rout
is assessed.

[13.34] Most of the Commonwealth command
checks begin with CHCHQ. If an "Ml" or "M2"
result is obtained, the Commonwealth Player docs
not make any more checks that Game-Turn for
units subordinate to CHCHQ. By checking the
Formation Display, the Commonwealth Player
will determine that this includes almost all Commonwealth units (any unit that has a line of subordination traceable to CHCHQ is exempted if
either of the above results occur). Otherwise, command checks must be made with the headquarters
and units immediately subordinate to CHCHQ.
Once the immediately subordinate units have been
command checked, the units or headquarters immediately subordinate to those headquarters are
command checked until the lowest echelon of
command is reached.
[13.35) If a "no result" is rolled as a command
check result for a headquarters having no inferior
headquarters (mostly Battalion level headquarters), no command check is necessary for the
units directly subordinate to that headquarters. If
any other result is obtained, each individual unit
subordinated to that headquarters must make a
command check.

[14.0] COMMUNICATION

[13.36] Unless the Commonwealth Player
manages to fulfill the conditions of either Case
13.34 or Case 13.35, he must roll for every unit of
his that is activated (see Case 13.1), and apply all
results immediately. He may choose the order in
which he rolls the command check die-rolls, but he
must start at CHCHQ and follow the subordination routes indicated on the Commonwealth Formation Display, ending up with a check of the in-

Communications are vital for such gamefunctions as command and control and Indirect
fire. Due to the nature of the terrain on Crete,
radio waves did not travel terribly far, generally
running into natural interference. The Commonwealth communication net was bulwarked by a
telephone system, but all the lines were either cut
or bombed out of existence.
·

[13.47) All results, ·with the possible exception of
rout, last for one Game-Turn. At the end of the
Friendly Command Phase, all results must have
been applied. All results that were applied the
previous Game-Turn are removed at the beginning
of the Friendly Command Phase.

COMMENTARY:
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GENERAL RULE:
An artillery-type unit can fire Indirect fire only if it
is stacked with or adjacent to a "controlling"
headquarters which in turn is in communication
with a unit observing the target hex. The headquarters which can see t~e target hex may a lso
observe for the Indirect fire unit. For purposes of
Commonwealth command checks, communication sometimes aids in the p(ocess of Morale determinat ion.

CASES:
[14.1) CONTROLLING
HEADQUARTERS

[14.5) COMMUNICATION
RESTRICTIONS
[14.51] An observer unit and controlling headquarters unit are considered part of the Indirect
fire process. This means that normally neither can
move in the ensuing Conditional Movement P hase
after those units perform these functions, but they
may fire in the same Conditional or Free Fire
P hase they control or observe in.
[14.52] A unit in Travel or Disrupted mode may
not function as an observing unit or controlling
headquarters.

[14.6) PLAYER'S NOTE

A controlling headquarters is one to which the
artillery-type unit is subordinate or one which is
subordinate to the same headquarters that the artillery-type unit is subordinate to. Ernmple: Un its
designated 27 Bty/5 are subordinate to the New
Zealand 5th Brigade. They may fire if stacl-.ed with
or adjacent to a headquaners of the 5th Brigade.

[14.2) OBSERVER STATUS
A unit may observe for and communicate with
only those units of its own nationality and/ or with
those units that a re o f a Friendly nationality. For
the Commonwealth, the Australian, British, and
New Zealander units may communicate with each
other, but the Greeks and Cretans may not. This is
not because of strained relations, but rather
because the Greeks and Cretan s do not have
enough radios. A ll German units may communicate with each other.

[14.3] SELF-OBSERV ED INDIRECT FIRE
If an artillery-type unit itself can observe a target it
wishes to fire on, it may do so, regardless of the
relative position of its headquarters. Indirect fire
units are also regular units and may act as observer
un its for any other unit, even on Game-Turns
when such a unit is being communicated with and
firing on a target.

[14.3 1] Artillery-type unit fire is always Indirect
fire, even when the artillery-rype unit is observing
its target for its lndirecr fire. T he Player uses the
Indirect fire routine to execute an artillery-type
unit's a1tack, except when an artillery-type u n it is
performing O pportunity fire (see Case 6.51).

[14.32] A heavy weapons un it may execute Opportunity fire only if it is one of the two topmost
units in the stack. Art illery- type units may execute
Opportuni ty fire on ly pursuant ·10 Case 6.51. In
a ny case, the Opportunity firing un it is always
assumed to be able to observe its target.
[14.33] For purposes of communication, heavy
weapons are treated exactly as artillery-type units.

[14.4) NON-DIVISIONAL
HEADQUARTERS
AND ARTILLERY
Both the Commonwealth and German Player have
army-level headquarters that may control all artillery-type units.
CHCHQ

RHO

[@]

[EQ)

4-3(1)

5-3(3)

[14.41] German RHQ
T h e German RHQ Headquarters unit may control
a ll German artillery-type units.
[14.42] CHCHQ
Commonwealth High Command Headquarters
may control all Commonwealth artillery-type
u n its.
[14.43] Static Artillery-Type Units
Static artillery-type units may subordinate themselves to any headquarters. If they are not subordinated to a headquarters, they are out of supply.

Most of the artillery in the game is parcelled out "in
a seemingly random fashion. As has been mentioned before, the Commonwealth command was
reorganizing and disposing its units so often that
to this day no one is quite sure to whom and to
what the individual artillery pieces were attached.
It behooves the Player to attempt to unify the
widely dispersed artillery pieces into some sort of
coherent formation . For example, if an art illery
piece is controlled by the Commonwealth High
Command Headquarters, the Player would be
wise to give it to a subordinate battalion that might
actually use it in the field. Massed artillery (i.e.,
nearly a ll pieces present) is a rather deadly
weapon.

otherwise they would be unable to ever change
mode. Only one organization change may be made
per unit per Organization Phase. Stacking changes
are not permitted in the Organization Phase.

CASES:
[15.1] ARTILLERY-TYPE UNITS
An artillery-type unit has a Dispersed side and a
Travel side. When Dispersed, an artillery-type unit
can fire but not move. When in Travel mode, an
artillery-type unit can move but hot fire. There are
no "pure" artillery-type units that possess a Concentrated mode. (HQ/ AT units , for instance, are
not "pure").

[15.2) HEADQUARTERS UNITS
A headquarters unit usually possesses only a Concentrated mode and a Travel mode. Some headquarters units do possess a Dispersed mode. A
Concentrated headquarters may move and perform Opportunity fire. A Travel mode headquarters may only move. A headquarters fortunate enough to possess a Dispersed mode may
Direct fire, close assault, move, etc.
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[15.3] INFANTRY-TYPE UNITS

[15.0) ORGANIZATION
MODES
COMMENTARY:

Infantry-type units have a Dispersed and a Concentrated side. Some of these units also possess a
Travel mode, in which case the unit has a lower
case "t" on its Concentrated side. All units
without said "t" are unable to employ Travel
mode. T hose units are able to move and fire in
both modes.

The various modes that uni ts may assume in the
game represent an approximation of an equivalent
real life posture assumed by that unit in the battle
for Crete. The P layer is given the choice of how he
wishes to employ the units, within game limitations. These variou s modes correspond to how the
unit moved and fought as simulated by the game.

[15.4] ARMORED UNITS

Dispersed: In this formation, the men of the unit

[15.51] At the conclusion of a Player's Conditional Movement Phase, a Player may remove any
unit from Travel mode and place it into any other
Mode it possesses (exception: see Case 15.55). This
is an exception to the General Rule of this section.
Note that units may not change into Travel mode
at the end of the Conditional Movement Phase,
even though they may change out of Travel mode.
(15.52] During (and only during) the Player's
Command P hase , a Player may attempt to remove
Disruption from Disrupted units.

are spread out to take adva ntage of cover afforded
by the terrain. Basically, units in Dispersed mode
will not move as fast in some types of terrain, but
wili-'move faster in clear terrain. Dispersed units
will present less of a target to the Enemy, but will
not be able to mass firepower very effectively.
Concentrated: The men and vehicles are massed
in a tight, easily controllable formation. Units in
Concentrated mode will suffer grievously from
fire, but will be able to return a high rate of fire.

Travel: The men and vehicles a re formed up in a
column so that the unit can get from one point to
another as fast as possible. Again, these units will
present a good target for Enemy fire, but their
firepower is considerably reduced. The P layer may
place a marker to indicate that the unit is in Travel
mode (if necessary).
Disruption: This is a special mode usually imposed by close assault. It simulates the effect of near
total disintegration of a cohesive unit. In this
mode, a unit may do nothing.

GENERA L RULE:
During a P layer's Organization Phase, a P layer
may freely alter the organization modes of the
units he controls (of course, d isrupted units remain so). A Pl ayer may change mode from
Dispersed to Concentrated (and vice-versa) or
from Concentrated to Travel (and vice-versa), but
he may not change a unit's mode directly from
Dispersed to Travel (nor vice-versa). Only
artillery-type units that do not possess a Concentrated mode are exempt from this p rovision, as

All armored units have a Dispersed and a Concentrated side. They are also able to assume Travel
mode. They may fire and move in all modes.

[15.S] CHANGING
ORGANIZATION MODES

(15.53] As a re.sult of combat, airstrikes, or air
landing/assault,'a u nit may Disrupt dr Disperse.
[15.54] Other than in the above cases, a P layer
may never change a unit's organization mode except in that Player's Organization Phase. This
means i.hat during the Organization P hase a P layer
is required to project the condition of his units
through the entire ensuing Game-Turn (until the
next Friendly O rganization Phase).
[15.55] Infantry-type, heavy weapons, and armor
units assume Travel mode from Concentrated
mode only and vice-versa. These units may not
assume Travel mode from Dispersed mode. They
must first change from Dispersed mode to Concentrated mode in the first Organization Phase,
and then from Concentrated mode to Travel Mode
in the second Organization Phase.

[15.6] DISRUPTION
Disruption represents a situation in which the men
of the affected unit are confused, scared, diving
for cover and generally combat ineffective. While
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Disrupted, a unit's Effectiveness rating and Movement allowance are defined as zero. A Disrupted
unit's Strength is defined as one-half of its current
Strength (rounded down). The morale of a
Disrupted unit is defined as its current morale
minus 3 (this is not affected by any of the
modifications for command check listed in Section
13 .0). A Disrupted un it cannot perform any game
functions with the exception of Disruption
removal. T his means that a Disrupted headquarters unit cannot provide supply, and a
Disrupted unit cannot observe or communicate or
have a supply path traced through it.

(15 .61] All modifications 10 Disruption recovery
are made at the instant of the die-roll for recovery.
Disruption recovery is rolled for, unit by unit, and
in some cases the stack may have some units that
are Disrupted and some units that have successfully removed Disruption. If this is the case, a ll units
that are not Disrupted must be moved one hex
away (into non-prohibited terrain, of course), or
become Disrupted again.
[15.62) If a static or Dispersed artillery-type unit
is Disrupted a nd forced 10 retreat, it is eliminated,
as the unit may not move. Note that a unit may be
Disrupted and not forced to retreat.
[IS.63) A Dis rupted unit that successfully
recovers from Disruption comes back in the same
mode in which the unit was before it received the
Disruption result. For all scenarios and the Battle
Game, Commonwealth units that begin the game
in Disrupted mode come back in Dispersed mode,
unless the unit does not possess a Dispersed mode
(in which case it comes back in Concentrated
mode). When a unit without a Dispersed mode
chooses to Disrupt rather than Disperse as a result
of combat (and that option is open only 10 units
that do not have a Dispersed mode), the unit
comes back in Concentrated mode.
(15.64] Units that are not activated may roll for
Disruption removal, but note that there is a subtraction to 1he die-roll if that is the case.
[ 15.6S) Even though a Disrupted unit's Strength is
defined as one-half, the unit's actual Strength is
whatever its current Strength was before it was
Disrupted. Therefore, should a Disrupted unit
take losses, they are applied against the current
Strength. In all other cases, the Disrupted unit's
Strength is treated as a o ne-half Strength.
(15.66] Disruptio n Recovery Table
(see separate sheet)
( 1S.67] D ie-Roll A dj ustments
for Disruption Recovery
(see separate sheet)

[16.0] AIR LANDING/
ASSAU LT
COMMENTARY:
One of the key mecha~ics in Descent on Crete is
the airdrop/air assault sequence performed by the
German Player at various times during the game.
Beginnin.g on Game-Turn One, the German Player
introduces airborne units into play via the Air
Landing R outine, s imulating the air landings that
were performed throughout Operation Merkur
(Mercury). On subsequent Game-Turns (as
specified by the German Formation Display and
the German Turn-Record Track), the German
Player continues to .introduce reinforcements by
the same method (for paratroopers) or by the Air
Convoy Routine (for the mountain troops). All
Commonwealth un itS and German Army units
enter the map on specified hexes, which is covered
in Section 26.0, Reinforcements. The following
paragraphs discuss the various historical conditions that affected the operation.

I. T he German paratroopers were quartered in
Athens previous to the air landing. The Germans
had enough transport to bring a ll of their men onto Crete by the end of the first day, but wisely
chose to hold a minimum of men at Athens 10 reinforce wherever necessary. General Student, the
German parachute commander, divided the Parac hute Division into quite a few separate "packets"
of troops, which was contrary to all German
strategy prevalent at the time. Consequently, in
the later afternoon drops at Rethymnon and
H erakleion, the Germans were decimated. If 1000
German paratroopers had not landed on the bank
of the Tavronitis River furthest away from
Maleme, taking virtually no casualties, the Germans would have probably been denied the airfield. More importantly, the Germans were unable
to use their air support during the entire landing
procedure, for fear that they would hit their own
men rather than the enemy. Finally, even though
the German transports began from Athens i.n the
wee hours of the morning, they did not reach Crete
until approximately 0830 hours, an indication of
how slow the German transports were.
2. German intelligence was laughable. The
reports given of the enemy positions and the
troops and machinery available were almost totally incorrect. The German intelligence even went so
far as to declare that the Cretans would welcome
the Germans with open arms, which was exactly
opposite of what proved to be the case.
3. The weather, which could have provided extremely difficult landing conditions, was almost
perfect for the entire series of drops performed by
the Germans. Also, though the Commonwealth
had a few units that could have been used as flak,
they did not utilize any of their units to any great
effect. The Germans were not to have any problems until they began the actual landing process.
4. Rather than land away from the key objectives
and form up without considerable enemy opposition, the Germans chose to land directly on their
targets. Not only was this plan a poor one in conception (try hitting a target from several hundred
feet in the air), but, tragically, an awful plan in execution. T he ground troops were able to pick off
the majority of German troops with the greatest of
ease, because the descending Germans presented
such a large and vulnerable target. It was in the
landing of their troops that the Germans took the
majority of their casualties.
5. The German weapons were dropped in
canisters next to the paratroopers. This meant that
if the Commonwealth troops were able to initiate
fire as the German paratroopers were landing, the
Germans would never be able to reach their
weapons (and the Commonwealth troops would
be able to capture the German weapons, which
were badly needed). Also, the German supplies
were dropped where the German paratroopers
were supposed to be, rather than where they actually were. This meant that the Commonwealth
troops were as likely to benefit from the German
supplies as the average German paratrooper was.
6. During the night of 20 May to the morning of
21 May, the German High Command became
acutely aware of the fact that the paratroopers had
not captured the airfield on schedule, and that the
mountain troops were going to have to be convoyed by the afternoon of the 21st at the latest.
Unfortunately for the Germans, when the mountain troops began landing the airfield was partly in
Commonwealth hands. The resulting 50%
casualties were to be expected, given such a
suicidal move. H owever, the landing mountain
troops were to win the battle for the Germans. It
was a pyrrhic victory for the Germans: the paratroopers and the mountain troops never participated in an en masse airborne landing again.

GENERAL RULE:
Air Landing operations are conducted by the German Player in the German Conditional Movement
P hase. T he German Player c hecks the German
Formation Display and the German Turn Record
Track to see which units arc available to him to
land on that particular Game-Turn. He will note
that the German units are organized in Serials,
that the German units are organized in battalionsize groups that usually land in ro ughly the same
area. These are provided for case of play and to
give an order in which to adjudicate Air Landing.
Each Game-Turn, the German Player lands units
until he is either out of units to land or docs not
wish to land any more. The German Player then
places his units on their designated landing hexes,
or, where he has a choice, on his choice of hexes.
The German Player executes the Pre-Flight
Routine to determine whether any of his units have
suffered mishap en route to the landing hex. First,
the German Player determines the weather for PM
or AM, if it is the 1201 or 0201 Game-T urn (the
first Game-Turn is automatically Weather Condition 0- perfect weather). Then the German Player
monwcalth units in range of the landing unit. This
will give the Fire capability, which in turn is
referenced to on the German Ai~ Landing Table
( 16.27). The Commonwealth Player rolls two dice,
and any results are immediately applied to the
landing German units. Finally, a ny close assaults
necessitated by the Germans landing on top of
Commonwealth units are resolved by the German
Player. Only then is the German Player free to
take action with his units as if they were normal
ground units.
When landing Mountain Troop units, determine
the weather conditions to see if they will affect the
operation. Then determine the position of the
nearest Commonwealth unit. Once this is determined, roll a die a nd determine whether the Mountain Troop lands safely or is eliminated.

CASES:
[16.1) PRE-FLIGHT ROUTINE
Twice a day, the German Player rolls two dice and
determines the weather conditions prevailing over
the island of Crete. At the very beginning of each
0201-0600 Game-Turn, the German P layer rolls
two dice and consults the Weather Conditions
Table. This gives a numerical ra:ing for the effects
of weather on the immediate vicinity of the island
of Crete. This numerical rating prevails for the
next four Game-Turns until the next 1201 -1400
Game-Turn, when the German Player again rolls
for weather using the exact same routine that was
used to determine the Weather Conditions of the
0201-0600 Game-Turn. Players may dispense with
rolling for weather conditions on' the first OameTurn, since the weather condition is automatically
:zero, but they must roll on all subsequent
0201-0600 and 1201-1400 Game-Turns. Note that
the German Player does know the weather condition for a particular Game-Turn before he lands
the parachute or mountain units. Example: It is
the0201-0600Game-Turnof 21 May. The German
Player consults the Weather Conditions Table
(16.12) under the 0201-0600 section. He rolls 6 on
two dice, which indicates that the weather condition for that Game-Turn is zero.

(16. 11) Even on Game-Turns in which air landing
attempts cannot possibly be made, the German
P layer must roll for the weather conditions, as
they could possibly effect observation (sec Case
7.6).
(16.12] Weather Condit.ions Table
(see separate sheet)
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(16.2] AIR LANDING 8,0UTINE
(16.21) If the Fire capability of Commonwealth
units within three hexes of the landing hex is zero
(i.e. , there are no units eligible to contribute to the
Fire capability within three hexes of the landing
unit, see Case 16.23) and there are no units in the
landing hex, it is not necessary to utilize the Ger.man Air Landing Table. Place the landing unit in
its target hex. However, if it is not the initial drop
(Game-Turn One), roll for possible scatter on the
Scatter Possibility Table (16.28).
(16.22) If the Fire capability is zero, and there is a
unit(s} in the landing hex, the landing unit(s) must
immediately perform a close assault. If the hex being close assaulted is not vacated of all Enemy
units by the end of the close assault resolution, the
landing unit(s) is immediately eliminated. Players
should note that overstacks, though they will
automatically Disrupt when they land (exception:
see Case 16.53}, still contribute their full Strength
in a close assault upon landing.
[16.23] Units that contribute to the Fire capability
may not be artillery-type units {with the obvious
exception of flak units), armored units, Disrupted
units, Depleted units or units in Travel mode.
Headquarters with a parenthesized Effectiveness
rating do count for Fire capability purposes. When
a unit contributes to the Fire capability, it is not
considered a normal fire attack. Therefore, Comma-nd points need not be expended, there is no
possibility of a multi-formation attack, participating units are not activated, nor need they
check for Supply. However, engineers building entrenchments or attempting to blow a bridge may
not contribute to the Fire capability without interrupting the cycle (see the appropriate Cases). To
determine the Fire capability used against a given
German parachute unit, add the Fire capabilities
of all units within three hexes of the landing German unit, excepting the aforementioned units. The
Fire capability of a unit with an Effe.ctiveness
rating of I is ½; the Fire capability of a unit with
an Effectiveness rating of 2 or 3 is I; the Fire
capability of a unit with an Effectiveness rating of
4 through 6 is 2; and the Fire capability of a unit
with an Effectiveness rating of 7 through 9 is 3.
These values are summarized on the German Air
Landing Table (16.27). Total the Fire capabilities
of a ll units within three hexes eligible (for Fire
capability purposes) to determine the total Fire
capability, rounding down if there are any fractions. The Commonwealth Player may choose to
withhold some, all or none of the eligible units.
Each landing parachute unit may be attacked only
once in the Phase that it lands. Each Commonwealth unit may contribute to the Fire capability as
many times as there are German units landing
within three hexes.
(16.24) If the parachute unit is landing in a hex
that can have Fire capability directed against it,
the Commonwealth Player states how much of the
Fire capability he wishes to use against the landing
unit. On the fi rst Game-Turn, the stated Fire
capabilities on the German Formation Display
must be used {i.e., the maximum). Total the Fire
capabilities directed against the landing unit, and
roll on the German Air Landing Table (16.27).
Apply any result immediately. If there are no
Commonwealth units in the landing hex, the German unit{s) is considered to have landed.
(16.25) If a German parachute unit is landing in a
hex that can have Fire capability directed against it
and has Commonwealth units in it, roll on the German Air Landing Table (16.27) as described in
Case 16.24. Then resolve a close assault exactly as
described in Case 16.22
[16.26) In every landing after the first GameTurn, the German Player may designate the hex

that he wishes each Germ.an Parachute unit (or
stack of units) to land in. However, each landing
unit (or stack of units) must roll on the Scatter
Possibility Table (16.28) before determining losses
(if any) on the German Air Landing Table or
resolving close assault. Note that scatter is always
rolled for before the German Air Landing Table is
used, and that all Fire capabilities are determined
as if the unit is landing on the hex determined by
scatter (which is not necessarily the hex the unit
was supposed to land in).
[16.27] German Air Landing Table
(see separate sheet)
(16.28) Scalier Possibility Table
(see separate sheet)

[16.3] AIRDROPPED SUPPLY
To supply the German parachutists with the supplies they would inevitably need in the course of
battle, the Luftwaffe was required to drop the
necessary weapons, ammunition and food to the
parachutists on the ground . Due to the confusion
throughout the early stages of the battle, the Commonwealth was to receive a good deal of the supplies intended for the German paratroopers.

[16.31) The German Player receives Supply markers on the German Game-Turn Record Track.
Every time the German Player receives such a
marker, it must be airdropped on that GameTurn. The German Player may choose which hex
the Supply marker is to be dropped in. The Supply
marker must always be dropped within three hexes
of a German unit, and may not be dropped in an
all-sea or partial-sea hex. Regardless of when the
Supply marker is dropped, a roll must be made at
the instant it is dropped (German Conditional
Movement Phase on the first Game-Turn; German
Command Phase thereafter) on the Scatler Possibility Table to determine in which hex the Supply
marker is to be placed. The German Player may
drop the Supply marker at any point in the Phase
that it must be dropped.
[16.32) Once a Supply marker is dropped, it is
considered neutral. The first Player having a unit
in the same hex as the Supply marker "owns" the
Supply marker and may move it with any unit in
the same hex it is in. The unit that can own a Supply marker must have a Strength value (i.e., a
Leader could not own a Supply marker). The first
unit to begin movement with a Supply marker is
the only unit that may move the Supply marker in
that Phase. The Supply marker may be moved the
whole of the "carrying" unit's movement, or it
may be dropped off at any point in movement.
Units not moving of the owning Player's volition
may not move a Supply marker with them (e.g.,
retreat by close assault), and will likely have to surrender the Supply marker.
[16.33) If the German Player possesses a Supply
marker, he has two options:
a. The unit "carrying" the Supply marker and all
Friendly units in its hex and adjacent hexes may be
supplied until the end of the current Game-Turn as
long as the Supply marker is controlled by a
Friendly unit and units being supplied are on or
adjacent to the hex containing the Supply marker
for the duration of the Game-Turn. The Supply
marker is not expended; or

b. If a headquarters unit is in the same hex as a
Supply marker, the headquarters may serve as a
supply source for all German parachute units that
can trace to that headquarters using the normal
supply path rules (see Section I 9.0). The headquarters so using the Supply marker may serve as a

supply source for Phases I through 7 or Phases 8
through 14 or any part thereof. At the end of
Phase 7 or 14, the Supply marker is expended and
removed from play. Of course, the German Player
may choose not to use a Supply marker at all, instead saving it for future use.
[16.34) If the Commonwealth Player posseses a
Supply marker, he also has two options:
a. The unit(s} stacked with the Supp°Iy marker are
considered in supply without expending the ·supply marker; or
b. The owning Player may use a headquarters unit
to supply itself and 19 other units (for a total of 20
units}, at which point the Supply marker is considered expended. At the end of the Game-Turn,•
the Supply marker is removed from play. Of
course, the Commonwealth Player may choose to
hold the Supply marker for future use.
[16.35) There is no limit to the number of times an
individual Supply marker may change hands. The
countermix is not a limit to the number of Supply
markers that can be brought into play. If, by some
chance, all Supply markers should be in play, the
Players should substitute another type of marker
for Supply markers. Supply markers may be
destroyed by the owning Player in his Command
Phase. The owning Player simply declares that he
is destroying the Supply marker and the marker is
removed from play. At no other time in the turn
may a Player voluntarily destroy a Supply marker.
[16.36) If an airstrike attack results in a" J•" or a
" I ", any Supply marker(s) in the hex is destroyed.
Supply markers alone in a hex may be attacked by
an airstrike. When alone they are considered a
Travel mode target for an airstrike.
[16.37) If a Supply marker lands in an all-sea hex
it is eliminated and removed from play.

(16.4] PRE-GAME
AIRBORNE DEPLOYMENT
If the German Player arranges the counters on the
German Formation Display, he will find it much
easier to land the German units, since all landing
hexes, Fire capabilities and organization will be
neatly laid out. All German paratroopers start in
the 7th Parachute Division box. The units dropping on the first Game-Turn have their landing hex
(which cannot be changed and is not subject to
scatter) and the Fire capability at maximum (which
must be used) are provided for the convenience of
the Players. Subsequently landing German
paratroop units must land within three hexes of a
Friendly unit, and not in a partial-sea or all-sea
hex, and arc subject to scatter.

[16.5] ACTIONS TAKEN
AFTER UNITS HAVE LANDED
Once the German Player has determined all results
on the German Air Landing Table and the Scatter
Possibility Table and resolved all close assaults, a
further check must be made to discover whether
any adverse effects are applied to the beleaguered
German units.
[16.51) If a unit lands in a forest, city, or rough
hex, the unit is Disrupted. It does not retreat,
unless forced to do so by overstack (see Case
I6. 53). All other units landing in that hex will also
be Disrupted, as will any units entering the hex.
[16.52] If a unit lands in an all-sea hex, the unit·is
instead immediately landed on the nearest partial•
sea hex {which may be an island) in Disrupted
mode. The Fire capability is calculated as if the
unit were landing in the all-sea hex. If a unit lands
in a partial-sea hex, the Fire capability applied
against the unit is increased by 3 (e.g., a zero
becomes a 3).
[16.53] If the German Player somehow lands
overstacked in a hex, the Fire capability used
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against the landing units is increased by 6. The
stack may remain overstacked without disruption
until the first unit (only) moves out of the stack. At
no point in the game may those units again be
overs tacked without penalty. The increase of 6 in
the Fire capability is not used if the overstack is
caused by German units landing on previously
landed units that have landed in the same GameTurn, but in such a case the entire stack is immediately Disrupted.
(16.54] If a German unit(s) lands on Ay
Theodhoroi Island, it is Disrupted and stays there
for the duration of the game. On a roll of 6, the
unit(s) on Ay Theodhoroi Island undisrupts (this is
rolled for each Game-Tum). The Commonwealth
Player is awarded one Victory Point for each
Game-Turn there is a German unit on Ay Theodhoroi Island. If a German unit lands on Suda
Island, it can have a rousing set-to with the British
Machine Gun company there. Neither unit can
escape the island.

(16.6] LANDING PARACHUTE UNITS
AFTER THE FIRST GAME-TURN
On any day Game-Turn after the first day (after
Game-Turn Nine) the German Player may land
some, none, or all of his reserve parachute units.
These are easily identifiable by the fact that they
have no assigned landing hex and no Fire capability printed on them. As with other units, the landing parachute units are free to la·nd in any mode
but Travel, unless otherwise dictated by landing
results.

(16. 7] LANDING MOUNTAIN UNITS
Historically, the Germans landed the mountain
troops beginning at noon of the second day (21
May), despite the fact that they did not have complete control of the airfield. It was clear to Student
that the parachute units were exhausted and would
suffer severely from fatigue unless the mountain
troops aided them quickly. The mountain troops,
landing in transport planes, suffered grievous
casualties since the Commonwealth troops were
able to destroy the planes as they landed. But the
landing of mountain troops won the battle for the
Germans.
German Mountain units land in the Conditional
Movement Phase. Generally, they land on Maleme
Airfield (hexes W0419 and W05 l 9), unless prohibited from doing so by extenuating circumstances (see Case 16. 86).
(16.71) Determine the weather condition; if it is
greater than 6, one is subtracted from any die-rolls
determining whether or not the mountain troops
land safely (see below). A weather condition of 6
or below has no effect upon mountain troops attempting to land.
(16.72] If both hexes of Maleme Airfield are occupied by Commonwealth units, the German
Player may not land any units on the airfield. Any
units so designated to land are eliminated.and
removed from play. Disrupted units do prevent
mountain troops from landing, but Commonwealth leaders do not. A Commonwealth leader
without a combat unit in its hex is eliminated if
mountain-tro9ps land on the airfield.
(16.73] If one of the hexes of Maleme Airfield is
occupied by a Commonwealth combat unit, and
the other is not, each landing German unit is rolled
for; on a roll of I through 4, the German unit is
eliminated; on a roll of 5 or 6, the German unit
lands safely. The German units landing in such a
situation must land in the non-Commonwealthoccupied hex of the Airfield.
[16.74) If there is a Commonwealth unit adjacent
to the airfield (assuming, of course) that •there is
not a Commonwealth unit on the airfield itself),

each German unit is rolled for. The Commonwealth unit must exert a Zone of Control upon the
airfield to affect the German units landing, and
that Commonwealth unit may be unactivated. Only one die-roll is made per landing German unit.
On a roll of 1 through 3, the landing German unit
is eliminated; on a roll of 4 through 6, the German
unit lands successfully.
(16.75) If there is a Commonwealth unit within
two hexes of (but not adjacent to) the airfield that
can observe the airfield (either of the two hexes)
and that unit is not Disrupted, the landing German
units are rolled for: on a roll of l or 2, the landing
German unit is eliminated; on a roll of 3 through 6,
the German units land safely. Of course, if the
units have already been rolled for under the provisions of Cases 16.73 and 16.74, they are not rolled
for again.
(16.76) If there is no Commonwealth unit that
satisfies the provisions of Cases 16.73-5, the Commonwealth Player determines whether or not there
is a non-Disrupted Commonwealth unit within its
printed range of the airfield that can observe the
airfield, either by itself or through communication. Each German unit is rolled for: on a roll of l,
the landing German unit is eliminated; on a roll of
2 through 6, the German unit lands safely.
(16.77) If mountai n units land overs tacked in an
airfield hex, the German Player must immediately
"cure" the overstack. Units in excess of the
Strength point stacking limit for an airfield hex (24
Strength points) must be immediately retreated to
an adjacent non-Enemy-controlled/ occupied hex.
Again, if a unit is forced to retreat into a hex containing only an Enemy leader(s), the Enemy leader
is eliminated. If there is no alternative but to create
an overstack in .the hex that the mountain unit
retreats to, then that mountain unit must be
retreated to the hex and the stack must be Disrupted as per the overstack rules. If there is no
hex for the mountain unit to retreat to, the normally retreating unit(s) is eliminated. The units on
the airfield hex itself are not Disrupted by the
overstack.

(16.8] TRANSPORT FOR
MOUNTAIN UNITS
[16.81) For an entire game of Descent on Crete,
the.German Player is allotted 50 Transport points.
These represent the total amount of transport
planes available to the Germans throughout
Operation Merkur.
[16.82] For each mountain unit transported to
·Crete the German Player must employ one
Transport point. The Transport point is not
necessarily expended, but see Case 16.84. Note
that only one Transport point is necessary to
transport a unit, regardless of that unit's Strength.
(16.83] Each German Conditional Movement
Phase, the German Player may land up to 32
Strength points of mountain units per each airfield
hex owned. He may not land any mountain units
during a night Game-Turn. Owned is defined as
either physically occupied by German units (which
count against the 32 Strength point limit and can
possibly Disrupt the landing units) or not occupied
by Commonwealth troops (excepting leaders).
Like parachute units, mountain units may move
and/or fire as soon as they have been landed and
all overstack problems, etc., have been resolved.
(16.84) Obviously, the German Player will never
have to use all 50 Transport points in one GameTurn. However, he may only transport as many
units in one Game-Turn as he has Transport
points. For each unit eliminated during the landing
routing for the Germans, a Transport point is likewise eliminated. The German Player must keep
track of Transport points eliminated. If 25
T.ransport points are eliminated, one of the airfield

hexes becomes unusable (roll a die for which one
- even, hex W0419; odd, hex W05I9). After 40
Transport points have been eliminated, both hexes
of the airfield become unusable, and no further
units may be landed at the airfield.
(16.85) If there are fewer Transport points than
units to be landed in a Game-Turn, the German
Player must choose which mountain units will be
landed, reserving those left behind for the next
Game-Turn or later. The number of units
transported may never exceed available Transport
points.
(16.86) If the airfield hex(es) are not available to
the German Player, the German Player may
choose to indulge General Freyburg's fantasy and
crash-land units in clear or mixed hexes (only). On
a roll of I through 4, the units crashlanding are
eliminated. On a roll of 5, half of the Strength
points in the landing stack are eliminated (<>wning
Player' s choice, rounding fractions down) and. on
a roll of 6, the units land safely. Weather conditions do not affect crashlanding. If any units
should land (i.e., a roll of 5 or 6), they are
automatically Disrupted, suffering all restrictions
as do landing mountain units. Round fractions
down wherever necessary.

[17.0] AIRSTRIKES
COMMENTARY:
To stage the airdrop on Crete, the Germans
recognized the need for total air superiority. By
the middle of May, the Luftwaffe had such complete control of the skies that the British flew their
pitiful RAF contingent on Crete to the Middle
East to prevent the dozen or so planes from being
destroyed. Once the Germans were able to bomb
and strafe the island with impunity, the Commonwealth troops' ability to move around was severely
hampered. In fact, it was the sunrise to sunset
saturation bombing/strafing that broke the
morale of the Commonwealth troops, rather than
the defeat at the hands of the German parachute
and mountain units. The demoralizing effects of
the continual air attack are built into the command
and control rules (see Section 13.0).

GENERAL RULE:
Each 0601-0800 Game-Turn and each 1401-1600
Game-Turn, the German Player consults the Turn
Record Track for the number of airstrikes available that turn. At the beginning of the German
Command Phase, the German Player places any
airstrikes that he has on his intended targets. At
the end of the immediately ensuing German Conditional Movement Phase, all airstrikes are resolved. It is theoretically possible that a successful
German close assault could make German units
the target of an airstrike. Once an airstrike is placed, it must be executed against all targets regard less of the circumstances. The German Player
determines whether or not the airstrike is on target
(see below), and then executes the attack on the
Airstrike Bombardment Table against any two
units in the hex which the airstrike is attacking (if
there are any). If there are no units in the hex
below the airstrike, the airstrike is ignored. During
any German Conditional or Free Fire Phase, the
German Player may execute up to hal f his turn's
allotment of airstrikes (rounding fractions down).
The exact same procedure used in resolving a normal airstrike is used. These are known as hasty
airstrikes.

CASES:
(17.1] RESTRICTIONS ON AIRSTRIKES
[17.11] Though the German Player checks his
Turn Record Track each 0601-0800 and 1401-1600
Game-Tum, the allotment listed is used for each
subsequent Game-Turn. The German Player need
only check on the specified Game-Turns to see if
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his a llotment of airstrikes per Game-Tu rn has
changed. The Commonwealth P layer gets several
airstrikes late in the game; he is alerted to their
availability on the Commonwealth Game-Turn
Record T rack. They operate identically to German
airstrikes.
[ 17. 12] No more than two airstrikes may be placed on any one hex in one P hase (exception: see
Cases 17.14and 17. 18).
[17. 13] Airstrikes may not be accumulated from
Game-Turn to Game-Turn. Airstrikes may only be
used in the German Conditional Movemen t Phase,
or , in the case of hasty airstrikes, in the German
Conditional or Free Fire Phase. (Each airstrike
represen ts several bombers and fighters. Because
of the seaborne attempt to land badly needed
heavy weapons and troops, several o f the airstrikes
were d iverted at crucial moments during the battle
ro try to destroy the British fleet that in turn was
forcing the caiques transporting the German
troops back to the Greek shore. Many historians
have commented that the Germans committed the
Luftwaffe too late to clear the Aegean Sea for the
seaborne landing, but early enough to cripple
some of the British neet. The designer is of the opinion that the majority of the British fleet could
have been sunk if tbe Luftwaffe h ad been bombing
t he ships at the correct time. At any rate, the German Player is restricted to the historical mistake
made by the German High Command-; otherwise,
the Germans would be allowed to b ring in the seaborne troops and seriously unbalance the game).
[17 .14] Airstrikes must be placed in multiples of
two on turns t hat the Weather Condition exceeds
5. On such turns, every two airstrikes are treated as
one airstrike. Left-over airstrikes may not be used .
[I 7. IS] Airstrikes (hasty or normal) may not be
used during Night Game-Turns.
[17. 16] Airs trikes may not be used against any
targets other than combat, h eadquarters and support group units. They in no way interfere with
supply, communication or a ny n on-combat
related function. Airstrikes may not observe for
Friendly ground units (although they automatically observe for themselves) and do n ot coun t fo r
Victory Poin t observation.
117,17] All airstrikes (including hasty airstrikes)

are resolved at the conclusion of any Phase that
they are to be adjudicated in. Under no circumstances are airstrikes resolved before all movement and combat is resolved in a particular Phase.
[17.18) Airstrikes· used in city, forest, or rough
hexes must be used in multiples of two. They are
treated exactly as described in Case 17 . 14 (in
essence, they are halved). When a weather condition exceeding 5 exists, and an airstrike is placed
on a city, rough, or forest hex, a total of four
airstrikes must be u sed to have the effect of one
(e.g., they are quartered). When both condition s
exist, the maximum net effect the German Player
can apply to one hex is one a irstrike. Under any
other circums tances, the German Player may obtain a net effect of two airstri.kes (provided, of
cou rse, that he has the necessary airstrikes).
[17.19) An ai rstrike attacks any two units in the
hex it is placed on at the end of scatter determination , etc. T hese units are chosen by the P layer that
does not have units in the hex being attacked.
Under no circumstances may the attacks be used in
two different hexes or saved from Phase to Phase
or Game-Turn to Game-Turn.

[17 .2] AIRS TRIKE SCATTER
Before any airst rike is resolved, the German
Player must roll two dice and determine whether
or not the airstrike is on target. This scatter determination is made immediately before the a irstrike
is resolved. To a large extent, it simulates th e fact

that the Lu ftwaffe bombed German troops in several crucial instances.
[17.21] If the airstrike being rolled for is a normal
one, two dice are rolled. If a 3 or 12 is rolled, the
airstrike scatters one hex. If a 2 is rolled, the
airstrike scatters two hexes. Any other roll and the
airstrike is on target. Consult the Scatter Diagram
(on the map), roll one die to determine the direction in which the airstrike scatters, and then place
the airstrike the appropriate number of hexes away
from the target hex in the indicated direction.
[17.22] When conducting a hasty airstrike, roll
two dice. On a roll of 7, the a irstrike scatters one
hex. O n a roll of 5 or 9, the airstrike scatters two
hexes. On a roll of 3 or 11, the airstrike scatters
three hexes. Use the procedure outlined in Case
17 .21 for determining scatter direction.
[17.23] If the airstrike scatters into a hex where
there are no targets, the airstrike is ignored and
removed from the board. If there is any target
below the airstrike, the Player who does not have
units in that hex resolves the airstrike. It is possible
for German units to be attacked by an airstrike.
(In fact, the German advance was stalled around
Canea when the Luftwaffe rather heavily bombed
the advance German units. It appears no one had
told the pilots that the German ground units were
capable of capturing the city by themselves. Alan
Clark, author of The Fall of Crete, cites a case
where the Australians a t Rethymnon, several miles
east of Canea, were able to call down a irstrikes on
the Germans because they had captured a German
codebook. This claim in not substantiated in any
other source the designer has read.)
[17 .24] When necessary to use airstrikes in
multiples of two or four to obtain a net result o f
one airstrike (see Cases 17.14 and 17.18), a ll a irstrikes bei ng combined are rolled for as if they are
one a irstrike.

[17.3) RESOLVING AIRS TRIKE
ATTACKS
[17 .31] Each airstrike is resolved separately,
unless it is necessary to combine airstrikes due to
weather or terrain beneath the airstrike. In any attack, all necessary airstrikes are treated as one
(e.g., if two a irstrikes are necessary to have the effect of one), regardless of the number of airstrikes
necessary to generate one attack.
[17.32) Each airstr ike's attack is resolved individually. If there are too many airstrikes in one hex
due to scatter or negligence on the part of the German Player, all excess airstrikes are ignored and
have no effect on the ground units.
[ 17 .33] Each individu al target is attacked
separately. All results apply only to the target that
t he result was rolled against. This is an exception
to the rule that a Disrupted unit Disrupts every
unit stacked with it. When an airstrike' s two attacks have been adjudicated, the airstrike is
removed from the map.
(17.34) Despite the fact that a unit Disrupted via
airstrike does not Disrupt other units in its stack,
should any unit move into the hex containing a
unit Disrupted by airstrike, it is Disrupted as per
the normal Disruption rules.
[17 .35] Determine the mode and, if necessary, the
terrain the target unit is in . Roll two dice and determine the result on the Airs trike Born bardmem
Table (17.45). Apply any adverse results immediately. Proceed to the next attack (if any).

(17.4] EXPLANATION OF
AIRSTRIKE RESULTS
[17.41] -=Noresult.
j17 .42] D = The target unit (only) is Disrupted.
The target unit is retreated by the owning Player
one hex. If this is not possible, the target unit is not
penalized. A unit Disrupted this way has retreat

priority as follows: ( I) into a non-rough, nonforest, non-city hex along a road or trail; (2) into a
rough, forest or city hex along a road or trail; (3)
into a non-rough, non-city or non-forest hex; (4)
into a forest, rough or city hex. If the only hexes
available are prohibited, accessible only through a
blocked or mountain hexside, contain Enemy
units, or would require the resulting stack to be
over the stacking limit, t he affected unit does not
retreat. Note, however, that should a Disrupted
unit retreat into a hex with Friendly units, those
Friendly units will also be Disrupted.
[17.43] 1* = If the unit is an armored unit, treat
the result as a D . If the unit is a headquarters unit,
subtract I Strength point from that unit. If the unit
is anything else, subtract one Strength point and
then treat the result as a D .

[17 .44) 1 =Regardless of unit type, subtract
Strength po int, and then treat the result as a D .
[17 .45] Airstrike Bomba rdment Tabl e
(see separate sheet)

[18.0] CROSS-RIVER/
STREAM MOVEMENT
COMMENTARY:
In addition to their combat capabilities, engineer
units also possess the capability to aid units attempting to cross waterways.
l/Eng

[!'!}]

GENERAL RULE:

5-4-6

Engineers that are placed next to a stream or river
hexside for a specified time lessen the cost for
traversing these hexsides for Friendly units
wishing to cross through the engineer units.

CASES:
[18.1) FERRYING
[18.11] An engineer unit may ferry infantry-type,
heavy weapons, headquarters and other engineer
units across a river or stream. Units without stacking "weight," such as leaders, may also be ferried.
[18.12] To ferry, both the engineer unit and the
unit being ferried must be stacked on the same side
of the river in the same hex at the beginning of the
Conditional Movement Phase that the ferrying
operation is to be conducted in. The combat unit
may then move across the hexside to a hex on the
other side of the river or stream hexside without
paying the normal movement cost for crossing
such a hexside.
[18. 13] Units using engineers to facilitate movement across a river o r stream hexside must begin
the Phase they do so in Concentrated mode. The
units are still exposed to all applicable Opportunity fire, but the engineer unit performing the ferrying function is not thus exposed (unless, of course,
the engineer un it is ferrying itself across). Units
may be ferried across for pu rposes of close assault,
but the engineer unit need not participate in the
close assault. However, it will be affected by any
adverse combat result suffered by the close
assaulting unit.
[18 .14] An engineer performing the ferrying function must have an equal or greater strength than
the unit(s) it is ferrying in a given P hase. If th ere is
a unit in a stack the engineer unit is ferrying that
has a greater Strength than the engineer unit itself,
the engineer unit may not ferry that unit, but it
may ferry any other units in that stack not having a
Strength in excess of the en gineer's. A n engineer
unit may always ferry itself across a river or
stream, provided that is the only ferrying done by
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the engineer in that Conditional Movement Phase.
In a Phase an engineer does any ferrying, the
engineer may not move.
[18.15] Leaders may be ferried across with any
combat unit at no extra penalty. They may not be
ferried individually, but when they are accompanied by other units, Leaders do not affect
Strength, stacking, etc.

[18.2) DESTRUCTION OF BRIDGES
[18.21] Either side has the option to blow any
bridge on the map with the exception of those
bridges crossing the river hexsides of the
Tavronitis (on the West map). To blow a bridge,
an engineer must remain adjacent to a road bridge
for five consecutive Game-Turns or a trail bridge
for three consecutive Game-Turns, beginning and
ending with a Conditional Movement Phase. The
engineer unit may not move or fire during the
turns it is setting the charges (for that is what
demolition of the bridge represents), but it may
perform such functions as communication and
observation. The engineer unit must also possess
three Strength Points to perform this function. If,
at any time, the engineer unit does not fulfill all the
above conditions, the cycle is broken and must be
begun anew. If the engineer unit has completed the
necessary number of turns adjacent to the bridge,
the owning Player may (but does not have to) attempt demolition of the bridge at any point in his
Conditional Movement Phase. On a die-roll of I
through 4, the bridge is destroyed and a Destroyed
bridge marker is placed on the bridge. On a die-roll
of 5 or 6, the demolition attempt fails, and the
bridge remains intact. During the time the engineer
unit is preparing for the demolition attempt,
Friendly units may use the bridge (provided the
engineers promise not to blow up the bridge while
the units are crossing).
[18.22] S hould an engineer fail in an attempt to
demolish a bridge, the owning Player may attempt
to demolish the bridge again in his immediately
following Conditional Movement Phase, provided
the engineer unit does not violate any of the conditions of Case 18.21.
[18.23] If an engineer unit spends six turns adjacent to a trail bridge, or ten turns adjacent to a
road bridge, and fulfills all conditions of Case
18.21, the bridge is automatically destroyed at the
end of the necessary Game-Turns (no die-roll), if
the owning Player so wishes. Turns spent unsuccessfully attempting to demolish the bridge may
count toward this requirement.
[18.24) If the engineer unit is attempting to
demolish a repaired bridge (see below), the
engineer unit must fulfill all requirements of Case
18.21 and be adjacent to the repaired bridge hexside. At the end of three Game-Turns, provided
the engineer has fulfilled all requi rements, the
bridge is automatically destroyed, should the owning Player desire.
[18.25] If the owning Player does not wish to destroy a bridge or attempt to do so after fulfilling all
requirements, he may have the engineer continue
to fulfill the requirements until the owning Player
decides to destroy or attempt to destroy the bridge.
Of course, the owning Player may choose not to
destroy a "prepared" bridge at all.

[18.3] REPAIR OF
DESTROYED BRIDGES
An engineer unit with a Strength of at least 2 that
remains next to a destroyed bridge for one complete Game-Turn and fulfills all conditions of Case
18.21 repairs the destroyed bridge (in essence, a
makeshift bridge has been placed in the old one's
stead). To show that the bridge is repaired, simply
nip over the Destroyed bridge marker to show the
Repaired bridge face of that marker. Unlike

demolition (or blowing) of bridges, no Enemy
units may be adjacent to the bridge in the turn it is
being repaired, or else the bridge is not repaired.
Also, the engineer unit must remain Concentrated
to effect repairs on the destroyed bridge.

[19.0] SUPPLY
COMMENTARY:
Though the Germans dropped with a full day's
supply, they were to need much more in the ensuing days of biller fighting. The Commonwealth
troops, who were short on guns to begin with, were
also short on ammunition. However, the Commonwealth command had a much better.chain of
supply than the Germans did, who were almost
completely disorganized after the disastrous initial
drop. The following rules outline the supply determination procedure.

GENERAL RULE:
During a Player's Command Phase, the supply
status of all Combat units is determined. Individual combat units trace supply to their controlling headquarters, which must in turn trace to
their immediately superior headquarters, until the
highest command point is reached. This will be the
headquarters that has no superior headquarters,
which traces to the supply source. ff this headquarters, known as the Supplying headquarters is
out of supply, all units tracing to it are out of supply. For the individual combat unit to be in supply,
its controlling headquarters must be in supply. For
that headquarters to be in supply, its immediately
superior headquarters must be in supply and so
on. Units unsupplied in the Command Phase remain unsupplied until the next Command Phase,
while units supplied in the Command Phase arc
not necessarily in supply for the entire Game-Turn
(see Case 19.3, Unit Supply Judgment). For units
"carrying" their own supplies for a limited
number of Game-Turns, the first Command Phase
these units do not have the carried supply, they
become part of the regular supply procedure.

CASES:
[19.1) SUPPLY SOURCES
Unless a unit is carrying supply (see Case 19.12), it
must ultimately trace supply to the "supply
source.''
[19.11) Commonweallh
The Commonwealth Player draws supply from
either the south or east edge of the map. If he
draws supply from the south edge, the supply may
be.derived from either the East or West map, but if
he derives supply from the east edge, the supply
line must be traced to the East map. This supply
line must comply with the requirements of Case
I 9.2. The only exception to this rule is the Cretan
Irregulars, which draw supply from any village he)(
not occupied by German units (see Case 22.13).
[19.12] German Paratroop
After the first day (after Game-Turn Eight), the
German Paratroop units trace ultimate supply to
either Maleme Airfield (hexes W0419/ W0519) or
RHQ Airlanding Headquarters (RHQ) (they are
"carrying" their weapons).
[19. 13] German Mountain and Army
The German mountain units (the German army
units are part of the German mountain supply net)
trace supply to either Maleme Airfield or the 5th
Mountain Division Headquarters (5 Mountain).

[19.2] TRACINGTHESUPPLYPATH
FOR HEADQUARTERS UNITS
[19.21) For headquarters that are on the divisional or superior level and for the German RHQ

Airland\ng Headquarters, a headquarters unit is in
supply if it can trace a path of road, city, trail,
village, and/or clear hexes to the supply source.
This path must be free of Enemy Zones of Control
and Enemy units. This path may be unlimited in
length, but it must reach the supply source or else
the unit is out of supply. Briefly, the headquarters
that fall under this category are Commonwealth
High Command Headquarters (CHCHQ), the 2nd
New Zealand Division Headquarters (2 NZ Div),
Main Naval Base Defense Organization Headquarters (MNBDO), 5th Mountain Division Headquarters (5 Mountain) and the RHQ Airlanding
Headquarters (RHQ). Note, however, that 2 NZ
Div and MNBDO Headquarters must trace to
CHCHQ Headquarters as a brigade or regimental
headquarters (sec Case 19.22) until CHCHQ is
eliminated.
[19.22] For brigade or regimental headquarters
such as the Commonwealth 5th New Zealand
Brigade Headquarters (5 Bde) and the German
141st Mountain Regiment Headquarters (RHQ
/14 1), the headquarters must tra~e a line of supply
to their superior headquarters or their supply
source. This line of supply may be no more than 12
Movement points in length. In tracing such s~pply, the owning Player draws an imaginary path
between the headquarters in question and the
superior HQ or supply sources which does not exceed 12 Movement points in length. These Movement points are expended as if the unit performing
the imaginary move were an infantry unit in any
mode the owning Player wishes. When performing
the imaginary move, the owning Player may freely
switch mode to gain the most advantageous movement rate possible (the imaginary unit is considered to possess Travel Mode). The imaginary
move may not cross any prohibited or blocked
hexsides; it may not pass through hexes containing
Enemy units or Enemy Zones of Control. The only
exception to the above rule is that the supply line
may pass through an Enemy-controlled hex if
there is also a Friendly non-Disrupted unit in the
same hex. In this imaginary move, the owning
Player ignores stacking limits and costs for leaving
Enemy-controlled hexes, paying costs for terrain
only.
[19.23] For all other headquarters units tracing
supply, which will generally be those with no inferior headquarters - for example, the Commonwealth 28th New Zealand (Maori) Headquarters,
28/5 Bde, or the German Parachute Engineer
Headquarters, I / Eng, the owning Player must
again trace a li ne of supply to any of that headquarters' superior headquarters or the supply
source. This line of supply is again performed as
an imaginary move, as described in Case 19.22,
but the imaginary move length is 8 Movement
points. Other than the shortening of the supply
line, all restrictions described in Case 19.22 apply.
[19.24) If a headquarters unit is unable to trace
supply, and it is not "carrying" its supply with it,
the headquarters unit is out of supply. The owning
Player should note that that headquarters unit is
considered out of supply until the next Command
Phase, and may wish to so signify by placing a
blank counter on top of the unsupplied headquarters.

[19.3) UNIT SUPPLY JUDGMENT
If a unit fires during its Fire Phases, the owning
Player must determine if the unit is in supply range
of its headquarters and if that headquarters is supplied. The same determination must be made after
Opportunity fire.
[19.31) Supply Range

The "supply range" of a unit is defined as a path
of no more than eight traversa ble hexes between
the firing unit and its controlling headquarters.
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This supply path may not be traced across blocked
hexsides, or through prohibited, Enemycontrolled, or Enemy-occupied hexes.
(19.32] If a unit is in supply range of its headquarters (or is the headquarters) at the instant it
fir.es, the unit is said to be in supply. Otherwise the
unit is out of supply. Of course, if the headquarters to which a unit is tracing is out of supply
t'he unit is out ofsupply.
(19.33) If a firing unit is out of supply, the owning
Player must roll a die 'immediately after executing
that unit's fire. For German mountain or army
units, a roll of 1 or 2 indicates that the firing unit is
immediately Depleted and a Depleted marker is
placed on it. On a roll of 3 through 6, the unit is
still able to fire. For a German paratroop unit, a
die-roll of 1 through 3 indicates immediate Depletion of the firing unit, while a 4 through 6 indicates
that the unit may continue to fire. For Australian,
British and New Zealander units, a die-roll of I
through 4 indicates immediate Depletion, while a
roll of 5 or 6 indicates that the unit may continue to
fire. Finally, Greek and other Commonwealth
units (Cretan, etc.) Deplete on a roll of I through
5, and remain able to fire on a roll of 6. (The
designer feels this rule adequately reflects the
amount of ammunition each type of unit had
available to it. As Players will see at a glance, the
Germans were considerably better supplied than
their Commonwealth foes.)
[19.34] A Depleted unit's Effectiveness rating is
zero, which prevents a Depleted unit from firing.
Depletion does not prevent a unit from being able
to observe Enemy units, nor does it interfere with a
headquarters' ability to communicate and coordinate with artillery-type units.
(19.35] Effect of Depletion

Aside from the abovementioned zero Effectiveness rating, a Depleted unit's Strength is
sidered halved (rounding down), while its morale
is unchanged. A Depleted unit may not close
assault. A Depleted unit is treated as a Disrupted
unit (see Case 15.6) for purposes of taking losses.

[19.36] Example: The A Company of the 28th
New Zealand Battalion (A/28) is in hex W0721.
For the Commonwealth Player to discover
whether or not the unit is in supply, he must first
determine if the headquarters of the 28th Battalion
is in supply (assume for the sake of this example
that it is). After determining that the headquarters
is in supply (located on hex W0818), the Commonwealth Player traces a line of eight traversable

hexes (indicated by the arrows) to the headquarters
from A Company. A Company of the 28th Battalion is in supply.

[19.4] "INDEPENDENT" UNITS
The Commonwealth Player possesses a considerable number of "independent" units. The
Commonwealth organization during the battle of
Crete can be charitably described as sloppy. In
reality, the Commonwealth commands were
changing their organization almost weekly before
the battle began, and almost daily after the battle
was joined. (The research turned up quite a few
combat groups that could not be accounted for at
first on the Commonwealth side, but these were
later revealed as different overall commands for
the various battalions). If these units are not "carrying" their supplies (which may have been captured from the Germans), the "independent"
units may subordinate themselves to any Friendly
headquarters. If the "independent" units wish to
resubordinate themselves at any point in the game,
the owning P layer may voluntarily place those
units out of supply for a turn in the Player's Command Phase, and then may resubordinate the
"independent" unit in any subsequent Command
Phase. Of course, if a unit docs not resubordinate
in the next Command Phase, the uni t remains out
of supply. A unit. may resubordinate to the headquarters from which it was detached. A unit may
be resubordinated at any point in the Command
Phase at the owning Player's discretion.

[20.0] SPECIAL UNITS
EFFECTS
CASES:
[20.1) HEAVY WEAPONS UNITS
[20.11] Heavy weapons possess the properties of
both Direct fire and Indirect fire units. When attacking with a heavy weapons. unit, the owning
Player uses the Indirect Fire Value Table to compute the Fire value of the heavy weapons unit.
However, the unit attacks much like a Direct fire
unit. Heavy weapons units may always execute
Opportunity fire at units they can see, which
usually covers all units within two hexes of them.
However, heavy weapons units may execute Opportunity fire only from one of the top two positions in a stack. There is no such thing as "Indirect'' Opportunity fire; a unit must be able to see
the target it Opportunity fires at. Heavy weapons

units may fire from any position in the stack (with
the abovementioned exception), but, like Direct
fire units, they may fire only at one of the top two
units in the target stack. Heavy weapons units may
not halve their Effectiveness rating and double
their range.
[20.12] Since heavy wea~ons units are meant to
support infantry-type units, there must be at least
one infantry-type unit firing on a target unit for
every heavy weapons unit firing at that target unit
(e.g., if two heavy weapons units fire on a target
unit, there must also be two infantry-type units firing on that target unit). However, a heavy
weapons unit may always fire at a target unit alone
without a supporting infantry-type unit. In other
words, if two heavy weapons companies are firing
at the same target, there must be at least one
infantry-type unit of the same subordination for
each of the heavy weapons units, and this infantrytype unit must fire at the same target unit as the
heavy weapons unit. When participating in a close
assault, there must be a corresponding infantrytype unit for each heavy weapons unit (except, of
course, one heavy weapons unit may go at it
alone).
[20.13] A heavy weapons unit may not.be the top
attacking unit in a close assault, but it may be the
top defending unit.

[20.14) A heavy weapons unit may fire only at
units observed by the heavy weapons unit itself or
observed by a unit of the same battalion or regiment (which, of course, must be in communication
with the heavy weapons unit). Players will note
that heavy weapons units may Indirect fire.
[20.15] All heavy weapons unit losses are Direct
Fire losses; i.e., any excess losses when the target
unit are applied as described in Case I 0.44.

[20.2) ANTI-TANK UNITS
[20.21] Anti-tank units arc considered Direct fire
units for all game purposes, though they are also
considered artillery-type units. They possess. the
properties of Direct fire units, use the Direct Fire
Value Table in executing all fire, and attack only
the top two units in a stack. However, they do
possess one property of Indirect fire units in that
they may fire from any position in the stack.
[20.22] Anti-tank units may perform Opportunity
fire only if they are one of the top two units in the
stack.
[20,23] Anti-tank units may never fire at a hex
they cannot themselves observe.
(20.24] Anti-tank units are treated as artillerytype units when defending in a fire situation (see
Case 11.8).
[20.25] Anti-tank units may double their range
and halve their Effectiveness rating (rounding
down).
[20.26] An anti-tank unit may participate in close
assault, but it may not be the top unit in an attacking stack (although it may be the top unit in a
defending stack). Its offensive capabilities are a
cipher when in an attacking close assaulting stack:
zero Effectiveness rating, zero Strength and zero
Morale value. A,n anti-tank unit does suffer all
adverse results applied to its stack as a result of
close assault, but it is the last unit to ta ke any
Strength point losses, along with any other units
that are in effect ciphers (though an anti-tank unit
is treated as a cipher, it can still take losses from its
"normal" Strength).

[20.3) HEADQUARTERS
(20.31] Some headquarters possess only two
modes: Concentrated and Travel, though a good
number of the headquarters possess a third mode
- Dispersed. Units that possess only two modes
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have two sides: the Concentrated side, which
shows a parenthesized Effectiveness rating, and
the Travel side, which shows the unit's Strength
plus a "t" to indicate that the unit is in Travel
mode. These headquarters may not exist in a
Dispersed mode because there is no such state for
them. (Actually, the headquarters that do not
possess a Dispersed mode were usually specialized
communications ·or medical teams that could only
operate when carefully co-Qrdinated. The men had
been trained to work together in a combat environment, but were totally ineffective when spread out
to take cover. Consequently, the men of these
units did not do so. Unfortunately, enemy units
were instructed to shoot at these men, who were
highly vulnerable targets. A headquarters in the
front line was a headquarters about to be
destroyed, and a destroyed headquarters decreased the fighting capability of the units that were
under its command). These headquarters units
may not fire in the Conditional or Free Fire Phase,
but they may Opportunity fire as per normal rules.
The headquarters that possess all three modes are
under no such restrictions.
[20 .32] Headquarters that possess only two
modes perform close assaults exactly as do antitank units, while the headquarters units that
possess all three modes may close assault as normal infantry units, and, in fact, are treated always
as infantry-type units.
[20.33) If a headquarters unit can trace a line of
supply to a superior headquarters (or to the supply
source), it is considered in supply, assuming the
higher formation headquarters is itself in supply.
The headquarters units are also assumed to be in
supply if they are carrying their supplies, or if they
have captured Enemy supply. Units subordinate to
the headquarters are in supply if they can trace a
supply path to their headquarters (assuming again
that their headquarters is in supply), or by carrying
their supplies (as the German paratroopers do the
first day), or by capturing Enemy supply, headquarters may dispense supply while in Concentrated and Travel mode, only.
(20. 34) Headquarters may assist units stacked
with or adjacent to themselves in removing
Disruption(seeCase 15.67).
[20.3SJ Artillery-type units may not fire on targets
observed by other units unless the artillery-type
unit is stacked with or adjacent to a controlling
headquarters unit. The artillery-type unit may fire
only on targets observed by units subordinate to
the controlling headquarters (exception, see Case
12.14). Headquarters may not control artillerytype units when in Travel or Disrupted mode, but
while in Travel mode they may still observe for
Friendly artillery-type units.

{20.4] ENGINEERS
Engineers perform several functions in Descent on
Crete: ferrying, constructing entrenchments, repairing bridges, demolishing bridges and aiding
in close assault combat. (Players of Highway to
the Reich will note that this is one of the many
reasons that the units present in Descent on Crete
are incompatible with those in H WTR: the
Engineers' capabilities in Descent on Crete are
relative to the obstacles present. Warfare in 1941
was quite different than warfare in 1944, and so
were the Engineers' roles.) These units function as
infantry with the exceptions of their special
capabilities. The function of repair and destruction of bridges is covered in Section 18.0.
[20 .41] Effect of Engineers on Close Action
When an Engineer is one of the two topmost units
in a close assaulting stack, it raises the morale Qf
the stack by two Morale points. In addition, the
engineer negates the effect of an Enemy entrench-

ment if the Enemy is so situated, unless there is an
Enemy engineer present in the defending stack. In
order to have these effects, the engineer must have
a modified (i.e., current) morale of at least I . If the
engineer unit is not one of the two topmost units in
the stack, it acts as an infantry-type unit participating in the close assault. If the engineer unit is
in the defending stack, it may raise the Morale
rating of the defending stack by 2 Morale points,
provided it is one of the top two units, and has a
morale of at least I and a Strength of at least two.
An engineer unit alone receives none of the above
benefits, with the exception that it will negate the
effect of an entrenchment for an Enemy stack. If
there is more than one engineer unit in an allengineer stack, all benefits described in this case
apply. No more than one engineer may "give" a
stack the above benefits, that is, two engineers
may not raise the morale of the stack 4 Morale
points, and so on.
[20.42) Engineers Cons truc ting Entrenchments

An engineer unit or units with a Strength of at least
4. may construct an entrenchment. To do so this
engineer force must remain Concentrated and Undisrupted in the same · hex for six consecutive
Game-Turns, beginning and ending witli a Conditional Movement Phase. Upon the end of the
Friendly Conditional Movement Phase of the sixth
Game-Turn, the owning P layer may place an entrenched marker on the hex the units occupy.
Enemy units do not interfere with the building of
entrenchments, except they may attempt to
Disrupt or Disperse the engineer unit(s) aitempting
to build the entrenchment. If the engineers are interrupted in any way, the cycle must begin again.
While building an entrenchment, engineer units
may not execute fire of any kind, nor may they
contribute to Fire capability, but they may observe
for artillery and count against the mountain troop
landing (see appropriate rules Sections). If the
owning Player uses engineers for any purpo_ses except bullding the entrenchment or observation or
versus mountain troops, the cycle must begin over.

[20.5] FLAK UNITS
Flak units perform all functions exactly as antitank units do, and for almost all game functions
should be treated as anti-tank units. The exception
is, of course, their special anti-air function (used
during German paratroop landings, see Case
16.23).

(20.6] STATIC ARTILLERY-TYPE UNITS
Static units are those marked with a "STAT" on
the back of their counter (see Case 9.8). In most
cases, these represent the coastal batteries that the
Commonwealth deployed along the shore against
the _possible German seaborne invasion. The rest
were anti-aircraft batteries that were used almost
exclusively as artillery.
(20 .61) Static artillery-type units do not count for
stacking and do not Disrupt other units should the
static artillery-type unit be Disrupted. The only exception to this rule is coastal hexes, which are
defined as any hex that contains partial-sea (essentially all the bays). In those hexes, static artillerytype units do count for stacking purposes, but still
do not Disrupt. any other Friendly units in the hex.
I.n other words, an inland static artillery-type unit
could be stacked with up to 24 Strength points of
other unit types without penalty. (Disruption for
these units meant that the men on the guns were in
their barracks or foxholes, rather than attempting
to shoot at the enemy, or staying out of sight below
the baseplate of the gun.)
[20.62) Static artillery-type units may subordinate
to any headquarters that is Australian, British or
New Zealander (the Commonwealth soldiers did
not like to take orders from Greeks and especially

not the Cretans). If they wish to switch subordination, the artillery-type unit must spend one full
Game-Turn out of supply before hooki ng up to a
new headquarters. The only exception to this rule
is when an artillery-type unit's headquarters is
eliminated, in which case they may switch immediately. Resubordination is always handled in
the Friendly Command Phase. Units that begin the
game with no specific subordination may be
subordinated without penalty on the first GameTurn only at the owning Player's discretion.
[20.63J Unless static artillery-type units are observing for their own fire, ttiey must use the standard
Communication procedure for Indirect fire.
[20.64] Static artillery-type units that are unable
to trace a line of supply and are out of communication and are also in a German Zone of Control immediately surrender (but a Commonwealth unit or
Zone of Control will negate the German ZOC);
that is, a marker signifying German control is
placed on the static artillery-type unit and the unit
is henceforth considered a German unit. This may
occur at any point in the Game-Turn. Commonwealth units may recapture "German" static
artillery-type units by the same procedure.
(20 .65) Static artille.ry-type units that become
German are used by the German Player. Cases
20.61, 20.62, and 20.63 apply, with the obvious exception that only the German Player may control
the newly minted German units.

(20,7] GERMAN MOUNTAIN U NITS
Given that the German paratroopers were the elite
of the Wehrmacht, the German Mountain troops
(gebirgstruppe) were quite possibly the secondbest in the German Army .. Only Guderian's
tankers could hold a ~and le to these highly .skilled
men. · Because C rete was such a mountainous
island, the 5th Gebirgsdivision (Mountain Division) and eieinents of the 6th were the logical
choice for the reinforcements at Crete. In all Commonwealth actounts of the battle, the mountain
troops are cited as the men that relentlessly drove
the Commonwealth forces back to Sfakia (when
they could find the Commonwealth forces; no easy
task in the densely packed undergrowth that offers
excellent protection throughout Crete). Of course,
these men were most effective in the mountains,
and it was their much-needed heavy weapons and
individual skill that hammered the British,
Australians and New Zealanders until they broke.
(20.71) Anytime a mountain troop unit conducts
a close assault in a rough hex, the Morale rating of
the attacking stack is raised by I Morale point. For
the stack to gain this benefit, the top unit (only)
must be a mountain unit, and the total Strength
points of mountain units must be at least half of
the stack's total Strength (rounding up). If a
mountain unit is defending against close assault in
a rough hex and meets the above conditions, the
stack again gets an addition o f 1 M orale point to
the stack's Morale rating.
[20.72) Though mountain troops cannot see
across mountain hexsides as is true of all other
units, they may close assault across a mountain
hexside without any of the penalties outlined in
Case I 1.44, with the exception that if a mountain
unit close assaults across a mountain hexside, the
unit's Effectiveness rating is reduced by I for purposes of calculating the Effectiveness differential
if and only if that stack meets the provisos of Case
20. 7 I. Otherwise that stack falls under the provisos of Case 11.44.
[20 .73J Mountain units are able to move more
quickly than other units through rough hexes and
across mountain hexsides: sec the Terrain Effects
Chart (11.14) for the reduced Movement Point
c9sts.
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Designer's No te: P layers may ask why the moun-

tain troops, which the designer has indicated that
he feels arc not quite as good as the paratroopers,
have so many advantages over the paratroopers.
The paratroopers' superiority is factored into the
game: no other paratroopers of World War II, including the Red Devils of Arnhem fame, could
have taken the grievous casualties that the German
paratroopers did on the first day and continue to
operate as a cohesive unit. In the planning of
Operation Market-Garden, this was taken into
consideration: the paratroopers did not have to
'land anywhere near where the Allies thought the
German were. Besides, the German Mountain
troops got a ride in Junkers for the whole way,
while the German paratroopers had nothing but.
their brightly-colored parachutes between the
Commonwealth troops and themselves.
(20. 74) When a mountain troop unit fires into a
rough hex, the combat is not adjudicated as if the
target unit were in rough terrain. Instead, if the
target is Disp~rsed, the Fire combat is adjudicated
on· the "Dispersed in Other Terrain" line. Obviously, if the unit fired at is Undispersed, it is
fired at on the "Undispersed in AnyTerrain"line.
No benefits arc allowed for mountain hcxsides,
since mountain hexsides never come into the Fire
combat calculation procedure (even during Opportunity fire).
~
Sl)jl'ion
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(20.8) PIONEER UNITS

9-2-5

P ioneer units are, es·s entially, a poor man's
engineers. The Pioneers may construct entrenchments as described in Case 20.42, and they may aid
in close assault as described in Case 20.41, but they
reduce the close assault benefit of an entrenchment
to + 1 morale. They have no other effect (no ferrying, etc.).
Historical Aside: Pioneer units were essentially
work crews armed with weapons. While they were
good at digging and constructing derenses, they
were not as well trained or equipped as the
engineer units.

[20.9] SUPPORT GROUP UNITS
With every garrison of fighting men, there must be
support groups to keep the men in the field supplied and in good cheer. One of the primary concerns of the front-line troops was the protection of
the support groups, and how best to keep the nearly defenseless units away from enemy fire and/or
capture. Once in a while, support groups would be
placed near the front lines, and would be capLUred
and/or fired upon. At Crete, the Commonwealth
command chose to place the main support groups
under the protection of the Royal Marines in the
form of the Mobile Naval Base Defence Organization. Unfortunately for the Commonwealth, the
battle for Crete became hopelessly confused, and
the defense .o f the support groups was neglected .
Luckily for the Commonwealth, the Germans
were unable to discover these undefended units
before Freyberg ordered them to evacuate Suda
for Sfakia. H owever, had the Germans been able
to get tnese support groups into a combat situation, the defense would have been seriously compromised.
(20 .91) Support grnup units arc noted by the "S"
where their Effectiveness rating should be (see
Sample Units, Case 4.4). These units may not fire
under any circumstances. If they are close
assaulted, the close assault is automatically resolved on the 9 Close Assault Value line of the Close
Assault Combat Results Table, regardless or the
attacking unit's Effectiveness rating or morale. All
close assaults against support group units are
resolved on this line, regardless of terrain, supply,
etc.

[20.92) All Direct, Indirect or Opportunity fire
directed against support group units is resolved on
the "Undisperscd in Any Terrain," since support
group units may only be in Concentrated mode.

(21.0] LEADERS
COMMENTARY:
Leader units represent officers who had a direct effect on the course of the battle. During the battle
for Crete, there were several examples of personal
bra very, dash, and vigor carrying the day when it
looked dark for one side. The loss of a leader
(which occurred most often on the German side)
could have a disastrous effect on the men under his
control. For purposes of not beating a dead horse,
the designer has chosen to rate all leaders the same.
First of all, most of the ratings of the leaders
would be highly subjective, and the designer does
not feel it is his place to rate individual men unless
he absolutely has to (when one rates a unit, the
men of that unit can always say that it was the
other men that were causing all the problems). In
any case, the leaders who have been justly accused
of not performing well during the battle can be
discovered in any general history of the battle for
Crete.

GENERAL RULE:
Leaders aid units that they are stacked with,
morale-wise. When a leader is eliminated, he is
replaced by a subordinate to carry on his job.

CASES:
[21.1] EFFECTOFLEAOERS
ONCOMBAT
(21.11) If a Leader is stacked with a· subordinate

unit(s) attacking or defending in a close assault,
the unit(s) receive a morale bonus of 2 Morale
poi nts. The maximum increment that may be
received from Leaders is 4 Morale points, which is
attainable if and only if one of the leaders is subordinate to the other. Only one of the units in the
stack need be subordinated to the leader aiding in
the close assault, but remember the subordination
restrictions (Section 12.0). For example, Freyberg
may combine with any other Commonwealth
leader for the 4 Morale point boost, but Weston
and Vasey could not combine. See the Formation
· Displays for leader subordination.
[2 1. 12] The presence of a leader negates the effects of Cases 12.2 and 12.3, permitting multiformation fire and close assault without penalty,
provided all units are of the same nationality or
subordinate to the leader who is negating the
subordination penalties. To do so, the leader must
be stacked with one of the firing or close assaulting
units, and at least one of the units must be subordinate to the leader who is negating the subordination penalties.

[21 .2] EFFECT OF LEADERS
ON MOVEMENT
Leaders do not affect movement in any way, and
do not count against stacking restrictions. An
Enemy leader alone in a hex docs not interfere with
a Friendly supply path.

{21.~] LOSS OFLEADERS
[21.31) A leader is eliminated if the hex the leader

is in is occupied by an Enemy unit, but only if the
leader is the only Friendly unit in the hex. It costs
no extra Movement points for an Enemy unit to
eliminate a Friendly leader.
(2 1.32) If a leader is alone in a hex, the Enemy

Player may choose to fire at the leader. To do so,
the Enemy Player informs the Friendly Player as
to which units are firing on the leader. The Enemy
Player foregoes Fire value computation and simp-

ly rolls two dice for each firing unit. .If a 2 shows
up, the leader is eliminated.
[21.33) Similarly, when a stack a leader is in takes
a loss from fire combac, the owning Player rolls
two dice. If he rolls a 2, the Leader is eliminated. If
the leader's stack receives a Disruption as a result
of close assault, the leader is eliminated on a roll of
2 or 3. Finally, if a stack a leader is in takes a loss as
a result of close assault, a roll of 2, 3 or 4
eliminates the leader.
[21.34) A leader in a stack that is totally
eliminated by close assault is likewise eliminat ed.
[21.351 A leader leaving a hex that the leader occupied alone is not subject to Opportunity fire.

[21.4] "REINCARNATION"
OF LEADERS
[21.41] If a leader has been eliminated, the leader
returns to play. The owning Player places the
leader counter on the corresponding headquarters
(the Formation Displays indicate which leader
goes with which headquarters) at the end of the
next Friendly Command Phase (this presumes that
the second in command, knowing that he has 10 be
promoted now that his superior is dead, jumps at
the chance to lead the men into battle).
(21.42] If the headquarters to which a leader normally reincarnates is destroyed, the leader is permanently "dead." The leader can never be
brought into play again.
(21 .43) A leader max not _be brought back on a
Disrupted headquarters unit. The owning Player
must wait until the headquarters is in Concentrated or Depleted mode, or, in some cases,
Dispersed.
[2 1.44] For the firsttwo Game-Turns that a leader
is back in play after reincarnation, his morale
benefit is only I Morale point. To indicate t hat it is
one of the first two Game-Turns a leader is back in
play, simply place a I or 2 Strength counter, nipping it over or removing it at the end of each
Friendly Command Phase. At the end of the second Friendly Command Phase, the reincarnated
leader receives the normal 2 Morale point benefit.

[21.S] EFFECT OF LOST LEA DERS
Certain formations possess leaders and are able to .
use them to aid in various combats. However,
there is a catch: penalties for loss of a leader can be
quite severe (enumerated below). Formations
without a leader do not suffer any of the adverse
effects listed below.
(2 1.51) If a formation is bereft of leaders, the formation's units may not change mode for a period
of up to three Game-Turns, not including the
Game-Turn in which the leader is eliminated. This
period of no mode changes can only be caused by a
lack of leaders at all superior echelons of command to a unit. Otherwise, the maximum period
of no voluntary mode changes is one Game-Turn.
In other words, as long as General Freyberg is extan t, the majority of the Commonwealth forces
can never have the no mode change penalty for
more than one Game-Turn. Example: lf the
leader of the New Zealander 5th Brigade is
eliminated (Brigadier Hargest), none of the units
comprising the 5th Brigade can change mode until
at least one Game-Turn has passed.
(21.52) If a leader is in the process o f being reincarnated (or has been destroyed), the units under
his command are allowed to make involuntary
mode changes (e.g., Dispersal caused by Enemy
Fire). Otherwise, all these units would be sitting
ducks for the Enemy units.
(2 I .S3) lf a higher formation leader is eliminated,
the units below him in the subordination chain
that do not have their own controlling leader are
subject to the up to three Game-Turn no mode
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change penalty. Those units that do have their own
leader are subject to no penalty. Similarly, a
higher formation leader may substitute for one
lower formation leader subordinate to that leader
and still serve as a higher formation leader, but
any other leaders eliminated cannot be covered
once the first lower formation leader is covered.
Players should note that leaders cannot be killed
by Airstrikes.
Player's Note: There are several formations (such

as the Cypriotes and Palestinians) that do not have
any leader beside a higher formation one (in this
case, General Freyberg). Players should take care
to guard the lcader(s) whose death(s) wou Id affect
the most of their units.
[21.54] The circumstances that can prevent a
leader form returning (temporarily or permanently) are: Disruption of the headquarters
with which they are affiliated; elimination of the
headquarters with which they are affiliated; and
the owning Player choosing not to have the leader
return (this may be done indefinitely).

(21.6] HOW TO MOVE LEADERS
Leaders have their own jeeps or command cars.
Leaders possess a 4 Mo:vement point allowance.
The owning Player moves the leader hex by hex using the mode and type that the Player finds most
convenient. For example, a P layer could move the
leader unit as Dispersed infantry the first hex, then
as a Concentrated armor unit in the second hex,
and so forth. A leader unit moving without any accompanying combat units may not enter a hex
containing Enemy units.
[21. 7) RESTRICTIONS ON LEADERS
Leaders may not stack with units of other subordinations unless a unit subordinate to that leader is
also in the same stack. If by some freak chance
(let's say the only unit subordinate to a particular
leader is eliminated) a leader is stacked with units
none of which is subordinate to the leader, then
the owning Player must remedy the situation as
soon as possible. Leaders may not fire.

(21.8] KING PHILLIP OF GREECE
King Phillip of Greece was present during the Bat•
tie for Crete, because the British and the Greeks
agreed that his presence would be an invaluable
morale boost to the Greek troops and (hopefully)
also to the Commonwealth troops. However,
when the Germans b"egan landing, the British
realized that the possible capture or death of the
King would be a devastating loss to the Commonwealth side. Therefore, they sought to
evacuate him from Sfakia from the very beginning.
[21.81) Effect of King Phillip on Comba1
King Phillip has none of the advantages of a normal leader; he docs not give a Morale point advantage in close assau lt, nor does he eliminate multiformation attacks, but he may be killed as if he
were a normal leader. Note that the King Phillip
counter does not 'reincarnate' if killed.
[21.82) Effect of 1he Loss of King Phillip
Should King Phillip be killed, the morale of all
Greek units is immediately lowered by I for the
duration of the game. Calculate the Morale value
of each Greek unit for current morale, and then
subtract I Morale point. This penalty is in addition
to any Victory point loss the Commonwealth
Player may incur for the death of King Phillip.

[22.0] CRETAN IRREGULARS
COMMENTARY:
Before the invasion of Crete, the German
paratroopers had been informed that the Cretan

population was waiting to welcome the Germans
with open arms. Unfortunately for the
paratroopers, this was nowhere near the case. As
much as the Cretans hated the Greeks, they realized the necessity of defending the island against the
Nazi threat. And so, in the midst of the first night,
the Germans were startled when some of their
unengaged troops were attacked by guerrillas. The
Cretan civilians, though unarmed by Greek law,
had managed to scrounge some knives, ancient
guns, and German weapons. The guerrilla attacks
had a tragic consequence for the Commonwealth
and especially the citizens of Crete: several hundred prisoners were slaughtered by the Germans in
reprisal.

GENERAL RULE:
The Commonwealth Player receives up to five
Cretan Irregular attacks per Game-Turn starting
with the 0201-0600 Game-Turn of the second day.
(Game-Turn 9). The attacks may be used on a day
Game-Turn, in which case the Commonwealth
Player receives three Cretan Irregular markers,.or
on a Night Game-Turn, in which case the Commonwealth Player receives five markers for one
Game-Turn. On the Game-Turn after Cretan Irregulars are used, the German Player receives certain morale advantages.

CASES:
(22.1) PROCEDURES FOR
CRETAN IRREGULARS
[22.11) During any Commonwealth Fire Phase
(Conditional or Free) t.he Commonwealth P layer
may place a Cretan Irregular counter on a German
unit that is not adjacent to a Commonwealth unit
and is not a headquarters (he may not place more
than one Cretan Irregular per German unit). The
Cretan Irregular counter may attack any unit in a
stack, provided it is a combat unit and does not
violate the above conditions. In all cases, the Commonwealth Player chooses which unit the Cretan
Irregular attacks.

[22.12] At any point in a Commonwealth fire
Phase, the Commonwealth Player may adjudicate
a Cretan Irregular attack. If the Game-Turn is
day, the attack is resolved as if the Cretan irregular had a Fire value of 5. If the Game-Turn is
night, the attack is resolved as if the Cretan Irregular had a Fire value of 7. In both cases, all
standard terrain defensive benefits apply, and any
excess losses (i.e., if the German unit is eliminated)
are ignored.
[22.13] The Commonwealth Player must always
make sure that the Cretan Irregular marker is in
supply, or else the Cretan Irregular attack cannot
be conducted. To be in supply, the Cretain Ir·
regular unit is treated exactly as a regular Commonwealth unit tracing supply, with the exception
that units in the hex the Cretan Irregular attacks
do not interfere with supply, nor do their Zones of
Control. Cretan Irregulars trace to any village hex
not occupied or controlled by German units.
[22.14) After Game-Turn Forty-eight, no Cretan
Irregular attacks may be executed. Simply place all
Cretan Irregular markers in the game box and ignore them. (By that time, the Germans had wellorganized garrisons that were prepared to deal
with guerrilla attacks, or, at least, they were better
prepared than the German paratroopers initially.)

(22.2] CRETAN IRREGULAR ATTACK
MORALE EFFECT
[22.21) If an attack by a Cretan Irregular is made
during a day Game-Turn, current morale for all
paratroop units is raised by 1 for the next GameTurn. This effect lasts for the entirety of the ensuing Game-Turn. There are no other effects of
Cretan Irregular attacks made during day GameTurns.

[22.22] If an attack by a Cretan Irregular is made
during a night Game-Turn, current morale for all
paratroop units is raised by 2 for the ensuing
Game-Turn, while all morale for mountain troop
units is raised by I. There is no effect upon units of
the 5th Armored Division (since no Cretan Ir•
regular attacks may occur on the turns that units
of the 5th Armored Division are present).
[22.23) These augmentations are for one GameTurn only and are added to the current morale,
even should the current morale of a unit be
lowered during a Game-Turn.

[23.0] COMMONWEALTH
ARMOR
COMMENTARY:
The battle for Crete was almost exclusively an infantry and artillery battle. While there were
around thirty tanks on the island that were semiserviceable for the battle, only twelve were present
at Maleme/Suda Bay. And the two 'I' tanks (Matildas) were not terribly reliable during the course
of the battle. In fact, both of them broke down.

GENERAL RULE:
Commonwealth tank units need no controlling
headquarters (although they have one). They are
assumed to be carrying their supplies with them.
Commonwealth armor is also susceptible to
breakdown, which means there are no spare parts
or battlefield mechanics to put them together
again.

CASES:
[23.1] THE 7TH ROYAL
TANK REGIMENT
The two units comprising elements of the 7th RTR
(7RTR) may move only once on each of the first
two days (Game-Turns One through Eight, and
Game-Turns Nine through Eighteen). This is the
only time these two armored units may be moved.
In other words, the Commonwealth Player may
move the two units of the 7th Royal Tank Regiment in one Conditional Movement Phase of each
day. If he fails to do so for a particular day, he
forfeits the movement for that day. Players should
note that the•two units may move both in the same
turn, but if they should not, the armored unit not
moving forfeits its movement for one d:ty.

[23.2] THE 3RD HUSSARS
The Commonwealth Player may move the 3rd
Hussars (3 Hus) as often as he likes (provided that
they are activated), but each time he moves one of
the 3rd Hussars units, he must roll a single die. If a
I shows on the die, the armored unit is considered
to have broken down and may not move again for
the remainder of the game.

[24.0] FATIGUE
COMMENTARY:
Had the battle for Crete lasted for two days
without the mountain troops landing, the German
paratroopers would have been extremely vulner·
able to the loss of efficiency that attends battlefield exhaustion. Therefore, Student was virtually forced to land the mountain troops when he
did, for it would have gone extremely badly for the
paratroopers if they had been left to fight without
rest. Though such fatigue problems also faced the
Commonwealth units, the designer feels that in•
stead of a tremendously complex rule which would
force the Commonwealth Player to maneuver his
units in a different way every "x" turns, the Command and Control rules are a workable abstraction representing battlefield exhaustion.
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GENERAL RULE:
Beginning with Game-Turn Eleven, the German
Player must roll for his paratroop units to sec if
they have become exhausted - if the mountain
troops have not begun landing by that time. The
moment the mountain troops successfully land
one unit, the German Player need not roll for
fatigue for the remainder of the game.

CASES:
(24. 1) FATIGUEDETERMINATION
(24. 11) lf there is no full-strength Undisrupted
mountain unit (one which has not lost a Strength
point) on Crete at the beginning of Game-Turn
Eleven's German Command Phase, the German
Player immediately rolls a die for each paratroop
unit to determine whether or not the unit is
fatigued.
[24. 12] Each German paratroop unit is rolled for
individually in the German Command Phase, in
any order the German Player chooses. If an 11 or
12 is rolled on two six-sided dice and the unit has
engaged in combat on the previous Game-Turn
(attacked or defended in close assault, fired or was
fired upon), that unit is fatigued. If the unit is not
affected, it will be rolled for again .on Game-Turn
Twelve, at which time a I 0, I I or 12 will fatigue the
unit, provided i.t was engaged in Combat on
Game-Turn Eleven. If the unit is still not fatigued,
on Game-Tum Thirteen a 9, 10, 11, or 12 will
fatigue the unit if it was engaged in combat on
Game-Turn Twelve, etc.
[24. 13) A fatigued unit has a Strength equal .to
half its current Strength for all combat calculations (rounding down), but still counts its full current Strength for stacking purposes, The fatigued
unit's Effectiveness rating is reduced by 2 (but
never below I), and the fatigued unit's current
morale is reduced by 2 (this may be below zero, if it
is not already).
[24. 14) Once a unit is fatigued, the German Player
does not roll any further for possible fatigue for
that unit. Fatigue is not a steady debilitation of a
unit's ability; it is a one-time efficiency loss. P lace
a fatigued marker on a unit so affected to indicate
fatigue.
[24 . 15] A unit may be fatigued only once per
game. Once a unit is fatigued and has recovered, it
inay never be fatigued again during the game.

[24.2] RECOVERY FROM FATIGUE
(24.21) To recover from fatigue, a unit must
spend an entire Game-Turn in which it does not
engage in combat (however, the unit may be fired
upon). At the end of the subsequent Friendly
Command Phase, the unit is considered unfatigued and is back to normal in all ways.
[24.22] Once an Undisrupted mountain unit
which possesses its full printed Strength lands on
Crete and remains Undisrupted until a Friendly
Command Phase, the German Player need no
longer roll for fatigue. One Undisrupted mountain
unit is sufficient to stop the fatigue determination
process.
[24.23] Even though a successful mountain unit
landing stops the fatigue determination process,
units already fatigued must still spend the mandatory one Game-Turn without engaging in combat
before recovering from their fatigued state.

[25.0] THE FORMATION
DISPLAYS
GENERAL RULE:
Both Players are provided with Formation
Displays. These have pictures of all units used in

the game and graphically show the subordination
of these units to their various divisions, brigades,
regiments, and so forth or, in the case of "independent" units, simply display the picture of the
unit. Prior to the start of play, all units should be
placed on these displays. This serves to locate all
units (and thereby establish if any are missing) and
speeds subsequent play, since reinforcements are
keyed to the Formation Displays.

CASES:
(25.1) ARRANGEMENT OF
THE DISPLAYS
(25.11) Each of the Displays is schemed to lay out
all the unit) in the game in "packets," generally
battalion-sized. The packets usually form into
brigades or regiments, which in turn form divisions. Next to each unit is a listing of a ll set-up
hexes for that unit by scenario. In some cases, a
unit will be listed as a reinforcement or will not appear in the scenario.
(25.12) When possible, the Displays have been ar-

ranged chronologically reading from left to right.
For example, the German mountain units, which
have possible arrival Game-Turns, are arranged in
this fashion.

(25.2) COMMONWEALTH
FORMATION DISPLAY
[25.21] The Commonwealth units are arranged by
nationality, and all units are listed within their nationality grouping, regardless of subordination.
When a unit is subordinate to a headquarters of a
different nationality, the unit that is of a different
nationality than that on the display is indicated by
a rectangle with the unit designation in it.
[25.22) In all cases, " independent" units are

separated from nor:,:ially subordinated units. See
the Cases concerning "independent" units (see
especially, Case 19.4).
(25.3) GERMAN FORMATION DISPLAY
(25.31) The German paratrooper units are arranged almost exactly the same as the Commonwealth
units, with the exception that their first hex-listing
is the hex in which the German paratrooper unit
lands. Next to this hex number is a number in
l')arentheses, which is the Fire capability the Com. monwealth Player can direct against that landing
German unit. For the six German units that land
on the second day, no such listing is provided, as
the German Player may choose where those units
land.
[25.32) German mountain units are divided in
groups that usually comprise battalions or regiments. These groups are headed by a Game-Turn
listing, which indicates the ear liest Game-Turn on
which those German units may land. There is no
other information given on the German mountain
units.
(25.33) '};he German army units arrive as regular
reinforcements at Kisamos Kastelli, as listed on the
German Formation Display. Once. landed, .they
become part of the German mountain chain of
command.

[26.0] REINFORCEMENTS
GENERAL RULE:
The Players each possess a Game-Turn Record
Track, which, among its many functions, signals
the arrival or possible arrival of reinforcements.
Next to the number of the Game-Turn on which
reinforcements are due or permitted to arrive will
be a letter code. The code will indicate which
group the reinforcements come fro m. The Player

refers to the lettered display and finds the appropriately time-coded group of units. For example, the Commonwealth Player will note that his
Turn Record Track has the letter "B" in the space
for Game-Tum Four. This indicates that a unit(s)
on the British Display arrives on Game-Tum Four.

SUMMARY OF ABBREVIATIONS:
A = Australian

B=British
C = Cretan. Cypriote or Palestinian
G = Grcek
M = German mountain or army
N = New Zealander
P = German paratrooper

CASES:
(26.1] COMMONWEALTH
REIN}'ORCEMENTS
[26.11 ] All Commonwealth reinforcements are
coded as to time of arrival (Game-Turn) and location of arrival (what map section they will appear
on and where on the map they will arrive). The
code is in three parts, reading from left to right.
The first part of the code indicates the Game-Turn
of arrival; the second part of the code lists the map
of arrival in an upper-case letter; the final part of
the code gives either a specified numbered hex on
which the units must enter the map, or a list of
possible hexes, or a list of hexes the reinforcements
must enter within a hex of (see Case 26.13). Exam ple: The code "t4 E6110" indicates that the
unit in question would arrive on Game-Tum 4 on
the East Map at hex 61 10.
[26.12) Units whose reinforcement codes end in a
capital A (Example: t68A) may enter on any road
on the Olxx hexrow of the East Map. These units
are generally those that arrived from Rethymnon
and Herakleion, the site of t he two other German
air drops on Crete.
(26.13) Units whose reinforcement codes end with
a capital B (Example: tl44B) must arrive within
one hex of the following hexes: E2122, E2516 or
E24l l , and the ·hex ~ach of these units arrives in
must be a partial-sea hex. In additi.on, all five
Layforce units (LF) must land within one hex of
the same hex, unless the hexes are occupied by a
German unit.
(26.14) When Reinforcements Arrive

If reinforcements are due to arrive on a given
Game-Tum, the owning Player may introduce
them onto the map on either of his Conditional
Movement Phases during that Game-Turn. He
may delay the arrival of his reinforcements (see
Case 26. 18).
[26 . 15] Mo de of Arriving Reinforcements

Entering reinforcements may be in any mode the
owning P layer desires. Normally, of course, they
would be in Travel mode, and some kinds of units
would have to be in Travel mode or they could not
be moved onto the map.
[26.16] Movement o nto the Map

When the Player moves a reinforcement onto the
map, he begins paying movement costs when the
unit enters the first mapedge hex or the first
partial-sea hex. Note that roads and trails run off
the map, and the Players can presume that they extend indefinitely off the map such that a unit could
enter the map along a road or trail.
(26. 17) When a Player brings a mass cf units into

the same hex in the same Movement Phase, he
must imagine them a rriving in successive stacks
such that "later" arriving units pay movement
costs prior to arriving on the map (as if all hexes
behind the first unit or stack were the same as the
entrance hex).
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[26. 18] Rather than introduce units o nto the map
·w hen called for, the owning Player may choose to
delay the arrival of certain units for up to ten
Game-Turns. The unit will still arrive at its designated hex, regardless of the length of delay in reinforcement arrival. If the owning Player does not
bring on a unit by the end of the tenth Game-Turn
after its specified arrival, the unit is lost and cannot enter the game at any time. Such a lost unit
does not count for Victory Point purposes.
[26.19] Units whose starting entrance hex(es) is
blocked may enter on an adjacent non-blocked
hex. Should that hex(es) also be blocked, the owning Player may bring on the reinforcements on any
hex on the same mapedge as the designated arrival
hex.

(26.2) GERMAN PARACHUTE
REINFORCEMENTS
Six German parachute units are reinforcements.
Their Game-Turn of arrival is indicated o n the
Formation Disp lay (Game-Turn Nine). They must
be dropped on that Game-T urn . Use the procedure
delineated in Case 16.6 to introduce these units onto the map.

(26.3] GER\1A'.'i MOUNTAIN
REl:\FORCEMENTS
The German mountain units enter by the German
Mountain Troop Landing Procedure (see Case
16.7).
[26.31] Scenario Reinforcements

The Scenario insrru,tions specify exactly where
the German Player lands his units, and which units
the German Player lands on what Game-Turns.
He may not delay mountain unit reinforcemems in
the scenari os.
(26.32] Baille Game Reinforcements

In the Battle Game. the German Player is free to
introduce h is moun:ain units as soon as they· are
released on the Formation Display, and within the
restrictions o f Cases 16.7 and 16.8. However, he
may not land a German mountain unit before the
Game-Turn spe.:iiied above it on the Formation
Display.
5 Arm Div
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[27 .O] SCENARIOS
GENERAL RULE:
There are five scenarios listed in Sections 28.0
through 32.0. These are essentially mini-games
permitting the Players to isolate separate stages of
operations on Crete.

CASES:
(27 .1] SCENARIO LENGTH AND
MAPP ARA METERS
Each scenario is played within a limited amount of
the map area. If, for instance, the Players are informed that a particular scenario is to be played on
the West Map, then none of the units in volved in
the scenario may be moved off the West Map onto
the East Map. T he length of the scenario is stated
in a number of Game-Turns, in terms of the
Game-Turn Record Track. A scenario does not
necessarily begin with Game-Turn One. For example, the initial Game-Turn of Scenario 31.0 is
Game-Turn Fifty-Four. Also scenarios do not usually begin with Ph ase One (the German Command
Phase) of the Game-Turn, and the P layers are
a lways alerted as to the first Phase of a particular
ss;enario. Scenarios always end at the conclusion
of the fifteenth Phase (Game-Turn Record Phase),
at which point victory is computed. For example,
the instructions will state that a particular scenario
begins with Phase 4 of Game-Turn "x." In other
words, the first three Phases of Game-Turn "x"
are ignored.

[27 .2] INITIAL D EPLOYMENT
[27.21] Commonwealth Player

The set-up hexes for all Commonwealth units are
listed on the Commonwealth Formation Display.
Players will note that the full Commonwealth
countermix is never used in an individual scenario,
so the Commonwealth Player is provided with a
list of units that are set up initially in the scenario.
This list is ordered by nationality and g ives only
the designation of units that begin the game on the
map. The actual set-up hexes are listed only on the
Commonwealth Formation Display. The list provided with the scenario is meant as a check-list for
the Commonwealth Player so that he may easily
discover which units he may not have to set up. If
the scenario list conflicts with the Formation
Display, the Formation Display always takes
precedence.
[27.22] Commonwealth Formation Display

[26.S] REINFORCEMENTS A ND
COMMONWEALTH
COMMAND CONTROL

Next to each Commonwealth unit are five entries.
They refer 10 unit positions for the five different
scenarios, with the listings for the first scenario
doubling for the Battle Game. Of course, some of
the listings for the Battle Game do not apply to the
first scenario, so the Commonwealth Player
should ignore any entries that apply after GameTurn Nine. When the Commonwealth P layer is
selling up for a scenario, he checks the Formation
Display and sets up those units that have only a
map coordinate listed (e.g., Wxxxx or Exxxx). The
units he sets up will correspond to those listed in
the scenario. Once the scenario list and the Formation Display correspond with those units set up,
the Commonwealth Player is ready to begin.

Commonwealth reinforcements are considered activated before they enter the map. The Commonwealth Player need not expend any Command
points on reinforcing units that have entered in
Travel mode and· have not left that mode. Once a
unit leaves Travel mode (or if it does not possess
Travel mode), it must have Command points ex.pended on it. The first Game-Turn in which the
reinforcement enters the map never requires the
expenditure of Command points.

The German Player follows the same set-up proced ure outlined for the Commonwealth Player in
Case 27 .21 , with the obvious exception that he introduces German paratroop and mountain units
using the procedures described in Section I 6.0 for
those units. The listing of German units is
separated by German paratrooper and German
mountain. The German· Player may begin some
scenarios by introducing pa-ratroop or mountain

[26.4] GERMA'.'I ARMY
REINFORCEMENTS

German army reinforcements enter the game exactly as described for the Commonwealth
Layforce units in Case 26. 13, but the German
army units must land on a coast hex adjacent to the
town of Kisamos Kastelli (either WI040, W l041 ,
W 1042 o r W0943). They follow all rules pertaining
to Commonwealth reinforcements, with the obvious exception that the German Player controls
their entry.

[27.23] German Player

units into play. If this is the case, he does so after
the Commonwealth Player is set up and after he
has set up any units he may have already in play.

[27.24] German Formatio n Display

Like the Commonwealth Formation Display, the
German Formation Display has five li stings for
each unit. To check if a unit begins a scenario for
the German side, determine if the unit has only a
map coordinate listed, or if the unit is a parachute
or mountain unit due to be introduced into play on
the first Game-Turn of the scenario. For German
mountain units, this will be indicated in the initial
deployment, as the Formation Display indicates
only when mountain un its may begin to land in the

Baille Game.
[27 .25] Weather

Though not specified in the scenarios , weather is
always rolled for, as at the very least it could affect
observation. The only exception to this is that on
Game-Turn One the Weather Condition is
automatically zero.

(27.3) REINFORCEMENTS
Under the heading "reinforcements" each Player
will find a listing of Game-Turns and units (by
designation). When play progresses to a listed
Game-Turn, the P layer refers to the Formation
Display specified locating the appropriately coded
reinforce ments (see Section 26.0). Note that the
Game-Turn listed is according to the Game-Turn
Record Track. For example, in Scenario 3J.0,
Game-Turn Fifty-Five is the second Game-Turn of
the scenario (which begins on Game-Turn FiftyFour). The reinforcement listing is merely a recap
of the Game-Turn Record Track as a reminder to
the Players. The Commonwealth Player will obviously use only reinforcements detailed to arrive by
introducing them onto the specified mapedge.
German mountain and paratrooper units are, of
course, introduced by the routines described in
Section I 6.0.

[27.4] RESTRICTIONS AND
SPECIAL RULES
Restrictions are rules that require the Player to
perform a specific action with his units. Usually,
this is the desig ner 's way of imposing the consequence of historical action on the Players. Quite
often during the baltle for Crete, the Commonwealth or the Germans could easily have won the
battle if they had only executed the proper
strategy. Players of Descent on Crete, who have
the advantage of hindsight and the knowledge afforded by a glance over the map,. must be handicapped in certain scenarios to prevent that
scenario from being extremely unbalanced.
Special rules usually reflect a change from the
main body of the rules necessitated by either certain rules no longer applying or to compensate for
lessened strategic responsibility on the part of one
P layer. An example of the former is that certain
scenarios do not use the activation or command
control rules, and an example of the latter is when
units arc required to exit the map to aid in another
theater that may not be covered by the scenario. A
Player may find it physically impossible to obey
t he letter of a restriction (for example, an exit hex
may be blocked by Enemy units), in which case he
must adhere as closely to the spirit of the resolution as possible.

[27.SJ VICTORY CONDITIONS
Determining victory in the scenarios and the Battle
Game is based on either Victory point awards or
Victory point objectives, which a Player will usually obtain for satisfying a given condition by or at
the end of the Scenario.
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[28.0] INTRODUCTORY
SCENARIO:
The Retreat to Sfakia;
0600 Hours, 28 May 1941
HISTORICAL NOTE:
On the 27th of May, the Commonwealth High
Command came to a decision: the island of Crete
was lost to the Germans. With this in mind, Freyberg and his staff sought to retreat to the port of
Sfakia on the south side of the island and evacuate
as many as possible of the troops that had fought
so bravely. Already the men of the Mobile Naval
Base Defence Organisation were on board Royal
Navy ships headed for Alexandria and other
British-controlled North African ports, but successfully evacuating the front-line troops would
not be so easy. In the first place, the Luftwaffe was
keeping the Royal Navy at bay, and the German
Mountain troops were pressing the Commonwealth as far back into the mountains as possible.
Freyberg denuded the front line, leaving the barest
minimum to defend and ordered all other units to
begin immediate retreat across the White
Mountains.

[28.1 J SCENARIO LENGTH AND
MAPPARAMETERS
This Scenario begins with Phase' 4 (the German
Conditional Movement Phase) of the 0601-0800
Turn 28 May (Game-Turn 82) and ends with the
completion of the 2201-0200 Turn 28 May (GameTurn 88). The Scenario is 6½ Game-Turns long
and requires about three hours of time to play. Only the East Map is used for this Scenario.
(28.2) INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
The designations of all units that appear in this
Scenario are indicated and identified by nationality. The numbers in brackets after each unit is the
Strength at which a unit begins the Scenario. Place
the appropriate Strength marker under each unit.

COMMONWEALTH
British: A/ LF [5]; B/ LF [5]; C/ LF [5]; D/ LF [5];
and HQ/LF [7).
Australian: A/217 [4); B/2/7 [3); C/ 2/7 [2];
D/2/7 [2]; H/ 2/7 [2); 2/7/19IB [3]; A/ 2/ 8 [I];
8 / 2/8 [I); C/2/8 [I ]; 0/2/ 8 [I]; MG/ 2/8 [2);
2/ 8/ 19IB [3); and 19IB (4].
NewZealander: 2 NZ Div [5]; 4 Bde (4]; 5 Bde [4];
A/21 [2]; 8/21 (2]; C/21 .(1]; D/21 (!); H / 21 [I];
21/5 Bde [2]; A/ 22 [4]; 8/22 [3); C/22 [2]; D/22
[4]; H / 22 [3]; 22/ 5 Bde [5]; A/23 [3]; B/ 23 [3);
C/23 [3]; D/23 [3]; MG/ 23 [3]; 23/ 5 Bde [5]; A/19
[3]; B/ 19 [3]; C/ 19 [3]; D/ 19 [2]; H/19 (3]; 19/4
Bde [5]; A/28 [3); B/28 [3); C / 28 [3]; D/28 (4);
H/28 [3); and 28/5 Bde [5].
GERMAN
German Mountain: 100/ 1/ 1 [3]; 100/ 1/2 [3];
100/ 1/ 3 [3]; 100/ 1/4 [2]; 100/11/ 5 [2]; 100/11/ 6
[3); 100/ 11/7 [2]; 100/Il/ 8 [2); 100/ 13 [3]; 100/ 14
[3]; RHQ/ 100 [4]; 55 Kraf/1 [3]; 55 Kraf/2 [2]; 55
Kraf/3 [3]; 55 Kraf/ 4 [2); GebNac [4]; PzJ 95/ 1
[3]; PzJ 95/2 [5]; PzJ 95/ 3 (4]; PzJ 95/ 4 [4]; PzJ
95/ 5 [4]; HQ/ PzJ 95 [5); 5 Mountain 15); 95
Arty/ I [3); 95 Arty/2 [4]; 95 Arty/ 3 (3]; 95 Arty/ 4
[3); 95 Arty/ 5 [4]; 95 Arty/6 [4); 95 Arty/7 [3];
and 95 Arty/8 [3].
Leaders

COMMONWEALTH
British: Freyberg.
New Zealander: Inglis; Hargest; and Puttick.
Australian: Vasey.

GERMAN
German Mountain: Ringel; and Utz.

German Paratrooper: Student.
Note: In this Scenario, Student (German Paratrooper) is superior to every German Headquarters and may "reincarnate" at any Headquarters if
killed.
(28.3) REINFORCEMENTS
COMMONWEALTH
British: 1/ CRE; D/2 Leics; B/2 YL; and C
HAA/ RM.
Australian: A/ 2/ 4; B/2/ 4; D/ 2/4; D/2/ 1; 2/ 8
RAE;and2/ 1 MG.
GERMAN
None
Leaders

COMMONWEALTH
Australian: Campbell.
GERMAN
None
(28.4) RESTRICTIONS
[28.41] The Commonwealth Player ignores the
activation and command control cutes. He need
never roll for a command check or pay Command
points for activation for the duration of the
Scenario.
[28.42] The Commonwealth Player sets up first.
He may set up his units in any mode he wishes. The
German P layer sets up second, and may likewise
set up his units in any mode he wishes.
[28.43] All reinforcements ' for the Commonwealth in this scenario must enter the game in
Travel mode. The sole use of Commonwealth reinforcements is to exit off the road at E6110 (the To
Sfakia road). If the German Player blocks these
units from exiting or'in any way combats them, the
Commonwealth Player may use the reinforcements for combat. (The reinforcements for this
scenario represent the last units to leave Rethymnon and Herakleion areas for Sfakia. Historically,
the Commonwealth front line was able to provide
complete protection for the retreating troops.)
(28.44) The 2nd New Zealand Division Headquarters can provide supply for every unit on the
game-map on the Commonwealth side. Units such
as the Layforce ones simply bypass their normal
supply routes and trace directly to2 NZ Div.
[28.45] All German units trace to the 5th Mountain Division Headquarters, which in turn traces to
any road leading off the west edge of the East map.

[28.5) VICTORY CONDITIONS
Victory Points are assigned as per the following
schedule:
COMMONWEALTH
I VP
For each German Strength Point
eliminated
For elimination of 5 Mountain HQ
I0VP
5VP
No Strength Point losses for any of
reinforcing units at conclusion
of Scenario
GERMAN
For each Commonwealth Strength
1 VP
Point eliminated
For each Commonwealth reinforce2 VP
ment Strength Point eliminated
German ZOC or unit on hex E6110
5 VP
at end of Scenario
If, at the end of the Scenario, the German Player
has a total number of Victory Points at least I 0
greater than the Commonwealth Player, he is the
winner. If the German Player has a total one
through nine greater than the Commonwealth
Player, the game is a draw. Any other result is a
Commonwealth victory.

[29.0] DROP OF THE 7TH
PARACHUTE DIVISION:
0830 Hours, 20 May 1941
HISTORICAL NOTE:
This Scenario simulates the only major drop in the
Maleme-Suda Bay area. The Germans dropped
within six kilometers of the coast in almost all
cases, attempting to secure Maleme Airfield.
However, the original German objectives were to
clear the entire area of Commonwealth troops.
When the initial massacre made it apparent that
the Commonwealth had a great deal of force with
which to resist, and that the German High Command had grossly underestimated the garrison's
strength, the German paratroopers had to fight for
survival. This required not only forming into
cohesive military organizations, but also capturing
the airfield, from which the mountain troops
could attack. It was a very near thing for the Germans - only a command foul-up on the part of
the New Zealander 22nd Battalion made it at all
possible to land on the Airfield.

(29.1] SCENARIO LENGTH AND MAPS
PARAMETERS
The Scenario begins with Phase 4 (the German
Conditional Movement Phase) of the 0801- 1000
Turn 20 May (Game-Turn I) and ends with the
completion of the 0601-0800 Turn 21 May (GameTurn -9). The Scenario is 8½ Game-Turns long and
requires about four hours of time to play. Both the
East Map and the West Map are used for this
Scenario.

[29.2] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
COMMONWEALTH
British: AIIW; BI IW; C/ IW; O/IW; H / 1\'v";
IW/ SBHQ; A/ IR; B/ IR; C/lR; IR/ SBHQ;
A/NH; 8/NH; A/ 106RHA; B/ 106RHA;
C/ 106RHA;
Bty/ 106RHA;
SBHQ;
HQ/MNBDO; SSS; NOJC Suda; MNBDO Sg; 42
FC; FPC; 3 Hus (both); 156LAA/ RA; C
HAA/RM; ZCD/ RM; A/ RP; B/ RP; C / RP;
D/ RP; H/RP; RP/ MNBDO; 11 SI L Rgt; S SI L
Rgt; 7 RTR (both); A HAA/ RM; C HAA/R!vl;
234 HAA; CD(all three); CHCHQ; 7 GH; RM (all
four); MNBDO LG; MNBDO PG; OOD; EFI;
37DID; 270 FSS; 4 LFA; Sup Dep; 1003 DOP; 6
Britind; NZE Steve; I Fd Bake; RASC; RESD; 26
Fd Bake; AASC Steve; RAF Det; and 5 IB Work.
Cretan: 3 Cret/ SB.
Greek: Ill; 211; 31 1; 411; 5/1; 6/ 1; 7/ 1; 8/ 1;
IR/5 Bde; 1/2; 2/2; 3/2; 4/2; 5/2; 2R/ SBHQ;
116; 2/ 6; 3/6; 4/ 6; 5/ 6; 6/ 6; 7/6; 6R/10 Bde; 1/ 8;
2/8; 3/ 8; 4/8; 5/ 8; and 8R/J0 Bde.
Australian: A/2/2FR; B/2/2FR; C/2/2FR;
H / 2/2FR; 2/2FR/CHC; D/ 2/2FR; 2/4(17);
2/ 5(17); RC/ 17CB;
l,7CB/ CHC; 2/3(16);
2/2(16); H/16CB; 16CB/ CHC; A/2/ 3FR;
B/2/ 3FR; 2/3FR/ CHC; 7 Aus LAA (both); and
Aus Eng.
New Zeafander: A/22; B/22; C/22; D/22; H/22;
22/5 Bde; A/21; 8/21; C/21; D/21; H/21; 21 / 5
Bde; A/20; B/20; C/ 20; D/20; H/20; 20/ 4 Bde;
A/19; B/19; C / 19; D/ 19; H/ 19; 19/ 4 Bde; 4 Bde;
27 NSMG (all three); 27 Bty/ 5 (both); 28 Bty/10; 7
NZFC/ 5; 19 ATC/5; 5 Bde; A/23; B/23; C/23;
D/23; MG/23; 23/ 5 Bde; A/ 28; B/ 28; C/28;
D/28; H/ 28; 28/5 Bde; 10 Bde; 5 FPC/ 10; 2 NZ
Div; NZDC; I ESC/ NZ Dv; A/18; B/ 18; C/18;
D / 18.; H / 18; 18/ 4 Bde; 4FR/1C; 5FR/ IC;
NZDS/ IC; NZDP/ IC; NZRMT/ IC; and IC/10
Bde.
GERMAN
German
Paratrooper: AR/ I/I;
AR/ !/2;
AR/ 1/ 3; AR/ 1/ 4; AR/ 2/5; AR/2/6; AR/2/7;
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AR/2/8;
AR/3/9;
AR/3/10;
AR/3/11;
AR/3/12; AR/4/13; AR/4/14; AR/4/ 15;
AR/4/16; AR/17; AR/ 18; AR/ 19; RHQ; I/Eng;
2/Eng; 3/Eng; 4/ Eng; 5/Eng; MD/ I; MD/2;
AD/ I/I; AD/ 1/2; AD/ 1/3; AD/1 / 4; AD/2/ 5;
AD/2/6; AD/2/7; AD/2/ 8; AD/ 9; Sigs Sec;
GD/ I; GD/2; GD/3; GD/4; 7R/I/I; 7R/ l/2;
7R/ l/3; 7R/I/4; 7R/ll/5; 7R/II/6; 7R/ ll/7;
7R/ II/8; 7R/III/ 9; 7R/lll/10; 7R/ III/I I;
7R/ lll/ 12; 7R/ MG/13; 7R/14; 7R/15; III/ I/I;
111/ 1/2; lll/ 1/3; 111/1/4; lll/2/ 5; lll/2/ 6;
lll/2/7; lll/2/8; lll/3/9; Ill/ 3/10; Ill/3/11;
lll/ 3/ 12; lll/3/13; and Ill/ 14.
Note: All German units initally set up enter via
the Air Landing Routine.
Leaders:

COMMONWEALTH
British: Freyberg; Weston; and Stewart.
A ustmlian: Vasey.
New Zealander: Inglis; Hargest; Kippenbcrger;
Gentry; and Puttick.
Greek: Forrester; and King Phillip of Greece.
GERMAN
German
Paratrooper: Suessman;
Meindl;
Heidrich; Koch; Braun; Genz; Von Plessen; and
Altmann.
Supply Markers (Not on the Formation Display):
AR/ I; AR / 2; AR/ 3; AR/4; Eng; MD; AD/I;
AD/2; GD; 7R/l; 7R/ II; 7R/Ill; III/ I; 111/2; and
lll/ 3.
Note: The German Player drops the Supply
Markers as per the Airdrop Supply rules (see Case
16.3).

[29.3] REI~FORCEMENTS
COMMONWEALTH
British: I LtTpRA; 23 LAA/ RM; 23 1 MTC; 101
PC; 304 SI L RA; and 106 RHA.
Cretan, Cypriote and Palestinian: 606 Pion; 1004
Pion; 1005 Pion; 1007 Pion; and 1008 Pion.
Australian: A/ 2/ 8; D/ 2/8; and 2/8/ 191B.
GERMAN
German Paratrooper: 11/ 3/ 9; ll/3/ 10; ll/3/ l I;
ll/3/ 12; FR/ I; and FR/ 2.
Note: All German reinforcements enter play via
the Air Landing Routine.

unit does not possess a Dispersed mode, il sets up
in Concentrated mode.

[29.5] VICTORY CONDITIONS
[29.S1) Auto matic Commonwealth Victory

The Commonwealth Player automatically wins if,
al any point in play, the German casualties exceed
200 Strength points.
The Commonwealth Player also automatically
wins if, at the conclusion of Game-Turn Nine,
there are Commonwealth units on both hexes of
Malcme Airfield (W0419 and W0S I 9).
(29.S2] Automatic Ger'lnan Victory

The German Player automatically wins if, at lhe
conclusion of Game-Turn Nine, he has units on
both hexes of Maleme Airfield and all three hexes
of Kisamos Kastelli (Wl041, W l042 and WI 142).
The German P layer also automatically wins if he
has taken less than 125 Strength point casualties
and there are no Commonwealth units within two
hexes of Maleme Airfield.
(29.S3] H ow to Evaluate Victory

If neither of the conditions of Cases 29.51 and
29.52 are met, then total the Strength point losses
for both sides. The German Player also accrues
Victory Points per the following schedule:
Possession of one airfield hex
35 VP
Possession of both airfield hexes
75 VP
King Phillip of Greece is killed
25 VP
Commonwealth Headquarters de3 VP
stroyed (in addition to Strength
point gain)
The Commonwealth Player also accrues Victory
Points per the following schedule:
For each German Headquarters de2 VP
stroyed (in addition lo Strength
point gain)
RHQ destroyed (in addition to
20VP
Strength point gain)
The Players total their Victory points. If one Player has a total 15 or more Victory points greater
than the other Player, the Player with the greater
total of Victory points is the winner. Any other
result is a draw.

(29.4) RESTRICTIONS
(29 .41 ) Activation and command control must be
used by the Commonwealth Player. He may not
activate any part of the Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation (any units subordinate to
MNBDO Headquarters).
(29.42] The Commonwealth Player must make a
command check on both night Game-Turns
(Game-Turns Seven and Eight). This is an exception to the rule that command checks only occur
on even-numbered Game-Turns.
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[29.43] No Gennan parachute unit that is part of
the Ill Parachute Battalion (all those units possessing designations that begin with Ill) or the Engineer Battalion (Eng) may ever move more than fifteen hexes away from Wl203. If such a unit is
forced out of the fifteen-hex radius, it must immediately be moved back in the Gt!rman Conditional Movement Phase.
[29.44) All Commonwealth units set up in Dispersed mode where possible. If a -Commonwealth

[30.0] DECISION AT MALEME:

1200 Hours, 21 May 1941
HISTORICAL NOTE:
The night of 20 May had seen a victory of sorts for
the Germans; Hill 107, directly overlooking
Maleme Airfield, had been evacuated by the New
Zealanders (unintentionally), and the German advance guard had secured it in the early morning
hours. Since the paratroopers had given up on the
hill the day before, regarding it as far too costly to
take, this'was indeed a stroke of luck. H owever,
the strategic situation was still quite grim. General
Student, who was at the time quartered at Athens
{he was lo join the paratroopers 22 May), received
reports that the airfield and landing strip at
Rethymnon and Herakleion would not be captured in time. He then sent a personal aide to
reconnoiter at Maleme'. When Student was told
that a landing at Maleme Airfield would indeed be
feasible, he committed the 600 or-so remaining
paratroopers to land about six hours previous to
the arrival of the first mountain unit. Jt was a
desperate gamble, even for the unorthodox Student, but it was the only way that Crete could be
won for the Germans.

[30.1] SCENARIO LENGTH AND
MAP PARAMETERS
The scenario begins with Phase IO (the Commonwealth Conditional Fire Phase) of the
1201-1400 Turn 21 May (Game-Turn 13) and ends
with the completion of the 1201- 1400.Turn 22 May
(Game-Turn 23). This scenario·.is IO½ GameTurns long and requires about five hours of time
to play. The entire West Map and all of the East
Map west of the xx I 7 hexrow (inclusive) is in play
for this scenario. Any units moving out of these
bounds is eliminated.
(30.2) INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
The numbers in brackets after the designation of a
unit is the Strength at which a unit begins the
Scenario. Place the appropriate Strength Marker
under each unit.
COMMONWEALTH
British: 7 OH [2]; C/RP (3); O/RP [4]; RP/
MNBDO [4]; CHCHQ (4]; and FPC [2].
Greek: I / 8 [5]; US [4); 3/8 (3]; 4/ 8 [3); 5/ 8 [4];
SR/ 10 Bde (3); 1/ 2 [4] ; 2/2 (4];-3/ 2 (4); 4/2 [3]; 5/2
[3]; and 2R/ SBHQ (3].

New Zealander: -2 NZ Div [6); 4 Bde (5); 5 Bde [5];
IOBde [2]; 27 NZMG (3); 19ATC/5 [3]; 7NZF:C/5
[6]; IC/10 Bde [6]; 4 FR/IC [5]; 5 FR/IC (I];
NZDS/ IC [I]; NZDP/ !C [SJ; NZRMT/IC [5);
A/18 [5]; 8/18 [4); C/18 [4]; D/ 18 [4]; H/18 [4);
18/4 Bde [5]; A/19 [4]; B/19 [3]; C/ 19 [4]; D/ 19
[3]; H / 19 (4]; 19/ 4 Bde [4]; A/20 [5); 8/20 [4);
C/20 [4]; D/20 [4]; H/20 J4]; 20/4 Bde [5); A/21
[2]; B/21 [2]; C/21 [I]; D/21 [!]; H /21 [!]; 21/5
Bde [!]; A/22 [5]; B/ 22 [4]; C/22 [3); D/22 [5];
H/22 [4]; 22/5 Bde [4); A/23 [4]; B/23 [4]; C/23
[4]; D/23 [4]; MG/23 [4]; 23/5 Bde [5); A/ 28 [4];
B/28 (5]; C/28 (4); D/28 (5); H/28 (5]; and 28/5
Bde[.5].
Australian: C/218 (2]; D/2/8 [2); and 2/8/ 19
lB [3].

GERMAN
German Paratrooper: FRI 1 [3]; FR/2 (2); 11/ 3/9
[5]; ll/3/10 [4]; ll/3/1I [2); ll/3/12 [2]; AR/I/ I
[4]; AR/ 1/ 2 [4]; AR/ 1/3 [4); AR/1/4 [3]; AR/ 2/5
[2]; AR/2/ 6 [2]; AR/ 2/7 [2); AR/2/8 [2); AR/3/ 9
(2]; AR/3/ 10 [2); AR/3/ 11 (2]; AR/3/12 [2];
AR/4/ 13 [2]; AR/4/ 14 [2]; AR/ 4/ 15 [3];
AR/ 4/16 [3]; AR/ 17 [3]; AR/18 (3); AR/19 [3];
RHQ [5]; 111/1/1 [4]; lll/ 1/2 [3);· lll/ 1/ 3 [3];
111/ 1/ 4 (3]; III/2/5 [3); lll/2/6 [3); lll/ 2/7 [3);
lll/2/8 (3]; III/ 3/ 9 (4]; lll/3/10 [3]; lll / 3/ 11 [3);
111/ 3/12 [4]; lll/ 13 [3]; III/ 14 [3]; I/Eng [4);
2/Eng [4); 3/Eng [3); 4/Eng [4); 5/ Eng [3);
7R/ l/ l [3]; 7R/ I/2 [2]; 7R/ l/3 [3); 7R/I/4 [2);
7R/ll/5 (1]; 7R/ll/6 [2]; 7R/Il/7 {2]; 7R/Il/8 [2];
7R/III/9 [2]; 7R/ lll/ l0 [2]; 7R/ lll/l I [2];
7R/ lll/12 [2]; 7R/13 (2]; 7R/14 [2]; and
7R/ 15 [3).
Leaders

COMMONWEALTH
British: Freyberg.
Greek: Forrester.
New Zealander: H argest; Kippenberger; P uttick;
Inglis; and Gentry.
Australian: Vasey.
GERMAN
German Paratrooper: Meindl; Heidrich; Koch;
Braun; Genz; Von Plessen; Altmann; and
Ramcke.
Supply Markers (Not on the Formation Display):

GERMAN
Seven Supply Markers (set-up with any German
Paratrooper unit).
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COMMONWEALTH
Five Supply Markers (set-up with any Commonwealth unit).

[30.3] REINFORCEMENTS
COMMONWEALTH
None.
GERMAN
German Mountain: 100/1/1; 100/ I/2; 100/I/3;
100/1/4; 100/Il/5; 100/Il/6; 100/11/7; 100/II/8;
100/ 13; 100/14; and RHQ/ 100.
Leaders

[31.1] SCENARIOLENGTHAND
MAP PARAMETERS

COMMONWEALTH
None.
GERMAN
German Mounta1'n: Utz.

[30.4] RESTRICTIONS
[30.41J The activation and command control
rules are used for this scenario. However, the
Commonwealth Player always has two less Command points than shown on the Commonwealth
Game-Turn Record Track. This represents the
units on the East Map that are not in play in this
scenario, but did require the attention of the Commonwealth command.
[30.42 ) At all times during the scenario, the Ger-

man Player must keep at least 11 units of the III rd
Parachute Regiment (all units whose designations
.begin with Ill) and the Engineer Battalion (all
units whose designations end with Eng) east of the
Wxx05 hexrow (inclusive). lf the German Player is
unable to fulfill this condition by the end of the
scenario, or for any two consecutive Game-Turns,
he loses the scenario.
(30.43) The Commonwealth Player sets up first.
He may set up his units in either Dispersed or Concentrated mode,°but may not set up any units in
Travel mode. The German Player sets up his units
second, and may set them up in any mode he
desires.

[30.S] VICTORY CONDITIONS
If the German Player has not lost the scenario as

per Case 30.42, Victory Points are awarded as per
the following schedule:
COMMONWEALTH
For every German Strength Point
eliminated
·
For each hex of Maleme Airfield
controlled
GERMAN

counterattack, it was necessary to rest the exhausted men of their forward units. As the Commonwealth sought to regroup and form a new
defensive perimeter, the Germans chose to press
the attack, which forced the New Zealanders back.
Seeing that t.he Germans were well-organized and
well-equipped to go on the offensive, Freyberg
ordered that an attack was to begin as soon as
possible. Once again, the New Zealanders were to
spearhead the attack. The New Zealanders performed as best they could , but no amount of
bravery could defeat an enemy as competent as the
German mountain and parachute troops.

I VP
15 VP

For every Commonwealth Strength Point
eliminated
I VP
Control of both Maleme Airfield hexes
5 VP
The German Player wins if he amasses a total of
Victory Points at least 20 greater than the Commonwealth total. •Any other result is a Commonwealth victory.

{31.0] ACTIONS AT GALATAS:
1400 Hours, 25 May 1941
HISTORICAL NOTE:
The situation had deteriorated for the Commonwealth; to any outside observer (had there
been "One), a German victory could only be regard·
ed as inevitable. However, the Commonwealth
command did not have the benefit of this
hypothetical outside observer, and planned to oust
the Germans from the island. Before the Commonwealth could begin to attempt such a

The scenario begins· with Phase ·3 (the German
Conditional Fire Phase) of the 1401-1600 Turn 25
May (Game-Turn 54) and ends with the completion of the 1201-1400 turn 26 May (Game-Tum
63). This scenario is 9½ Game-Turns long and requires about five hours of time to play. The entire
East Map and all of the West Map east of the xx23
hexrow (inclusive) is considered in play for this
scenario. Any units moving out of these bounds
are considered eliminated.

[31.2] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
As with previous scenarios, the numbers in
brackets after' the designation of a unit is the
Strength at which a unit begins the scenario. Place
the appropriate Strength marker under each unit.
COMMONWEALTH
British: A/RP [4J ; 8/RP [3J; C/RP [JJ; D/ RP
[3]; H/ RP [3]; and RP/MNBDO [4].
Greek: 112 [4]; 2/2 [3); 3/2 [3]; 4/2 [3]; 5/2 [3);
2R/SBHQ [3]; 1/8 [SJ; 2/8 [4J; 3/8 [3]; 4/ 8 [2J; 5/8
[4]; and SR/JO Bde [2).
N ewZealander: 2NZ Div [6); 4 Bde [4]; 5 Bde [4];
NZDC [7]; 4 FR/IC [2]; 5 FR/IC [2]; 7NZFC/5
[4]; 19ATC/5 [2J; A/18 [3]; C/18 [3); D/18 [3];
H/18 [5]; 18/ 4 Bde [5) ; A/19 [3]; 8/19 [2]; C/19
[3); D/ 19 [2]; H/19 [3]; 19/4 Bde (5); A/20 (3];
8/20 [3); C/20 [3]; D/20 [3]; H/20 [2]; 20/4 Bde
[5J; A/21 [2]; B/21 [2J; C/21 [2]; D/21 [2J; H/21
[2); 21/5 Bde (2); A/22 (3); B/22 [3J; C/22 (3];
D/22 [3]; H/22 [3J; 22/5 Bde [SJ; A/23 [3J; B/23
[3]; C/23 [3]; D/ 23 [3]; MG/23 [SJ; 23/5 Bde [5];
A/28 [3J; B/28 (3]; C/28 [3];_D/28 [4]; H/28 [3];
NZDP/ IC [2]; NZDS/ IC [3]; NZRMT/IC{3J; 10
Bde [2J; IC/10 Bde [5J; 27 Bty/5 (both) (4, 3J; 28
Bty/ 10 [2]; IC/10 Bdc [5); 27 Bty/ 5 (both) [4, 3];
28 Bty/10 [2]; I ESC/NZ Dv [5); and
SFPC/10[6J.
Australian: (all full strength): A/2/7; B/2/7;
C/2/7; 0/2/7; H/2/7; 217/1918; A/2/ 8; B/2/8;
C/2/8; D/2/8; H/2/8; and 2/8/19 IB.
GERMAN
German Paratrooper: AR/Ill [3); AR/1/2 [3];
AR/ 1/3 [3]; AR/1/4 [2); AR/2/5 (I]; AR/2/6 (!];
AR/2/7 [l]; AR/2/8 [IJ; AR/3/9 [lJ; AR/3/ 10
[IJ; AR/3/11 [l); AR/3/12 [IJ; AR/4/13 [I];
AR/4/14 [I]; AR/4/15 [2J; AR/ 4/16 [2]; AR/17
[2]; AR/18 [2]; AR/19 [2); RHQ [5); GD/I [2];
GD/2 [2]; GD/3 [2]; GD/4 [J]; 7R/l/J [3]; 7R/I/2
(3]; 7R/I/3 [3); 7R/l/4 [3J; 7R/II/5 [2]; 7R/II/6
[2]; 7R/II/7 [2); 7R/II/8 [2J; 7R/Ill/9 [lj;
7R/III/IO [IJ; 7R/III/1 I [IJ; 7R/ III/ 12 [2];
7R/13 [2J; 7R/14 [2J; 7R/15 [2J; III/1/1 [3];
III/1/2 [2J; lll/1/3 [2J; III/ 1/4 [2]; Ill/2/5 [2];
IIl/2/6 [2]; 111/2/7 [2J; III/2/8 [2]; III/3/9 [3);
III/3/ 10 [2]; III/3/ 11 [2); 111/3/12 [3]; lll/ 13 [2J;
III/14 [2J; I/Eng (3]; 2/Eng [3); 3/Eng [2]; 4/ Eng
[3]; and 5/Eng [2).
German Mountain: 100/1/1 [3]; 100/1/2 [3];
100/I/3 [2]; 100/1/4 [3]; 100/II/5 [JJ; 100/II/6
[2); 100/Il/7 [2); 100/II/8 [2J; 100/13 [3J; 100/14

[3]; RHQ/100 [4]; 85/1/1 [4); 85/1/2 [SJ; 85/1/3
[4]; 85/1/4 [!]; 85/II/5 [3]; 85/11/6 [3J; 85/Il/7
[2); 85/Il/ 8 [2]; 85/lll/9 [4]; 85/Ill/10 [SJ;
85/III/ll [4]; 85/IIl/12 [!); 85/ 13 [2]; 85/14 [2];
RHQ/85 [5]; (all the following are full strength);
95 Arty/I; 95 Arty/2; 95 Arty/3; 95 Arty/ 4; 95
Arty/5; 95 Arty/6; 95 Arty/7; 95 Arty/8; PzJ
95/ 1; PzJ 95/2; PzJ 95/ 3; PzJ 95/4; PzJ 95/ 5;
HQ/ PzJ 95; 95 Pion/ I; 95 Pion/2; 95 Pion/3; 95
Pion/4; 55 Kraf/1; 55 Kraf/2; 55 Kraf/3; 55
Kraf/4; and 5 Mountain.
Leaders

COMMONWEALTH
Greek: Forrester.
New Zealand: Inglis; Hargest; Kippenberger;
Gentry; and Puttick.
Australian: Vasey.
GERMAN
German
Paratroopers: Student;
Meindl;
Heidrich; Ramcke; Koch; Braun; Genz; and Von
Plessen
German Mountain: Ringel; and Utz.
Supply Markers

GERMAN
Five Supply Markers (set-up with any German
Paratrooper unit).
COMMONWEALTH
Four Supply Markers (set-up with any Commonwealth units) .

[31.3] REINFORCEMENTS
COMMONWEALTH
None.
GERMAN
German Mountain: Auf 95/1; Auf 95/ 2; Auf
95/3; Auf 95/4; GebNac; 141/ 1/1; 141/1/2;
141/ 1/3; 141/1/4; 141/ 11/5; 141/Il/6; 141/II/7;
141/Il/8; 141/III/9; 141/IIl/10; 141/ IIl/11; and
141/III/12.
Note: All German reinforcements enter via the
German Mountain Landing Routine (see Cases
16.7 and 16.8).

[31.4] RESTRICTIONS
(31.41] Activation and command control are ig-

nored by the Commonwealth Player. He need
never roll for a command check or pay Command
points for activation for the duration of the
scenario.
[31.42J At no point may units of the German 5th
Mountain Division ever be more than 35 hexes
away from each other. If a German mountain unit
is ever forced lo be more than 35 hexes away from
another German mountain unit, it must immediately be moved back in the German Conditional Movement Phase. (This rule simulates the
fact that throughout the battle for Crete the German Mountain units operated on a narrow frontage. While this did not allow for sweeping flanking actions which would have been diffii;:ult given
the terrain, it did make the mountain troops highly
efficient).
[31.43] The German Player sets up first. He may
set up his units in either Concentrated or Dispersed
mode, but no units may start in Travel mode. The
Commonwealth Player sets up second, and may
set up his units in either Concentrated, Dispersed
or Travel mode.

[31.5) VICTORY CONDITIONS
Victory Points are assigned as per the following
schedules:
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COMMONWEALTH
For each German Strength Point
eliminated
Capture of Maleme Airfield
Control of Village of Suda (E2122)
GERMAN

I VP
100 VP
25 VP

For each Commonwealth Strength Point
eliminated
l VP
Control of Village of Suda (E2122)
15 VP
For each German Strength Point exited off
a Road or Trail hex of the East Map's
South or East edge in supply at the
end of the Scenario
I VP
The Player with the grea1er number of Victory
Points at the end of the Scenario is the winner of
the Scenario. A draw result is possible.

[32.0] THE FIRST
COUNTERATTACK
0300 Hours, 22 May 1941
HISTORICAI:. NOTE:
The afternoon of the 21st saw the first landings of
the Mountain Division. The troops of the 100th
Mountain Regiment had joined the beleaguered
troops of the 7th Parachute Division. The forward
elements of the 5th New Zealand Brigade alerted
the Commonwealth command to the presence of
new troops for the Germans. This forced the hand
of Frcyberg and Puttick (commander of the New
Zealand Division). They had been planning a
counterattack, but had wished to give the fatigued
New Zealander troops time to rest. But this could
not be the case. Freyberg hastily formulated a
plan, which, when relayed to the various Brigade
commanders (Inglis, Kippenberger and Hargest)
was misinterpreted. As a result, only the 21st,
22nd and 23rd Battalions of the battle-weary 5th
Brigade and the fresh 20th Battalion of the 4th
Brigade would be involved in the attack. Incredibly, the 28th Battalion accompanied the 20th
Battalion almost to the front line, but gave only
minimal aid in the attack. It is a tribute to the men
of those battalions that they were able to push the
Germans back for over eight hours. The failure of
the counterattack doomed the Commonwealth.

[32.1] SCENARIO LENGTH AND
MAP PARAMETERS
The scenario begins with Phase 8 (the Commonwealth Command Phase) of the 0201-0600 Turn 12
May (Game-Turn 19) and ends with the completion of the 2001-2200 Turn 22 May (Game-Turn
27). The scenario is 8½ Game-Turns long and requires about three and a half hours to play. Only
the West Map is used for this scenario.

[32.2] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT

'\

The numbers in brackets after the designation of a
unit is the Strength at which that unit begins the
Scenario. Place the appropriate Strength marker
under each unit.
COMMONWEALTH
British, FPC (3).
New Zealander: 2 NZ Div [6]; 4 Bde [5]; 5 Bde [4);
7 NZFC/5 [5); 19ATC/ 5 [4]; 27 NZMG (two) (2,
2]; 27 Bty/5 (both) (4, 3); A/20 [6]; B/20 [5); C/20
[5]; D/20 [4]; H/20 [4); 20/4 Bde [5); A/21 [3];
B/21 [2]; C/21 [2); D/21 [2); H/21 [2); 21/5 Bde
[2); A/22 [4); B/12 [4]; C/22 [3]; D/22 [SJ; H/22
[4); 22/5 Bde [5]; A/23 [4]; B/23 [4]; C/23 [4];
D/23 [4]; MG/ 23 [5]; 23/ 5 Bdc [5]; A/28 [5]; B/28
[5); C/28 [5); D/28 [6); H/28 [5]; and 28/ 5 Bde
[5).

GERMAN
German Paratrooper: AR/ 1/ 1 [2]; AR/1/2 [3);
AR/1/ 3 [2]; AR/ 1/4 [2]; AR/ 2/5 [2); AR/2/6 [2);
AR/2/7 [3]; AR/2/8 [2]; AR/3/ 9 [3]; AR/3/ 10
[3]; AR/3/ 1'1 [2); AR/3/12 [3]; AR/ 4/13 [2);
AR/4/14 [2]; AR/4/15 [2]; AR/4/ 16 [2); AR/17
[3); AR/18 [2); AR/19 [3); 7R/I/l [3); 7R/ I/2 [3];
7R/ l/5[3]; 7R/l/ 4 [2); 7R/II/5 [2); 7R/ II/6 [2];
7R/ ll/7 [3); 7R/II/ 8 [3); 7R/Jll/9 [2]; 7R/III/I0
[!]; 7R/IIl/l l [3); 7R/III/12 [2}; 7R/MG/13 [2];
7R/ 14 [2}; 7R/15 [3]; 11/ 3/9 [4]; 11/3/10 [3];
11/ 3/11 [I); ll/3/12 [1]; FR/I [2]; FR/2 [!); and
RHQ[5).
German Mountain: 100/1/1 [3]; 100/1/2 [4] ;
100/1/3 [3]; 100/ I/4 [3]; 100/ 11/5 (2]; 100/11/ 6
[6); 100/ 11/7 [3]; 100/ 11/8 [2]; 100/ 13 [4); 100/ 14
[3]; RHQ/ 100 (4] .

Battle Game will all the subtleties of Descent on
Crete be revealed. This is in no way intended to demean the scenarios - they work quite well on their
own - but the small segment of the battle for
Crete that each scenario focuses on limits the
scope of that scenario. Players should remember
that scenarios are intended to be played in one sitting, while the Battle Game will take a minimum of
forty hours to play. When one is willing to devote
that much time to the play of a simulation, the
simulation in turn should allow the Player to appreciate the nuances of the situation. It is hoped
that the Players of Descent on Crete will be better
able to understand this unjustly neglected battle of
wwn through the play of the game.

Leaders

The Battle Game begins with Phase 4 (the German
Conditional Movement Phase} of the 0801-1000
Turn 20 May (Game-Turn l) and ends with the
completion of the 2201-0200 Turn 28 May (GameTurn 88). The Battle Game is 87 ½ Game-Turns
and requires about sixty hours of time to play.
Both the East Map and the West Map are used for
the Battle Game.

COMMONWEALTH
New Zealander: Inglis; Hargest; Gentry; and Puttick.
GERMAN
Paratrooper: Meindl; Ramcke; Koch; Braun; and
Von Plessen.
German Mountain: Utz.
Supply Markers (Not on the Formation Display):

GERMAN
Five Supply Markers (set-up with any German
unit).
COMMONWEALTH
Three Supply Markers (set-up with any Commonwealth unit).

(32.3] REINFORCEMENTS
COMMONWEALTH
None.
GERMAN
None.

[32.4] RESTRICTIONS
[32.41) The German Player may not perform any

fire but Opportunity fire for Game-Turns 19 and
20. He may still move his units. This reflects the
confusion and the initial success of the counterattack.
[32.42 I German leaders have absolutely no effect
on play until the first Phase of Game-Turn 22.
They may, however, still be killed and prevent
mode changes of subordinate units thereby.
[32.43) The Commonwealth Player never uses the
command control and activation rules for this
scenario. Command points need never be expended by the Commonwealth Player.
[32.44)· The German Player sets up first. He may
deploy his units in Dispersed or Concentrated
mode, but not in Travel mode. The Commonwealth Player deploys his units second in any
mode that he desires.

[32.S) VICTORY CONDITIONS
The Commonwealth Player automatically wins if
he has a unit on either of the Maleme Airfield
hexes at the end of the game. Otherwise, the Player
who has taken the least number of casualties in
terms of Strength points at the end of the game is
the winer. A draw is possible but unlikely.

[33.0] THE BATTLE GAME:
0830 Hours, 20 May 1941

to 2400 Hours, 28 May 1941
COMMENTARY:
The Battle Game is the centerpiece of Descent on
Crete; Players will find that only by playing the

{33.lj BATTLE GAMELENGTH
AND MAPP ARAMETERS

[33.2) INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
The initial deployment for the Battle Game is identical to that of Scenario 29.0. Consult Case 29.2
for a complete listing of all units deployed at.the
start of the Battle Game. However, some Commonweallh units begin the game in Disrupted
mode. These units do not begin Scenario 29.0 in
Disrupted mode for play-balance reasons.
DISRUPTED COMMONWEALTH UNITS
British: B/IW; C/ IW; H/ IW; IR/SBHQ;
D/ RP; MNBDO LG; EFI; and RAF Det.
Greek: 211; SI i; 3/2; 4/2; and 4/8.
Australian: 2/ 4 [17];2/3 [16];andAusEng.
New Zealander: A/19; B/19; C/ 19; D/ 19; H/19;
19/4 Bde; 27 Bty (both); 28 Bty/10; I EXC/NZ
Dv; and NZRMT/IC.
Note: The Commonwealth Player may begin rolling for Disruption Removal for these units as soon
as possible as per the rules.

[33.3] REINFORCMENTS
All units other than those listed in Case 29.2 are
considered reinforcements for the Battle Game.
Supply Markers (not on Formation Display): The
German Player receives Supply markers as per the
German Turn Record Track.

[33.4] RESTRICTIONS
[33.41) The Commonwealth Player sets up in
Dispersed or Concentrated Mode, except units
that must be set up Disrupted, per Case 33.2. No
Commonwealth unit may begin in Travel mode.
[33.42) The Commonwealth Player may exit units
from the south edge of either map by treating the
hex beyond the mapedge hexrow as the sa.me terrain as that hexrow. Exited units may not return to
play. The German Player may never exit units
from the map.
(33.43) When landing leaders in the Air Landing
Routine (Phase 4, Game-Turn One), the German
Player rolls for each landing leader. On a 4, the
leader is eliminated; on any other roll, the leader
lands safely (representing such occurrences as
Suessman going down in the Aegean before
reaching Crete).

[33.SJ VICTORY CONDITIONS
Victory Points are awarded on the basis of
Strength point losses and control of village hexes.
Control of a village hex is defined as being the
Player to last have a unit pass through or occupy
the hex. At the start of the game, the Com-
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monwealth Player is assumed to control all village
hexes.
The following schedules are used to determine Victory Point awards:
GERMAN
For each Commonwealth Strength Point
eliminated
-2 VP
For each Village hex controlled*
1 VP
For each hex of Malemc Airfield
controlled
4 VP
Control of Canea**
17 VP
Destruction of a Headquarters and all
unils subordinate (in addition to Strength
point award)
6 VP
King Phillip of Greece is killed
35 VP
COMMONWEALTH
For each German Strength Point
eliminated
For each Village hex controlled*
For each hex of Maleme Airfield
controlled*
Control of Canea**
Destruction of a Headquarters and all
units subordinate (in addition to Strength
pointaward)
For each Commonwealth unit exited
from the game-map

2 VP
1 VP
3 VP
7 VP

5 VP
1 VP

*Control of these objectives is judged every day, at
the conclusion of the last Game-Turn of that day.
In other words, Victory Points will be totalled for
Villages on Gal]le-Turns Eight, Eighteen, TwentyEight, etc. ·
**Control of Canea is j udged every day, as with
Villages and Maleme Airfield, but the Victory
Point award is made only if every hex of Canea is
controlled by one P layer.
The Player with the most Victory Points at the end
of Game-Turn Eight-Eight is the winner of the
Battle Game of Descent on Crete. A draw is possible, but unlikely.

[34.0] EXPLANATION
OF COUNTER
DESIGNATIONS
COMMENTARY:
Due to space limitations (it is possible to fit only so
many characters on a counter), the counter designations for some of the units involved in the actions on Crete may seem to be written in a phonetic
version of Sanskrit. The designer has attempted to
abbreviate the unit names in the most sensible way
possible. For the edification of those who wish to
know the names of each individual unit, the following list of counter abbreviations and proper
designations is included. Serious and amateur historians will note that some of the designations
could not have possibly been attached to the units
that the designer has attached them to in Descent
on Crete. When perusing this list, the P_layer must
remember that the designer's first priority in naming units was making sure that the unit type was
correct (e.g., heavy weapons, infantry, etc.), and
then, if necessary, appending a name that best applied to the unit. If the reader of these rules discovers what he believes to be a serious discrepancy in
the unit designations, he may address any queries
to the designer at the address given in Case 4 .7.
Note that designations which apply to more than
one unit are indicated with brackets; e.g., "RM
(4]'' signifies 4 Royal Marine units.

COMMONWEALTH

00D: Operational Ordnance Detachment

A/ tW: A Company, 1st Welch Battalion (force
reserve); B/ 1W: B Company; C/1W: C Company;
H/ tW: Heavy Weapons Company; lW/SBHQ:
Headquarters Company/Suda Bay Headquarters
A/ IR: A Company, 1st Rangers (Kings Royal Ri•
fie Corps); B/ tR: B Company; C/lR: C Company; lR/SBHQ: Headquarters Company/Suda
Bay Headquarters
A/NH: A Company, Northumberland Hussars;
8 /NH: B Company
A/ 106RHA: A Company, 106th Royal Horse Artillery; B/ t06RHA: B Company; C/t06RHA: C
Company; Bty/106RHA: Battery
SBHQ: Suda Bay Headquarters
HQ/ MNBDO: Headquarters, Mobile Naval Base
Defence Organisation
SSS: Suda Sector Signals (Army)
NOIC Suda: Naval Operation and Intelligence
Center Suda (and base details)
M NBDO Sigs: Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation Signals Company
42 FC: 42nd Field Company, Royal Engineers (less
one section)
CCCRE: Crete Composite Company, Royal
Engineers
FPC: Field Punishment Center

EFI: Expeditionary Force Institute
37 DID: 37th Detail Issue Depot
270 FSS: 270th Field Survey Section/ Royal
Artillery
4 LFA: 4th Light Field Ambulance/ Royal Army
Medical Corps
Sup Dep: Supply Depot
1003 DOP: 1003rd Docks Observation Post
Company
6 Britind: 6th British Independent
NZE Steve: New Zealand Stevedores
t Fd Baker: 1st Field Bakery
AASC Steve: Australian Army Service Corps
Stevedores
S 1B Work: 5th Independent Brigade Workshops
1/CRE: 1st Company/Commander of the Royal
Engineers

3 Hus (21: Detachment 3rd Hussars
lLtTpRA: !st Light Troop Royal Artillery
156LAA/ RA: 156th Section Light Anti-Aircraft
Battery/ Royal Marine
C HAA/ RM: Section C, Heavy Anti-Aircraft Battery/Royal Marine
ZCD/RM: Section Z, Coast Defence/Royal
Marine
23LAA/ RM: 23rd Ligh t Anti-Aircraft Battery/
Royal Marine
52LAA: Headquarters, 52nd Light Anti-Aircraft
Regiment
lSIHAA/ RA: 151st Heavy Anti-Aircraft/ Royal
Artillery
129LAA: 129th Light Anti-Aircraft
156LAA:: 156th Light Anti-Aircraft, less two
troops and one section
23LAA/ RM: 23rd Light Anti-Aircraft Battery,
less two troops/Royal Marine
A/RP: A Company/"Royal Perivolians" .(miscellaneous British units); 8 / RP: B Company; C/RP:
C Company; D/ RP: D Company; H /RP: Heavy
Weapons Company; RP/ MNBDO: Royal Perivolians/Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation
231MTC: 231st Mechanical Transport Company
101PC: 101st Petrol Company
11 S/ L Bty: Headquarters, I Ith Searchlight
Regiment
S S/L Bty: S Searchlight Battery
7RTR [2]: detachment B Squadron, 7th Royal
Tank Regiment
A BAA/ RM: A Heavy Anti-Aircraft Battery/
Royal Marine
C HAA/ RM: C Heavy Anti-Aircraft Battery/
Royal Marine
234HAA: 234th Heavy Anti-Aircraft Battery/
Royal Marine
304S/L RA: 304th Searchlight Battery/ Royal
Artillery
CD (3): Coast Defence Unit
CHCHQ: Commonwealth High Command Headquarters (actually Creforce Headquarters)
7GH: Patients, 7th General Hosp ital
RM (4): Royal Marine
MNBDO LG: Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation Labour Group
MNBDO PG: Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation Pioneer Group

2 Leics: Headquarters/2nd Leicesters; A/ 2 Leics:

A Company; B/ 2 Leics: B Company; C/2 Leics C
Company; D/2 Leics: D Company; H/ 2 Leics:
Heavy Weapons Company
2 YL: Headquarters/2nd Yorks and Lancasters;
A/ 2 YL: A Company; B/2 YL: B Company; C/ 2
YL: C Company; D/2 YL: D Company; H/ 2 YL:
·Heavy Weapons Company
2 BIWa: Headqua rters of the 2nd Battalion, Black
Watch; A/2 BIWa: A Company; B/2 BIWa: B
Company; C/2 BIWa: C Company; D / 2 BIWa: D
Company; MG/2 BlWa: Machine Gun Company
Air Det: Air field Detachment and I 12th Squadron
234 MB RA: 234th Medium Battery Royal
Artillery
C HAA/ RM: 2 sections "C" Battery Hea,y AntiAircraft/ Royal Marine
23 LAA TP: One Troop 23rd Light Anti-Aircraft
Battery/ Royal Marine
HQ/LF: Headquarters/Layforce; A Bn/ Lf: A
Battalion; B Bn/LF: B Battalion; C Bn/ LF : C
Battalion; D Bn/ LF: D Battalion
22/5 Bde: Headquarters of the 22nd Battalion/ 5th
Brigade; A/22: A Company/22nd Battalion;
B/22: B Company; C/22: C Company; D/22: D
Company; H/22: Heavy Weapons Company
23/ 5 Bde: Headquarters of the 23rd Battalion: 51h
Brigade; A/ 23: A Company/ 23rd· Battalion;
B/23: B Company; C/ 23: C Company; D/ 23: D
Company; MG/23: Machine Gun Company
21/5 Bde: Headquarters of the 21st Battalion/ 5th
Brigade; A/2 1: A Company/ 2 1st Battalion; B/ 21:
B Company; C/21: C. Company; D / 21: D Company; H/21: Heavy Weapons Company
28/ 5 Bde: Headquarters of the 28th Battalion/ 5th
Brigade; A/28: A Company/28th Battalion;
.B/28: B Company; C/ 28: C Company; D/ 28: D
Company; H/28: Heavy Weapons Company
7 NZFC/5: 7th New Zealander Field Company/
5th Brigade
19 ATC/ 5: 19th "A" Troops Company as infantry
27th NZMG: Two Platoons, 27th New Zealander
Machine Gun Battalion
S Bde: Headquarters of the 5th Brigade
19/4 Bde: Headquarters of the 19th Battalion/4th
Brigade; A / 19: A Company/19th Battalion;
B/ 19: B Company; C/ 19: C Company; D/ 19: D
Company; H/ 19: Heavy Weapons Company
4 Bde: Headquarters of the 4th Brigade
27 NZMG: One Platoon 27th New Zealand
Machine Gun Battalion
27 Bly/5 (2): 27th Batteries of the 5th Brigade
28 Bty/ 10: i8th Battery of the 5th Brigade
l C/10 Bde: Headquarters I st Composite Battalion (Artillery & Army Service Corps)/ I 0th Brigade; 4FR/ 1C: 4th Field Regiment/ 1st Composite
Battalion; SFR/ t C: 5th Field Regiment;
NZDS/IC: New Zealand Division Support Col-
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umn; NZDP/lC: New Zealand Division Petrol
Company
10 Bde: Headquarters of the 10th Brigade
27 NZMG: one plato·on of the 27th New Zealand
Machine Gun Battalion
5FPC/ 10: 5th Field Pack Company/10th Brigade
2 NZ Div.: 2nd New Zealand Division
Headquarters
NZDC: New Zealand Divisional Cavalry
1 1':SC/NZ Dv: I st Echelon New Zealand Supply
Column
20/ 4 Bde: Headquarters of the 20th Battalion/4th
Brigade; A/ 20: A Company/20th Battalion;
B/ 20: B Company; C/20: C Company; D/ 20: D
Company; H/20: Heavy Weapons Company
18/ 4 Bde: Headquarters of the H\th Battalion/4th
Brigade; A/18: A Company/ 18th Battalion;
8 / 18: B Company; C/ 18: C Company; D/ 18: D
Company; H /18: Heavy Weapons Company
Greek
1/ 1: 1st Company/ 1st Regiment; 2/1: 2nd Company; 3/ 1: 3rd Company; 4/ 1: 4th Company; 5/1:
5th Company; 6/1: 6th Company; 7/1: 7th Company; 8/ 1: 8th Company; tR/ S Bde: Headquarters of the 1st Regiment/ 5th Bri2ade
1/2: 1st Company/ 2nd Regim;nt; 2/2: 2nd Company; 3/2: 3rd Company; 4/2: 4th Company; S/2:
5th Company; 2R/SBHQ: 2nd Regiment/Suda
Bay Headquarters
1/6: 1st Company/ 6th Regiment; 2/ 6: 2nd Company; 3/ 6: 3rd Company; 4i 6: 4th Company; 5/6:
5th Company; 6/ 6: 6th Company; 6R/ 10 Bde:
Headquarters of the 6th Regiment '!0th Brigade
1/8: !st Company/8th Regiment; 2/8: 2nd Company; 3/8: 3rd Company; 4/ 8: 4th Company; 5/ 8:
5th Company; 8R/ 10 Bde: Headquarters of the
8th Regiment/10th Brigade
3Cret/ SB: 3rd Cretan/ Suda Ba v Sector
1004Pion: 1004th Cypriote Pio~eer
1005Pion: 1005th Cypriote Pioneer
1007Pion: 1007th Cypriote Pioneer
1008Pion: 1008th Cypriote Pioneer
606Pion: 606th Palestine Pioneer
7C/ RAACC: 7th Royal Armenian Armoured
Camel Corps

GERMAN
AR/1/1: Assault Regiment.' 1st Battalion Headquarters/1st Company; AR/ 1/ 2: 2nd Company;
AR/ 1/ 3: 3rd Company; AR/1 / 4: 4th Company;
AR/2/5: 2nd Battalion Headquarters/5th Company; AR/ 2/ 6: 6th Company; AR/2/7: 7th Company; AR/ 2/8: 8th Company; AR/ 3/9: 3rd Battalion Headquarters/ 9th Company; AR/ 3/ 10:
10th Company; AR/ 3/ 11: I Ith Company;
AR/3/12: 12th Company; AR/4/ 13: 4th Battalion/13th Company; AR/ 4/ 14: 14th Company;
AR/4/15: 15th Company; AR/ 4/ 16: 16th Company; AR/17: 17th Company (anti-tank); AR/18:
18th Company (heavy weapons); AR/19: 19th
Company (artillery)
7R/ l/ l : 7th Rifle Regiment/I Battalion Headquarters/1st Company; 7R/ I/2: 2nd Company;
7R/l/3: 3rd Company; 7R/l/ 4: 4th Company
(heavy weapons); 7R/ ll/ 5: II Battalion Headquarters/5th Company; 7R/ ll/ 6: 6th Company;
7R/ll/ 7: 7th Company; 7R/ ll/ 8: 8th Company;
7R/111/ 9: Ill Battalion Headquarters/9th Company; 7R/lll/ 10: 10th Company; 7R/Ill/ll: 11th
Company; 7R/ lll/ 12: 12th Company (heavy
weapons); 7R/ MG/ 13: Machine Gun/ 13th Company; 7R/ 14: 14th Company (artillery); 7R/ 15:
15th Company (anti-tank)
MD/ 1: Muerbe Detachment Headquarters/1st
Company; MD/ 2: 2nd Company

11/3/9: II Parachute Regiment/3rd Battalion
Headquarters/9th Company; 11/ 3/ 10: 10th Company; 11/ 3/ 11: I Ith Company; 11/ 3/ 12: 12th
Company
FR/ 1: Force Reserve/I Company; FR/2: 2nd
Company
GD/1: Genz Detachment Headquarters/1st Company; GD/2: 2nd Company; GD/3: 3rd Company
(heavy weapons); GD/4: 4th Company (heavy
weapons)
AD/1/ 1: Altmann Detachment/1st Battalion
Headquarters/ 1st Company; AD/ 1/2: 2nd Company; AD/ 1/3: 3rd Company; AD/1/4: 4th Company (heavy weapons); AD/ 2/5: 2nd Battalion
Headquarters/5th Company; AD/2/6: 6th Company; AD/2/7: 7th Company; AD/2/8: 8th Company (heavy weapons); AD/2/9: 9th Company
(artillery)
111/ 1/1: Ill Parachute Regiment/1st Battalion
Headquarters/1st Company; 111/1/2: 2nd Company; 111/1/3: 3rd Company; 111/1/4: 4th Company (heavy weapons); 111/2/S: 2nd Battalion
Headquarters/5th Company; 111/2/6: 6th Company; 111/2/7: 7th Company; 111/2/8: 8th Company (pioneer); 111/3/9: 3rd Battalion Headquarters/9th Company; 111/ 3/ 10: 10th Company;
111/3/11: 11th Company; 111/3/12: 12th Company (heavy weapons); 111/ 13: J3th Company
(anti-tank)
RHQ: Regimental Headquarters
1/Eng: !st Company/Engine~r Battalion Headquarters; 2/Eng: 2nd Company; 3/ Eng: 3rd Company; 4/Eng: 4th Company; 5/Eng: 5th Company
Sigs Sec: Signals Section Headquarters
RHQ/ 100: Regimental Headquarters of the 100th
Mountain Regiment; 100/ 1/ 1: 100th Mountain
Regiment/I Battalion Headquarters/ I st Company; 100/ 1/2: 2nd Company; 100/1/3: 3rd Company; 100/ 1/ 4: 4th Company (heavy weapons);
100/ 11/ 5: II Battalion Headquarters/5th Company; 100/ 11/ 6: 6th Company; 100/ 11/7: 7th
Company; 100/ 11/ 8: 8th Company (heavy
weapons)
RHQ/ 8S: Regimental Headquarters of the 85th
Mountain Regiment; 85/ 1/ 1: 85th Mountain
Regiment/ I Battalion Headquarters/1st Company; 85/ 1/ 2: 2nd Company; 85/1/ 3: 3rd Company; 85/ 1/ 4: 4th Company (heavy weapons);
85/ 11/5: II Battalion Headquarters/5th Company; 85/ II/6: 6th Company; 85/ 11/7: 7th Company; 85/ 11/8: 8th Company; 85/111/9: Ill Battalion Headquarters/9th Company; 8S/111/ 10:
10th Company; 85/ 111/ 11: 11th Company;
85/ 111/ 12: 12th·Company; 85/13: 13th Company
(anti-tank); 85/ 14: !·4th Company (anti-aircraft)
95 Arty/ 1: 95th Artillery Regiment/1st Company;
95 Arty/2: 2nd Company; 9S Arty/3: 3rd Company; 9S Arty/4: 4th Company; 95 Arty/ 5: 5th
Company; 95 Arty/6: 6th Company; 95 Arty/7:
7th Company; 95 Arty/8: 8th Company
95 Pi_on/ 1: 95th Pioneer Regiment/ I st Company;
95 Pion/2: 2nd Company; 95 Pion/ 3: 3rd Company; 95 Pion/ 4: 4th Company
PzJ 95/ 1: Panzerjager (anti-tank) Regiment
95/lst Company; P7.J 95/2: 2nd Company; PzJ
95/3: 3rd Company; PzJ 95/ 4: 4th Company; PzJ
9S/5: 5th Company
Auf 9S/ 1: Aufklarungs-Abteilung (reconnaissance) Regiment 95/lst Company; Auf 95/2:
2nd Company; Auf 95/3: 3rd Company; Auf
9S/ 4: 4th Company
GebNac [2): Nachrichten Fern Aufklarungs Kompanie (Long Range Signal Company)
RHQ/ 9S: Regimental Headquarters of the 95th
Regiment
100/ 13: 100th Mountain Regiment Headquarters/ 13th Company; 100/ 14: 14th Company
141/1/ 1: 141st Mountain Regiment Head-

quarters/1st Company; 141/1/~: 2nd Company;
141/1/3: 3rd Company; 141/ 1/ 4: 4th Company;
141/11/ 5: II Battalion H eadquarters/5th Company; 141/11/ 6: 6th Company; 141/ 11/7: 7th
Company; 141/ 11/ 8: 8th Company; 141/111/ 9: Ill
Battalion Headquarters/9th Company; 141/ 111/
10: 10th Company; 141/111/ 11: 11th Company;
141/111/ 12: 12th Company; 141/13: 13th Company (machine gun); 141/ 14: 14th Company (artillery); 141/ 15: 15th Company (Flak)
SS Kraf/ 1: 55th Kraftfahrrad (motorcycle) Battalion/1st Company; 55 Kraf/2: 2nd Company; 55
Kra{/3: 3rd Company; 5S Kraf/ 4: 4th Company
95 Eng/ 1: 95th Engineer Battalion/I st Company;
95 Eng/2: 2nd Company; 95 Eng/3: 3rd Company; 95 Eng/ 4: 4th Company; 95 Eng/5: 5th
Company
HQ/ 95: Headquarters of the 95th Regiment
5 Mountain: Headquarters of the 5th Mountain
Regiment
Sigs Sec: Signals Section Headquarters
95 GebPzJ (5): Gebirgs-Panzerjager Regiment
(Mou ntain Anti-Tank)
5 Arm Div (6): 5th Armored Division

DESIGNER'S NOTES
Descent 0 11 Crete was originally feedbacked as
N!aleme, a s_horter but completely unrecognizable
li!l_e: After ftd~lmg around with various title possib1ht1es (Fallsh1rmjager und Kreta, Angriff Kreta,
Assault on Crete), it was decided to go with the
current unspectacular but definite title. Unfortu~ately for me, this struggle to find an appropriate
title was only the least of my design problems.
To begin with, the game had to use the Highway to
the Reu:h game-system. This means that each unit
would comprise an average of 125 men, each hex
would measure about 600 meters across, and each
turn would be two hours during daytime and four
hours during night. Having considerable experience with the HWTR system (I was responsible
~or rewriting the rules for the second time around),
tt was felt that I would be the ideal choice for the
only major German drop during World War II.
Co~sidering that the basic system design had been
fin~shed (though I did do some redesign on the 2nd
Editton HWTR rules), the first task was research.
Finding a map promised to be easy. The New York
Public Library has an excellent map collection,
and tt was there that l sought to find a good man of
the northwestern part of Crete. When I looked
through the file of maps on Crete, I discovered
that neither the British or the Americans had ever
bothered to make a map at anything approaching
the necessary scale. A quick inquiry at the Imperial
\~ar Museum in England, establishing that they
did not have maps suitable to my needs, put me
back at square one. I had discovered the problem
that was to continue to plague me throughout the
research for Crete: the British (and the Australians
and New Zealanders), whose research and records
are so good for other theaters and battles during
World War II, have scanty records on the battle
for Crete because the evacuation was a hastify
planned and executed affair. The German records
which logically should have been intact (after all'
they were the victors), were pretty much destroyed
when the Third Reich was going down at the end of
the Second World War. But it was from a German
map that [ derived the map you see before you the U.S. Army had rescued-a map made by German engineers in 1942 as war booty. A little finagling pned tt loose from the restricted section of the
New York Public Library.
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Once the map was completed, the units needed to
be figured out. This became a major problem since
almost every source contradicted the others. Each
unit had to be painstakingly doublechecked to
make sure it actually existed or was not an already
placed unit under a different name. Finally, I
decided I would use the New Zealand Official
His tory as my ultimate arbitrator bet ween sources.
Almost immediately I found that one could not
obtain a copy of the tome for love or money in the
Greater New York area. Fortunately, Cadet Peter
Henry of the U.S. Military Academy obtained a
copy for me, which took care of most of my design
difficulties.
Armed with the information I needed, I proceeded
to tackle the play of the game. While the battle for
Crete was fought during World War II, it bears
striking resemblances to a World War I trench infantry battle. The trenches are absent, but the terrain on Crete and the mentality of the Commonwealth commanders (with the notable exception of Campbell of the Australians) made it quite
the throwback to the Great War. This is all very
well and good and not too much of a problem, until I conside red that the HWTR system that I was
dealing with was designed with heavy emphasis on
armor and artillery. I toyed about with some sample units and discovered that with very few
modifications, the HWTR system would indeed
work for an infantry battle.
When the Player of Descent on Crete sets up the
Battle Game or any of the scenarios, he will
discover that the Commonwealth set-up resembles
the L.A. Freeway at rush hour - a mass of units
all concentrated in a relatively small area of the
map. There were no two ways about this; given the
scale of the game, I had to set the Commonwealth
units up the historical way. This means that a good
deal of the maps are not used in individual
scenarios or in the Battle Game. Unfortunately,
there was not a lot I could do about this situation
without taking serious liberties with history, so
unless the individual players wish to devise their
own scenarios, actions will be in pockets.
Playtesting proved that the rough terrain channelled the game action just as it had in real life, so
at least that part of the action was successfully
simulated. The congestion of units also required a
change from the HWTR air landing system there could not be the drastic scatter that
sometimes occurs when landing parachute or
glider units in HWTR. Although the German units
did not always land on target, they did not land
more than a few hundred feet from their intended
landing area.. Moreover, only a handful of
paratroopers actually landed in the water, and this
would occur quite often using theHWTR system.
Which brought me to the problem of how I wished
to run the whole Air Landing procedure. The landing at Crete was characterized by the grievous
casualties taken by the Germans as they landed.
This, of course, was caused by the Germans' determination to land directly on their targets. By all
accounts (none gave exact figures; few were so
bold as to give estimations), the paratroopers were
pretty badly chewed up in the landing process,
with entire companies being destroyed outright as
they hit the ground. l then reasoned that the German casualties would be a function of how many
troops were in the immediate vicinity of the landing area. This led to the Fire capability mechanic,
which, though cumbersome, did reflect the actual
casualties taken upon landing.
Once I had the paratroopers on the ground , I
found that they did not cooperate and make it a
fierce battle. Instead, the Commonwealth troops
that outnumbered the Germans by about seven-toone demonstrated that if they had been free to
mass assault the Germans, Crete would never have

been a German possession. This indeed posed a
problem - the units that were there could not be
made to disappear, but, on the other hand, the
Commonwealth Player was not about to pass up
this chance to annihilate the Nazis. I delved into
my memory and remembered a recurring theme in
all accounts of the battle: the Commonwealth
command was about as efficiently organized as the
stereotypical teenager's room. In fact, several key
occurrences during the battle were the complete
command breakdowns that certain forward units
experienced. Another feature was untouched units
standing in position while fierce firefights raged
less than 500 meters away. This led to the adoption
of the Activation rules. The Commonwealth
Player was given the choice of which units he
wished to bring into play, but was limited in the
number of units he could have in play at any one
time. Furthermore, the Command Control procedure was thrown in to allow for Commonwealth
units not following orders at crucial points in the
battle. Many Players of wargames object to Command Control on principle, first in that it does not
give them complete control over their units and
secondly it requires the expenditure of more play
time. I ·was aware of this when I added the two
mechanics to the game, but I felt that it not only
dealt with a serious play problem, but also accurately portrayed a historical happening.
The paratroopers could not win the battle for
Crete alone; they required the assistance of the
mountain troops. Also, the paratroopers were not
at a strength level high enough to keep up a continuous fight. Thus the Fatigue rules came into
existence. These represent not only ba11lefield
exhaustion, but also the fact that the German
paratrooper organization was so fragmented upon
landing that the paratrooper's efficiency as a
fighting unit was bound to decrease steadily as the
battle wore on. In fact, the paratroopers were
reorganized during the batik into what historians
refer to as the Ramcke Group.
The mountain troops won Crete for the Germans
after the paratroopers blazed the way. They arrived by transport planes - in almost all cases,
extremely slow Junkers. As the game was already
turning into the most complex game since USN, l
decided that a simple die-roll would be sufficient
here. Luckily for me, I was able to simulate what
actually happened with only six different results. I
also happened to look at another SP! product , Air
War, and decided tha t the final word on complexity had already been said. Aside from that, there
was the additional complication of the mountain
troops landing at an extremely crowded airfield.
At one point, several people suggested piling the
paratrooper and Commonwealth units together
and dropping the mountain units from a height of
about one foot .
All these rules, meant to simulate actual occurrences, conspired io create an extremely slow
beginning to the game (which is not unusual for a
large game) which centered around Maleme Airfield. Some of this effect was alleviated by the fact
that not many units are involved in the beginning
of the game. But once the mountain troops begin
to land and the Commonwealth troops become activated, the game becomes much more exciting and
the P layers have more to do. Though the Battle
Game takes a considerable amount of time to play,
it will be a rewarding experience for those hardy
souls brave enough to play it.

PLAYERS' NOTES
German Player

No matter how brilliant the German Player may
be, he will not start the game in too good a postion.

The first turn debacle, unavoidable as it is, immediately places many areas on a crisis footing. The
impatient German P layer could well be inclined to
give up or surrender the game right at that point,
claiming that he had been trapped by the game. It
is indeed the designer's intention to place the German Player in the historical position, where he
must understand the overwhelminu sense of loss
the German commanders must hav;felt when they
discovered that their troops were decimated. One~
the German Player has recovered from this solid
punch to the midriff, he should begin immediately
to assess what he can do with his limited resources.
First of all, a German Player looking oYer the Formation Displays and Turn Record Reinforcement
Tracks finds that he will become much stronger as
the game proceeds if he fulfills certain criteria.
Clearly, the German Player should work to fulfi ll
those criteria so that he can have the troops 10
operate with in future turns. A careful perusal of
the rules will reveal that Maleme Airfield is essential to the task of landing the German mountain
troops, which are the units that can win the game
for the German Player. Therefore, all units in the
immediate area of Maleme Airfield should be used
to secure the two hexes that constitute the airfield.
Two difficulties will become apparent here: first ,
some units must be used to guard against Commonwealth flank attacks and for just securing a
perimeter; and second, there is that nasty Rough
hex adjacent to the airfield which is Hill 10- .
Don' t feel bad about incurring trouble with that
hex, because historically it stymied the Germans.
About the best strategy is to attempt to surround
the New Zealanders holding that hex in an attemp!
to deplete the units holding the Hill. Until the units
are depleted, Close Assaulting the hex is just a
good way to take huge numbers of casualties. But
perseverance is necessary here - perhaps a big attack at night could be successful - or else Crete
stays British.
Aside from Maleme Airfield's extreme importance, there are other units with which to mess
around. If the German Player is careless with
these, he may end up having to do too much catchup work with his mountain units. The one nightmarish situation that the German Player must
avoid is Activating a horde of Commonwealth
units on the same Garn-Turn which will inflict
serious casualties on the Germans before thev
become quiescent again. If the German Playe·r
takes his eyes away from the larger scene, he will
note two units in the vicinity of Kisamos Kastelli.
Aside from being low strength units, they almost
assuredly cannot be used to wrest the town from
the Greeks' grasp. Most Players will choose to use
·them as reinforcements to the Maleme Airfield
contingent. However, those two units can be used
to good effect as a guerrilla or harassing group
that keeps the Commonwealth Player on his toes.
But they will not be of much a Ya ii.
A more serious consideration is the men of the 7th
Rifle Regiment, the Altmann Detachment, and the
Genz Detachment. These units open up a whole
new front, but at the same time present a perplexing new problem to the German Player. Should he
go on the offensive and attempt to tie up as many
Command points in the Suda Bay sector as possible while taking greater losses, or should he draw
into a tight defensive perimeter and attempt to
conserve Strength points for later actions? Generally, the best strategy is to sit tight with those units
until the mountain units begin to arive, and then
try and wreak havoc and distract Commonwealth
efforts as much as possible. But a wise German
Player will keep a semblance of a defensive
perimeter in the Suda Bay area, for having a wedge
of units there will allow the mountain troops 10
bypass a considerable amount of tough terrain.
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As the game progresses, the German Player will be
faced with the problem of increased Commonwealth opposition. This will be readily apparent upon close inspection of the Command
Point Schedule. So the initial boost of mountain
troops will be necessary just to counter the increased Commonwealth troops. Despite the possible
Victory point loss, the German Player should
throw his paratroop units in front of the landing
mountain units, if for no reason other than that an
intact unit is more valuable than a partially reduced unit. Once the mountain units are able to
organize efficiently, they are truly a devastating
force.
A short word on Airstrikes: these little things may
be the most useful life preserver that the German
Player ever receives. A concentrated bombardment in one area can effectively destroy a wellformed Commonwealth line. Also, during the
Game-Turns in which the Commonwealth Player
is seeking to destroy German integrity and perhaps
even capture the airfield, the Airstrikes can be used defensively. When the Commonwealth Player
stacks his units together to · obtain maximum
firepower, a few Airstrikes will do a number on his
offense. And if that doesn't work, the German
Player can always play dirty and try to knock out
the Headquarters units. But Airstrikes still have
one basic value - they are the only means short of
a hole in the Commonwealth line of reaching the
protected Commonwealth artillery and at least
putting it out of action. And of course, in the
Scenarios, their value is intensified in that the
same number of Airstrikes can be used on
smaller Commonwealth force. But the German
Player may have noticed a drawback with using
Airstrikes on front-line Commonwealth troops:
the nasty buggers can boomerang right onto German troops.

a

Once the German Player has gotten a cohesive
group of mountain units, it is time to go on the
offensive. Never allow the Commonwealth Player
to try to draw you into the Rough - the German
Player can accrue plenty of Victory Points by going after Village hexes in the Battle Game rather
than get units chewed up by well emplaced
Commonwealth units. A similar attitude should be
taken with entrenched units - they should be
bypassed if at all possible. If a Scenario forces the
German Player to go gallivanting off into the
Rough (which bears a marked resemblance to a
waltz performed in molasses), then the mountain
units should spearhead the charge, as Rough is
what they are best at. Conversely, if the Commonwealth Player tries to hug the coastline (i.e.,
stay close to the Med), the German Player should
at least make an attempt to surround him and
threaten the supply of all defending units.
Judicious use of Airstrikes and fire should soften
up some of the Commonwealth units to the point
where they may be Close Assaulted. If possible, a
series of Close Assaults should be combined. This
has a twofold advantage - one, if the German
Player.should discover that his Close Assaults are
failing, he can call on the rest rather than have his

front line completely destroyed or Disrupted; and
two, should the Close Assaults succeed, the German Player can press his advantage to the fullest. I
need not stress how important a front line is in
Descent on Crete, because anyone who has to
operate without the benefit of one probably has
since lost the game.
Just when the German Player begins to have
"fun" (that is, begins to win the game), he will
come into another depressing difficulty. In the
Battle Game, the Commonwealth·Player will have
accumulated a large number of Victory Points.
This is not usually an insurmountable edge, but it
does prevent the German Player from resting on
his laurels. It requires aggressive play up to the
very end for the German Player to gain a Victory
in Descent on Crete, and at least a modicum of
good play and sometimes luck. As for the Scenarios, the German Player will often have an edge,
but the onus of initiating the -combat and the
rooting out of well-placed Commonwealth units
lies on the German Player.
One final word of advice to the German Player: if
you should find that the Commonwealth Player-is
able to either capture Maleme Airfield on the second day or is able to cripple your initial arrival of
mountain units, consider surrendering and starting over. It is well nigh impossible to win the game
from that point and, unless one has masochistic
tendencies, the Player is robbed of the enjoyment
that he should derive from playing the game. If
your Commonwealth foe complains about this
seemingly unsporting gesture, refer him to this
section.
Commonwealth Player

Nothing can be so downright frustrating as a
rough game of Descent on Crete with you being
the Commonwealth Player. From the very start,
you view an extremely weak German Player and
by visual scan discover that you have the
wherewithal to annihilate what remains of the initial Germah drop. Then the bad news: because of
what the jerk commanders did in the actual battle,
you are restricted in how many units you may
em·ploy at any one time, and, to top it off,
sometimes the turkey units don' t follow orders.
It's enough to make one send off a letterbomb to
the designer.
But wait - if you want to play a game where you
always win, perhaps you should choose a game
other than Descent on Crete. The limit on the
1umber of units available at any one time requir~
(hat the Commonwealth Player think. On the very
first Game-Turn, the Commonwealth Player is
faced with a very important decision: to wit,
whether or not to go on an all-out assault for
Maleme Airfield. One considerable influence in
this choice is how the Germans fare on their-initial
drop and their subsequent positioning. Though it
is indeed tempting to strike out for the airfield, the
best strategy is usually to hold a ·hex adjacent to the
airfield. This will give the Germijn Player a poor
chance of bringing in a decent number of units

safely. The Commonwealth Player will quickly
discover that the battle about the airfield will
degenerate into an attrition battle with the Commonwealth units taking more losses than the Germans. Now this would not be so bad if the units being lost were not from the 2nd New Zealander
Division, but unfortunately, the Commonwealth
Player must use up some of his best units if he
wishes to retain control of the Maleme Airfield
area.
At any rate, one of the Commonwealth Player's
objectives is to make the German Player suffer
considerable casualties and to bottle him up in the
Maleme area. As long as this is being done in the
Battle Game, the Commonwealth Player will accrue Victory points for villages. It is here that the
question of expenditure of Command points is
raised. Indeed the Commonwealth Player should
try to get as many units Activated and into combat
as possible, because this will force the German
Player to take unanswered casualties or to keep
units Activated. Also, the ·more units Activated,
the greater the dispersion of the dreaded airstrikes.
The Commonwealth Player must be careful not to
reach the point of diminishing returns - he must
achieve a tradeoff between the acceptable casualty
level an~ keeping as many units active as possible:
There comes a time in every game of Descent on
Crete when the Commonwealth Player must go on
the defensive. Of course he can continue to make
limited offensives, but on the whole he should attempt to surround the German position as best as
possible and to draw him into the Rough.
Remember that the Commonwealth Player has the
advantage of being the defender at that late stage
of the game, and with the terrain on the island of
Crete, he can stymie the German offensive for
quite a long time.
A Commonwealth Player requires some of the patience that a commander in an inevitably losing
situation has. If he can deny the German Player
continual suc.cessful gains, he will win the game in
the Victory point count, which measures the play
of the individual as opposed to the Strength of a
side. In other words, the better tactician should
win by the Victory Conditions, which are a guide
to how one played the game.
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EXPLANATION
German and Commonwealth
Formation Displays
Each Formation Display serves six functions :
I. A manifest of all combat and leader units in the
game.
2. An organization diagram showing how the
various units relate to each other with regard to
subordination (which also serves as tt·- ~ supply
route for each individual unit).
3. A set-up key showing which units start the
game on the map for each Scenario and the Battle
Game.
4. A reinforcement chart keyed to the Turn
Record Reinforcement Track by turn of arrival
and nationality of the reinforcement. The subdivisions of the organization show which part of each
organization is to be brought into play at a given
time.
5. A complete list of the Fire capability that Commonwealth units can bring to bear on the landing
German paratrooper units on Game-Turn One.
6. A set-up, subordination, and "reincarnation"
key for all leaders in the game.

HOW TO SET UP THE DISPLAY
Spread the Display on a Oat surface, after backfolding it along the machine creases to make it lie
smooth. Place each unit on its appropriate picture,
paying close attention to the unit designations. If a
Player places the wrong unit on a picture, he has
destroyed the carefully laid out organization that
the Display is intended to provide. In the rare cases
where more than one unit has the same designation, Strength, Morale, Effectiveness rating arid
unit type, any of the identical units may be used.
Each unit on the Formation Display has five entries to the right of the unit's picture. These represent the availability of the unit in each Scenario or
the Battle Game. To read the availability of each
unit, consult the following schedule:
I:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Scenario 29.0 & Battle Game (33.01
Scenario 30.0
Scenario 31 .0
Scenario 32.0
Scenario 28.0 (Introductory Scenario!

All units follow this format, but the numbers included above (1 :, 2:, etc.) are not printed on the

Display. A dash (-) to the right of the unit indicates that the unit is not involved in the pertinent
Scenario. Players will note that the entry for
Scenario 29.0 doubles for the Battle Game, and
they should remcm ber that all entries for Turns
after Game-Turn Nine do not apply to Scenario
29.0, but pertain only to the Battle Game.

STARTING UNITS
Players select which Scenario they wish to play, or
they may elect to play the Battle Game. When setting up the units, the Players use only the line concerning that Scenario or the Battle Game. The
other four lines are ignored. Units that start the
Scenario or Battle Game in play, on the map, are
distinguished by the position codes associated with
their pictures on the Display. For example, W0519
indicates that the unit starts on the West Map in
hex 0519. For the German units landing on GameTurn One, a number in parentheses is indicated
after the landing (or set-up) hex. This represents
the Fire capability that the Commonwealth Player
must direct against those landing German units. It
will be coded thusly: W0519(12) (which means that
the paratroop unit lands on the West Map in hex
0519 and has a Fire capability of 12 directed
against it). For each Scenario with the exception of
29.0, a check must be made in the rules to see if a
unit starts at reduced Strength. This is indicated
only in the rules, and ai1 appropriate Strength
marker should be placed beneath each reduced
Strength unit. For the Battle Game (33.0), a check
must be made to see which Commonwealth units
begin the game in Disrupted Mode. Place a Disrupted marker on all such units. Finally, a check
must be made for all German leaders landing in the
Battle Game, whether reinforcements or leaders
landing on the first Game-Turn. See Case 33.43
for details.

REINFORCEMENTS
On any given Game-Turn, the Turn Record/Reinforcement Track may show a key letter(s) corresponding to on.e or more of the nationalities (or
Wehrmacht subgroup) on the Display. Looking at
the Display; the Player will see reinforcement
codes associated with one or more units. These
codes arc of two types: one specifies a specific hex;
the other will · be a lettr:'r code (see explanations
below). For example, t4 E6110 indicates a unit
entering on Game-Turn Four, the East Map, hex
6110. The code t22 A indicates a unit arriving on
Game-Turn 22, the East Map, any road that is a
part of the 0lxx hexrow. Note that the map names
are approximate compass directions, but not true
compass directions - the correct compass directions are given on the Scatter Diagram.
The following reinforcement codes are used:
A = The unit arrives on any road on the East Map
that is a part of the 0 lxx hexrow.
B =The unit arrives on or within one hex of any of
the following three hexes: E2122, E2516 or E24l1.
Once the first reinforcing unit has been placed on
or within one hex of one of the three listed hexes,
all subsequent reinforcing units with the B code

must land on or within one hex of the hex that the
first unit arrived on.
C = The reinforcing unit must be placed in a hex
that is in or within one hex of Kisamos Kastelli and
is also a partial-sea hex. Only the following hexes
qualify: WI040, WJ041, WI042orW0943.
D = The leader uni t arrives at any German parach111e headquarters unit at the beginning of the
Conditional Movement Phase.
E = The leader unit arrives at Maleme Airfield at
the beginning of the Conditional Movement
Phase.
al= The unit arrives via the Air Landing Routine.

SUBORDINATION CLARIFICATIONS
Because of space limitations, some of the subordination routes are not laid out according to standard format. An example is the Engineer Battalion
of the 7th Parachute Division (I / Eng, 2/ Eng,
etc.). Generally, Players can use their common
sense to figure out which units are subordina te to
·which, but just in case some of the subordination
routes prove confusing to the individual Player,
each Headquarters has been coded with a militarv
symbol best corresponding to its level of command
in Descent on Crete. Not only does this sen·e to
graphically demonstrate which unit subordinates
to which Headquarters, but it also allows the
Players to figure out equivalent Headquarters for
purposes of Resubordination (see Case 19.6).
The highest level of command is marked with an
"HC" (for High Command). Only the Commonwealth High Command Headquarters (CHCHQ)
has this designation; no German HQ requires this
symbol. Next in order of subordination are those
units marked with a "XX" (which corresponds to
the military symbol for division-level HQ). An example of this type Headquarters is the 5th '.\-fountain Divisio·n Headquarters (5 Mountain). The
subsequent lower level of subordination is a unit
marked with the "X" symbol (which corresponds
to the military symbol for brigade-level HQ). The
New Zealander 5th Brigade Headquarters (5 Bde)
is an exa mple of such a unit. Finally, the bottomlevel HeadqJJarters in the subordination chain is
one marked with the "II" symbol (which corresponds to the military symbol for a battalionlevel HQ). The 1st Welch Battalion Headquarters
( I W/SBHQ) is such a unit. Players will note that
sometimes a level of subordination is skipped in
the subordination chain (for instance, a divisionlevel HQ directly to a battalion-level HQ). This is
done so that the proper number of different level
Headquarters are present for resubordination.
For convenience, Players should xerox this page of
the rules twice, and keep one copy with each
Player's Formation Display.

Descent on Crete
E ~ (asof24March 78)
FORMATION DISPLAYS
Any time a reference is made to a hex on the East
Map that ends with a xx33 (example: El 733), the
hex number should actually be a West Map coordinate that ends in xx0I. Also, when repositioning the units, it is necessary to subtract nine from
the "xx" part of the hex number. In the above example, El733 would become W0801 (E becomes
W, 17 - 9 = 08, and 33 becomes 01). Alternatively,
Players may wish to look under the overlap oflhe
two maps and place the units in question by lining
the hex underneath the overlap with the hex above.

CHARTS AND TABLES
Close Assault Value Table: Note 3 is incorrect A Disrupted or Depleted unit has one-half
Strength (rounding down), not 0 Strength.
Any reference to "Town" should refer to
"Village."

COMMONWEALTH TURN
RE<:::ORDTRACK
On Game-Turn One, the Commonwealth Player
receives 5 (five) Command Points.

RULES
(33 .2) (Clarification) Only the units listed are Disrupted; any other units in the hex are not. The

units Disrupted are those that were hit by the
preliminary Luftwaffe bombing and strafing dµring early morning 20 May .
(34.0) The Aust ralian unit designations were not
·included; they are as follows:
2/2FR: Headquarters of the 2/2 Australian Field

Regiment (Royal Aust ralian Artillery, serving as
infantry); A/2/2FR: A Company; 8/2/2FR: B
Com·pany; C/2/2FR: C Company; D/2/2FR: D
Company; H/2/2FR: Heavy Weapons Company.
17C8: 17th Australian Infantry Brigade Composite
Battalion;
2/4(17): 2/4
Battalion;
2/5(17): 2/5 Battalion; RC: Rifle Company.
16C8: 16th Australian Infantry Brigade Composite Battalion; 2/3(16): 2/3 AIF Battalion;
2/2(16): 2/2 AIF Battalion; H/16C8: 16th Brigade Heavy Weapons Company.
2/3FR: Headquarters of the 2/3 Australian Field
Regiment (Royal Australian Artillery, serving as
infantry); A/2/3FR: A Company; 8/2/3FR: B
Company.
7AusLAA(2): 7th Australian Light An ti-Aircraft;
AusEng: Australian Engineers.
2/4: Headquarters of the 2/4 Australian Infantry
Battalion; A/2/4: A Company; 8/2/4: B Company; C/2/4: C Co.mpany; D/2/4: D Company;
MG/2/4: Machine Gun Company.
2/1: Headquarters of the 2/1 Australian Infantry

Battalion; A/2/1: A Company; 8/2/1: B Company; C/2/1: C Company; D/2/1: D Company;
H/2/1: Heavy Weapons Company.
2/7: Headquarters of the 2/7 Australian Infantry
Battalion; A/2/7: A Company; 8/2/7: B Company; C/2/7: C Company; D/2/7: D Company;
H/2/7: Heavy Weapons Company.
2/8: Headquarters of the 2/8 Aust ralian Infantry
Battalion; A/2/8: A Company; 8/2/8: B Company; C/2/8: C Company; D/2/8: D Company;
MG/2/8: Machine Gun Company.
2/11: Headquarters of the 2/11 Australian Infantry Battalion; A/2/11: A Company; 8/2/11: B
Company; C/2/11: C Company; D/2/11: D
Company; H/2/11: Heavy Weapons Company.
2/1 MG: 2/1 Machine Gun Company; 2/8
RAE: 2/8 Squadron, Royal Australian Engineers; 2/3 FR RAA: 2/3 Field Regiment, Royal
Australian Artillery.
19 18: Headquarters, 19th Australian Infantry
Brigade; 14 18: Headquarters, 14th Australian
Infantry Brigade.

COUNTERSHEET
The "A/NH" Company is given an incorrect
Strength on the back of its counter. The correct
value should be 5 (five), which is printed on the
front.

DESCENT ON
CRETE ERRATA
(As of December 1978)
CHARTS
Any reference 10 "Town" should be instead
"Village."
(9.71 ] Note
3 (correctiun} Disrup1ed
ayd
Depleted units are considered to be al one-half
Curren, Sl rength, as s1a1ed in 1he rules.
[13.23] (deletion/addition) Delete the "Uni1 not
Activated" line, as units not Activated never
u ndergo Command Control (see Case 13. 1). In a ddition, a Line of Communications to five oth er
Friendly Headquarters will give a benefil of + I
when rolling o n Table 13.24. T his bonus is applicable o nly to Headquarters, a nd o nly after 1he
I 91 h Game-Turn.

COMMONWEALTH TURN
RECORD TRACK
On Game-Turn One. 1he Commonweahh Player
receives 5 (five) Command Points.

COMMONWEALTH FORMATION
DISP LAY
British: ( 1) The l 56LAA/ RA An1i-Aircraf1 unit
has a Range of 3, which is printed o n 1he actual
coun1er: and (2) 23LAA/RM Machine Gun unil
se1s up 1he game in hex E2005 and remains there
1hroughou1 the entire game (ii is 1he infamous uni1
memioned in Case 16.54).
New Zealander: ( I) The I01h Brigade Headquarters should have a Brigade symbol on i1; (2)
1he Majo r-General Gen1 ry counter shou ld have a
Brigade designa1ion o n ii; and (3) The 2nd New
Zealand Division Headquarters is sci up in hex
E30 15 in the In1 roduc1ory scenario.

Note: The ranks given 101hc Commo nweahh commanders are 1he ranks 1hey held a1 1he end of t he
war, no1 al 1he 1ime of the ba11lc for Crete.

GERMAN FORMATION DISP LAY
7th Parachute Division: ( 1) The Signals Sec1ion
Headquarters should have a Brigade designation,
as per 1he coumer; (2) 1he General Suessman
coumer should have a Brigade designa1ion: and (3)
General Studenl begins se1 up in hex E2024 in 1he
Introductory Scenario.
·
5th Mountain Division: (I) The Signal Sec1ions
Headquarters should have a Brigade designa1ion;
and (2) 1he 14lsl Regimen1al Headquarters
(R HQ/ 14 1) sho uld have a Brigade designa1ion
(1he coun1er is primed wrong).
Note: Due to 1he fac11 hat we con fused which map
would overlap " o n top", any 1ime 1hat a reference
is made 10 a hex o n 1he Eas1 Map 1ha1 ends wi1h a
xx33 (example: E l733). 1he hex number mus1 be
1ransla1ed 10 a Wes1 Map hex number. Change 1he
"xx33" 10 " xx0 I" and sub1rac1 nine from 1he
"xx" part of 1he hex number. In the above example. E l733 would beco me W080 1 (E becomes W,
17 - 9 = 08, and 33 becomes 01). Ahernatively,
Players may wish 10 look under 1he overlap of 1he

two ma ps a nd p lace the units in question by lining
the hex underneath the overlap with the hex above.

COUNTERS
(1) T he A/ NH counter should have a Streng1h of 5
(five) primed on the back of its counter; (2) the
1R/ SBHQ should have a Strengt h of 4 (four)
printed o n the from of its coumer; and (3) King
"Phillip" of Greece should actually be King
George of Greece. The las1 King of Greece named
P hillip was P hilip o f Macedon (fa1 her of Alexander the Great), who probably had li11le effecl on
the ba11le of Crete.

[27.26) (correction) If a unit begins a scena rio in
terrain it would normally be prohibi1t:d from
entering, it is moved as Dispersed Infantry u ntil it
is in legal terrain (and it must be moved by 1he
most expeditious route), at which s point the unit
may be moved normally. The owning P layer
decides when he firs1 wishes to move the unit.

(27.27) (correction) Units 1hat begin a scenario
overstacked have until the end of the second
Game-Turn of the Scenario to rectify the si1ua1ion, else 1hey immediately su ffer 1he penahies of
Case 10.32.

RULES

[33.2) (clarification) Only the units !isled are
Disrupted; any other units in the hex arc nOI. The
units Disrupted are 1hose that were hit by the
preliminary Luftwaffe bombing and strafing during early morning 20 May.

[6. 18] (deletion) The las1 sentence in 1his case
should be deleted.

(34.0) (addition) T he Aus1ralian uni1 designations were 1101 included; they are as follows:

[6.31] (correction) In 1he paragraph beginning
wit h "/, 2 or 3". the scn1encc should read
" ... Strength Point loss, and the owning Player
may opt to place it imo ei1 her Concentrated or
Dispersed Mode for the duration of the Fire
Phase. At 1he end of 1he Fire Phase, any such uni1
is immediately Disrup1ed."

2/2FR: Headquarters of t he 2/2 Australian Field
Regimen! (Royal Aust ralian Artillery, serving as
infantry); A / 2/2FR: A Company; B/ 2/ 2FR: B
Company; C/2/2FR: C Company; D / 2/2FR: D
Company; H / 2/2FR: Heavy Weapons Company.
17CB: 17th Australian Infantry Brigade Composite Ba11alion; 2/4(17): 2/ 4 Battalion; 2/ 5(17):
2/ 5 Battalion; RC: Rifle Company.

[7.0) (correction) The last sentence should read

"An Observing unit can always observe a directly
adjacent unit (excep1ion: see Case 7 . 11)."
[9.4) (correction) T he fifl een1h line should read
" .. . this can occur is when a uni1 changes from
Travel ... "
[9 .65) (clarification) A uni1 does 1101 necessarily
have 10 begin 1he Condi1ional Movemenl Phase
adjacenl 10 1he Close /\ssau lled unit.
(9.66) (addition) A u nit may 1101 be prevented
from perfo rming a Close Assaul 1 by a Mode
change caused by Opportuni1y Fire triggered as a
result of the Close Assa uh .

[II.Sil (clarification) T he Case sho uld read "Armor is prohibi1ed from using Entrenchmen1s. All
01 her uni1s may benefil from E n1renchmcn1s. "
[ 11.7 1) (clarification) Therefore, if a uni1 performs Movemen1 in o ne of 1he abovememioned
hexes. i1 does no1 1rigger Opportunity Fire.
( 12.15] (reference) See Case 19.4.
[12.6) (deletion) Delcie

the phrase " ... and
anillery-1ype . .. " from 1he firs1 line of this Case.
[ 13.0) (clarification) German Fire or Movemen1
1ha1 allows 1he Commonwealth Player 10 perform
Opportuni1y Fire automatically Activates unac1iva1ed Commonweahh units. Any unit so Activated may remain Activated by firing on German
units. Thus, 1he Commonweallh Player may
deliberately keep himself over his Command P oin1
allo1men1, shou ld t he German Player a llow him
1he option.
[ 13.341 (deletion) Delcie 1he phrase
"M2" ... " from 1hc second line.

16CB: 16th Australian Infantry Brigade Composi1e Ba11alion; 2/ 3(16): 2/ 3 A IF Ba11alion;
2/ 2(16): 2/ 2 A IF Ba11a lion; H / 16CB: I61h
Brigade Heavy Weapons Company.
2/ 3FR: Headquarters of 1he 2/3 Aus1ralian Field
Regimen I (Royal Aus1ralian Artillery. serving as
infan1ry); A / 2/3FR: A Company; B/2/3FR: B
Company.

7 AusLAA{2): 71h Australian Lighl Ami-Aircrafl;
AusEng: Aus1ralian Engineers.
2/ 4: Headquarters of the 2/4 Australian Infan 1ry
Ba11a lion; A/ 2/4: A Company; R/ 2/ 4: B Company; C/2/ 4: C Company; 0/2/ 4: D Company;
MG/ 2/ 4 : Machine Gun Company.
2/ 1: Headquarters of 1hc 2/ l Australian lnfaniry
Ba11alion; A / 2/1: A Company; B/ 2/ 1: B Company; C / 2/ 1: C Company; D/ 2/ 1: D Company;
H / 2/ 1: Heavy Weapons Company.

2/7: Headquarters of 1he 2/7 Aus1ralian lnfa n1 ry
Ba11alion; A/ 2/7: A Company; R/ 2/7; B Company; C/2/7: C Company; D/ 2/7: D Company;
H / 2/7: Heavy Weapons Company.
2/ 8: Headquarters of the 2/8 Australian Infantry
Ba11alion; A / 2/8: A Company; B/ 2/ 8: B Company; C/ 2/8: C Company; 0 / 2/8: D Company;
MG / 2/ 8: Machine Gun Company.
2/ 11 : Headquarters of 1he 2/ 11 Aus1 ralian lnfan1ry Ba11alion; A / 2/ 11 : A Company; B/2/ 11: B
Company; C/2/ 11: C Company; 0 / 2/ 11 : D Company; H / 2/ 11: H eavy Weapons Com pany.

( 19.35) (clarification) T he 1hird line should begin
wi1h" .. . considered havled . .. "

2/ 1 MG: 2/ l Mach ine Gun Company; 2/8 RA E:
2/ 8 Squadron, Royal Aus1ralian Engineers; 2/ 3
FR RAA: 2/3 Field Regirnen1, Royal Aus1ralian
Artillery.

[20.4) (addition) Engineer units mus1 be in Concentrated M ode 10 perform any of 1heir special
func1ions.

19 18: Headquarters, 191h Aus1ralian l nfan1ry
Brigade; 1418: Headquarters, 141h Aus1ralian Infantry Brigade.

" . .. o r

[6.61] FIRE VALUE MATRIX: Direct Fire
(Used by Infantry-type, Armor, Anti-Tank, Flak and Headquarters Units)

Firing Unit's Effectiveness Rating vs. Target when target is ...
na

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

na

na

na

na

1

2

3

4

5

6 7-9

Armor; Entrenched Non-Armor
Unentrenched Non-Armor
Explanation:
- = Fire value ineffectual; na = not applicable;#= Fire value.
l. Fire is executed during the
Player's Conditional and Free Fire
Phase or when triggered as Opportunity fire.
2. Only the two topmost units in- a
stack may fire and at only either of
the two topmost units in a target
stack. Units beneath the top two
units in a stack cannot fire or be fired
upon.
3. Units
that
are
Disrupted,
Depleted, or in Travel mode cannot
fire and their Effectiveness rating is
zero.

Strength of
Firing Unit
1

2

2

3

2

4

2

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

5

2

3

3

4

5

5

6

2

3

4

5

5
6
6
7
7
8

6
6
7
7
8
9

7
7
8
8
9
9

5

2

2

3

4

4

5

6

2

3

4

4

5

5

7

I

2

3

4

5

5

6

8

2

3

4

4

5

5

6

9

2

3

4

5

5

6

7

[6.62] FIRE VALUE MATRIX: Indirect Fire
(Used by Artillery-type and Heavy Weapons Units)

Firing Unit's Effectiveness Rating vs. Target when target is ...
3,4 5,6

7

8

9

na

na

na

na

na

na

na na

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Strength of
Firing Unit

1

2

2
3

I

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

2

3

4

5

6

6

7

4

1

2

2

3

4

5

6

6

7

7

5

2

2

3

3

4

5

6

7

7

8

2

3

4

4

5

6

7

8

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

5

6

7

8

9

9

8

2

3

4

5

9

9

9

3

4

5

6
7

8

2

6
6

7

9

-----

9

9

6

7

8

9

9

Armor; Entrenched Non-Armor
Unentrenched Non-Armor
- = Fire value ineffectual; na = not applicable;#= Fire va lue.
I. Artillery may fire against an
observed unit regardless of its own
position in its stack or the position of
the target in a stack. Heavy _weapo ns
may fire from any position in a stack
but only at the two topmost units in a
stack.
2. Heavy weapons unit s may execute
Opportunity fire · but only against
units they observe in hexes they
control.
3. Artillery-type units may execute
Opportunity fire only when close
assaulted and on the Direct Fire
Value Matrix only.

@

[6.63] FIRE RESULTS TABLE
Firing Value vs. Target when target is.•.
4

5

6

7

8

9

na

na

na

Dispersed in Cit)', Rough or Entrenched

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

na

na

Dispersed in Forest, Town or Broken

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

na

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

2

D D

1

DICE

2

1

3

D

4

1

1

D

D

I

D

D

5

6

1

7

D

8

9
10

-

11

-

12

-

D
D
D

D

D
D

D D
D

D
2

1

I

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

Dispersed in Other Terrain
Undispersed in Any Other Terrain
- = no effect; D = iarget Dispersed; #=target loses
indicated number of Strength points; na = not applicable.
I. Fire value is derived from either 6.61 or
6.62 depending on the type of firing unit.
2. Fire value must "read" as a numerical
result on the appropriate Fire Value Matrix or
the attack is ineffectual. (I.e., you cannot fire
at a Dispersed target in a city with a 3 or less
Fire value.)
3. A result of Don an alread y Dispersed unit
has no effect; a D result on an Undispersed
unit calls for that unit's Dispersal (if possible)
or the loss of one Strength point.
4. If a number loss results, a unit must lose
tlie stated number of Strength points and, if
di spersed, must Disperse or lose an additional
point.

~

0

zCl>
~

-<
0

1z
-<

[16.28] SCATTER POSSIBILITY TABLE

[15.67] DIE-ROLL ADJUSTMENTS
FOR DISRUPTION RECOVERY
When rolling for Disruption removal, the Player should
adjust the die-roll by the sum of all applicable modifications listed below.

[16.12] WEATHER
CONDITIONS
TABLE

L Add one to the die-roll if the unit is stacked with
(or is itself) a Friendly armor unit.
2. Add one to the die-roll if the unit is stacked with
(or is itself) any Friendly headquarters or leader unit
(but there is no further increase for multiple HQs
and/ or leaders) .
3. Subtract one from the die-roll if the unit is adjacent to Enemy armor units.
4. Subtract one from the die-roll if the unit is out of
supply.
5. Subtract one from the die-roll if the unit is adjacent to another Friendly Disrupted unit or stack of
units.
6. Subtract two from the die-roll if the Disrupted
unit is also unactivated.

DICE

DICE

1-3

E

3

2
2

4

1

2

2

5

D

1

6

d

d

7

E

E

3

3

E

E

2

2
2

3

E

d

1

3

3

2

3

2

2

d

8

3

9

6

3

4

3

3

4

5

0

0

5

6

0
6

3

6

6

7
8

8

6

p

9

0

9

10

3
p

9

JO

11

9

0

11

0

-

SI

SI

12

12

D

D

D

D

D

1

1

I

2

3

11

1

2

2

2

3

E

12

2

2

3

3

E

E

How to Derive the Total Fire Capability:
Take the Effectiveness Rating of each eligible unit and total according to the following schedule, and add one to the total if the
Weather Condition is 6 or greater (however, if there are no eligible units, the German unit lands safely regardless of Weather
condition):
Effectiveness rating is I: unit counts as one-half.
Effectiveness rating is 2 or 3: unit counts as one.
Effectiveness rating \S 4, 5 or 6: unit counts as two.
Effectiveness rating is 7, 8 or 9: unit counts as three.
(See Case 16.2 for a more detailed explanation of Fire
Capability.)
Explanation:
- = No effect; d = Unit lands without casualties, but must immediately Disperse. (If the unit does not possess a Dispersed
mode, the unit loses one Strength point); D = Unit lands without
casualties, but must immediately Disrupt. If the unit is an
artillery-type unit, it instead loses one Strength point and
Disperses. #=Unit loses the indicated number of Strength
points and Disperses. If the unit is an artillery-type unit, the unit
loses one less than the indicated number of Strength points
(which may result in no loss) and immediately Disrupts.
E = Unit eliminated; remove from play.

Weather Condition
3-6
7-10

S2
Sl
Sl

A

S2
S2
Sl
Sl

S2
S2
SI

SI
S2

SI

[17 .45] AIRSTRIKE BOMBARDMENT TABLE

Target Hex Terrain:
Any
Defending Unit Mode: Disp

Any
Cone

Any
Dsrt

Forest
and
City
Trav

Any except
Forest
and City
Trav

DICE

2

D

I*

3

D

D

1*
1*

4

D

D

D

I*
I*

D

D

D

5

D

6

7

I*
1*
D
D

8

9

10
11

12

11+

A

A

SI
SI
S2
A

Explanation:
- = Unit(s) lands in designated hex; St= Unit(s) lands one hex
away from designated hex. The German Player consults the
Scatter Diagram on the game-map, and rolls a die to determine
direction of the one-hex scatter. The unit(s} is then moved to its
new hex and is considered to have landed there; S2 = Unit(s)
scatters two hexes. Use the same procedure outlined in the SI
result, except move the unit(s) two hexes to its actual landing
he:>5; A= Unit Aborts. The German Player rolls two dice. If he
rolls a 10, I I or 12, the units are eliminated from play. Otherwise, they are placed back on the Formation Display, ready to
be dropped when the German Player wishes to try again.
Note: For all results with the obvious exception of the A result,
the German Player must proceed to the German Air Landing
Table immediately after rolling for Scatter Possibility.

2

d

9

JO

9

16+

E

1

p

Explanation:
For air landing purposes, add 7 Weather
Condition points on
night
Game-Turns;
P = No air operations
permitted; #=Weather
condition.

[16.27] GERMAN AIR LANDING TABLE
Total Fire Capability
(Weather plus Eligible Units)
10-12 13-15
4-6
7-9

2

12

0-2

DICE

0201-0600 1201-1400

2

7

These adjustments are cumulative. An adjusted die-roll of
greater than 6 counts as 6, while an adjusted die-roll of less •
than -2 counts as - 2. All modifications are applied at the
instant of the die-roll.

Determine the Weather Condition, and then the German Player
places all parachute units landing that Game-Tum. Each unit or
stack of units is rolled for hex-by-hex, but not until all units
have been placed in a specific hex.

D

D

D

D

D

D

I*

1*

I*

l*
1*

Explanation:

- = No result; D = Target unit (only) is Disrupted. If possible, retreat Disrupted
unit one hex; 1* = If the unit is an armored unit, treat result as a D. If the unit is a
HQ unit, subtract one Strength point from the unit. If the unit is anything else,
subtract one Strength point. and then treat result as a D; 1 = Regardless of unit
type, subtract one Strength Point and then treat result as a D.

Abbreviations:
Disp = Dispersed Mode; Cone= Concentrated Mode; Dsrt = Disrupted Mode;
Trav = Travel Mode.

[11. 14] TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART FOR STACKING, MOVEMENT, AND OBSERVATION
Movement Cost (by Mode)
DISP

CONC

Inf
Terrain
Type
Clear
Mixed

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Woods
Village
Broken
Forest

(5) Rough

(6) City
Swamps

Stacking
Limit ~SPs)

24
24
24
18
12
12
9
18
12

Stream
River

(7) Mountain

HW, HQ

Eng
1
2
3
2
3
3
4 (2)
1
3
+1
+3
+ 3 ( + 2)
p

Sea hex/
hexside

Armor,
Recon

TRAY

Inf
HW, HQ

Eng

Armor,
Recon

1/4
1
2

1/ 2

(terrain types)

2

1/2

l

1/4

10

4
+l
+3

p

p

6

1-7

p

p

p

p
p

10

4,6-7

p

p

p

2
3

p

p

p

p (3)

p

p

I

2

I

1/ 4

p
p
p

p ( +3)

p

p

p

p

p

1
1/2

1/2
1/ 4

1/4
1/ 8
1/2
1/4

I

+I

5

6
6
7
7
8
9

Major Road

Lake

(in hexes)

p

2
3
2
4

Trail

18
12

All

1/ 8
1/2

1-7
1-7
2-7
2-7
2-7
3-7
4-7
4,6-7

Road

Prison

Observation
Range
Blocked By

+I

2
+I

2
+I

p

Bridge
Airfield ·

24

- = Terrain has no effect (other terrain in hex controls movement or observation; e.g., a Dispersed unit does not benefit from a road); P = Prohibited (may
not enter); #(#)=Cost to all units except mountain units (cost to mountain

[13.23] MODIFIED MORALE
DETERMINATION TABLE
To determine the modifications to the die-roll
when using the Commonwealth Command
Table (13.24), add all modifications that apply
on the list below to receive a total die-roll
modification. Then roll a die, add or subtract
the total die-roll mocjification and derive the
result on the appropriate nationalities' Command Table. Apply any result immediately.
Die-Roll
Modification
Line of supply and communications with CHCHQ*
+l
Line of supply to 5 other
Friendly HQst
+I
Immediately superior unit has
received a "M#" result on
its Command check
+I
Headquarters of units
destroyed or Disrupted (and
unit not resubordinated)
- 2
Unit not activated
- 1
Game-Turn Two modification
- 1
First night (Game-Tum
Eight) modificat_ion
- 2
Immediately superior unit has
received a "Re" or "Rt"
result on its Command
check
-1
*Commonwealth High Command Headquarters itself may never receive this die-roll
modification.
.
tOnly headquarters units may receive thi s dieroll modification.

1/2
9
4-7
units), respectively; #'sin Blocked By column refer to numbers left of terrain
types; e.g., a unit in a city hex would have Observation blocked by forest (4),
city (6) and mountain (7) hexsides.

[15.66] DISRUPTION
RECOVERY TABLE

[13.24] COMMONWEALTH
COMMAND TABLE

Unit Morale Rating

New
Zealander

Australian,
British

Greek,
Other

DIE

-3

Re

Re

Rt

-2

-2

Re

F

Rt

-1

-1

F

F

Rt

0

0

F

F

Re

1

1

F

F

F

2

DIE

2

Re

3

1

2

3

4

R

3

R

4

R

R

R

R

4

5

R

R

R

R

5

6

R

R

R

R

6
7

1

8

2

9

2

3

Explanation:
Re = Retreat; Rt= Rout; F = Command Freeze;
1(2,3) = Morale raised 1 (2,3) point(s) for current
Game-Turn ; - = No effect. See Case 13.4 for detailed explanation of Commonwealth Command Table
results.

Note: The Morale rating used in this procedure is
always the original rating printed on the unit
counter.

Explanation: - = Disruption not removed. Disruption persists until the owning Player's next Command Phase when he may again attempt to remove
it; R = Disruption removed. Marker is removed,
and unit or stack of units is no longer Disrupted .
When removing Disruption from a stack of units,
the Player concerns himself only with the topmost
unit in the stack. If he succeeds in removing Disruption from this unit , then he has removed Disruption
from all the units in the stack .

[9.71] CLOSEASSAULTVALUETABLE
Morale Differential (Attacker minus Defender)
When Defender is in ...
Rough,
Open,
- 9- 6 - 3
City, Forest,
Mixed,
to to to
EntrenchTown Woods,
-7- 4 -2- 1
ment
Broken
4

2

2

3

I

4

2

0

3

I

-]

2

0

-2

I

-]

-3

0

-2
-3

-4

-]

-2
-3
-4

Effectiveness Differential
(Attacker minus Defender)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9

3

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

9

2

3

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

D
234556
DD
23455
DDD
2345
DDDD1234
DDDDD123
D D D D D D I 2
D D D D D D D I
D D D D D D D D

6
6

7
6

7
7

8

8

9

7

8

8

5

6

6

7

7

8

5

5

6

6

7

7

4

5

5

6

6

7

3

4

5

5

6

6

2

3

4

5

5

6

2

3

4

5

5

3
4

[13.18] COMMAND POINT
COST SCHEDULE
The Co mmonwealth Player receives a li mited
number of Command points on the Commonwealth Game-Turn Reco rd Track, an d he mu st expend a certain amount of those Command poi nts
as specified in Case 13.4 on batta lions, regiments,
etc., that have had units in combat during the
previous Game-Turn . After these uni ts have been
"paid " for , the Commonwealth Playe r may expend any excess Comma nd points as he sees fit. Of
course, if all Command points have been expended, the Commonweal th Player may do no more.

Command
Point Cost
For each regiment/battalion in combat
For each three "independent" units in
combat
For each division/brigade in combat *
To activate one battalion
2
To activate three Greek or
"independent" units
To activate a division or brigade*
2
To reduce a multi-formation attack's effect
(per formation)

D D D D D D D D D
2 3 4 5
D D D D D D D D D D 1 2 3 4
D D D D D D D D D D D 1 2 3

-4

Explanation: D = Attacker Disrupted-cease close assault ;#= Close Assault value- Index on 9.72.
3. Units involved in a close assault
while in Travel mode have the following
values: 0 Effect iveness rating; current
Strength; Current Morale. Disrupted
units in close assault have O Effectiveness rating; 0 Strength; 3 less than
current Morale . Depleted Units involved in close assault have: 0 Effectiveness
rating; 0 Strength; current Morale.

1. A uni t's current Morale is defined as
its printed Morale rating less one point
fo r each Strength point it has lost (may
be a negative number).
2. Current Morale is modified by terrain , engineers and leaders. Also, a currently Disrupted defender loses 3
Morale points.

[9. 72] CLOSE ASSAULT RESULTS TABLE
1
to
3

Combat Strength Ratio
1
2
3
1
to
to
to
to
2
1
1
1

*This cost is in addition to the cost for act ivati ng
or payi ng for unit s in combat that belong to
regiments or battalions su bordinate to the division
or bri gade. T he Co mmand point cost pays for the
activation of the actual headquart ers plus a ll
divi sion- or brigade-asset units.

Combat Differential (Attacker minus Defender)
Close Assault Value

4
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5

3

I

3/ 3/ 3/ 3/ 3/2/2/-
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4

2

1/-
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I
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3

6
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5
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I
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1/-

5

3

-/ -

- ID

6

4

- ID

- ID

5

- ID

6

-/ 1

-/ 1
-/ 1

Explanation:
- = No Effect ; D = All units in the indicated stack are Disrupted;#= Stack suffers indicated losses and is Disrupted (the opposing Player always determines
the distribution of the opponent's losses) .
The symbol to the left of the slash is the result inflicted upon the attacker; the
symbol to the right of the slash is the result inflicted upon the defender.
A Disrupted defender must retreat one hex or be eliminated. It may not retreat

-/2

DID
DID

DID

-/ -

- ID
- ID

- /-

-/ 1
-/ 1
- /2

- /2

- /2

- /2

-/ 3

- /-

-ID
-/1
-/ 1

-/ 1
-/2

-/2

- /2

- /2

-/ 3

-/2

- /2

-/ 2
-/3
-/3

-/3
-/ 3
-/ 3

- /3
-/ 3
- /3
- /3

-/3
-/ 3

- /1

- /2

-/ 3
-/ 3

into an Enemy-controlled hex unless a Friendly unit is present. If a Disrupted
unit suffers a second Disruption, it is destroyed . A Disrupted attacker stays in
place. The owning Player may not voluntarily destroy one of his units to avoid
Disruption of other Friendly units, etc. Undisrupted attacking units must oc.cupy the hex vacated by Disrupted defenders.
Note: Attacks at less than 1-3 (greater than 4-1) or at 0-any value (any value-0)
are treated as 1-3 (4-1).
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Place this sheet on a flat surface, handy to the maps. Use one of the
Game-Turn markers provided in.the countermix as a marker. Start
it in the box for the first Game-Turn of the Scenario or Battle Game
and advance it one box to record the passage of each Game-Turn.
The upper case letters in the boxes refer the Player to his Formation
Display (see Section 26.0, Reinforcements, for an explanation of
coding). The track shows the starting and ending Game-Turns of
the various Scenarios and the Battle Game. Each vertical column on
the track represents a day (indicated by the date at the head of the
column). Note that the starting and ending Game-Turns of each
complete day are Night Game-Turns (as indicated by the tint in
those boxes). Finally, the number of Airs trikes available to the
Player is denoted - AM first, then PM . The supply symbol in the
lower left-hand corner of a Game-Turn box indicates that the German Player receives a supply marker on that Game-T urn. See Case
16.3 for the rules on supply drops. Note that on Game-Turn One,
the supply symbol has" x 17" after it. This indicates that all supply
units with designations are dropped on Game-Turn One. All other
supply markers come in increments of one. For the German reinforcements, an "M" indicates a possible Mountain reinforcement
release turn (which corresponds to those on the Formation
Display), while an "M*" indicates a definite Scenario reinforcement Turn.
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Place this sheet on a flat surface, handy to the maps. Use one of the
Game-Turn markers provided with the countermix as a marker.
Start it in the box that corresponds to the first Game-Turn of the
Scenario or Battle Game and advance it one box to record the
passage of each Game-Turn. The upper case letters in the boxes
refer the Player to his Formation Display (see Section 26.0, Reinforcements, for an explanation of coding). The number in the lower
left-hand part of the box indicates how many Command points the
Commonwealth Player has available to him for that particular
Game-Turn. The track shows the starting and ending Game-Turns
of the various Scenarios and the Battle Game. Each vertical column
represents a day (indicated by the date at the head of the column) .
Note that the starting and ending Game-Turns of each complete
day are Night Game-Turns (as indicated by the tint in those boxes).
Finally, the number of Airstrikes available to the Player is denoted
- AM first, then PM.
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King Phillip of Greece: S1arts
wi1h 1hc B/ 18 New Zcalander
unit wilich is his " bodyguard ."
He in no way aci s as 1hcir
leader (s~ Case 21.8).
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